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All that jazz...and art      Shakespeare meets Kabuki

Formula 1 makes adjustments
to help it through stormy times

Back 
on track?

Amsterdam
history
“400 Years New Amsterdam/New
York” celebrates the 400th anniver-
sary of Henry Hudson founding the
Dutch colony called New Netherlands
in North America.

Rijksmuseum
March 31-June 1
% 31-20-6747-000
www.rijksmuseum.nl

Basel
art
“Visual Encounters—Africa, Oceania
and Modern Art” presents works such
as masks, sculptures and paintings,
juxtaposing art from Africa or Oceania
with works of classical modernism.

Fondation Beyeler
Until May 24
% 41-61-2069-700
www.beyeler.com

Berlin
history
“Calvinism: The Reformed in Germany
and Europe” shows works of art, his-
toric documents, scriptures, liturgical
devices and quotidian art exploring
the origins and spread of Calvinism in
Germany and Europe.

Deutsches Historisches Museum
April 1-July 19
% 49-30-2030-4750
www.dhm.de

photography
“Hannes Kilian—Photographs” exhibits
320 black-and-white images by the
German photographer Hannes Kilian
(1909-1999), including photojournal-
ism, sport and portrait photography.

Martin-Gropius-Bau
April 4-June 29
% 49-30-2548-90
www.berlinerfestspiele.de

Brussels
photography
“Portraits of Artists—80 Years of the
Centre for Fine Arts in Pictures” is a
selection of 100 portraits of influential
artists.

Palais des Beaux Arts
Until Sept. 13
% 32-2-5078-444
www.bozar.be

Edinburgh
art
“The Conversation Piece: Scenes of
Fashionable Life” features “conversa-
tion pieces,” paintings of a family or a
gathering of friends in informal activi-
ties.

The Royal Collection
Until Sept. 20
% 44-20-7766-7300
www.royalcollection.org.uk

Florence
science
“Galileo: Images of the Universe from
Antiquity to the Telescope” exhibits
scientific instruments, celestial atlases,
drawings, sculptures, and illuminated
manuscripts.

Palazzo Strozzi
Until Aug. 30
% 39-055-2645-155
www.palazzostrozzi.org

Frankfurt
art
“Caravaggio in the Netherlands” pre-
sents works of art by Caravaggio
(1571-1610) and the Utrecht Caravag-

gists: Dirck van Baburen (1595-1624),
Gerard van Honthorst (1592-1656)
and Hendrick Terbrugghen
(1588-1629).

Städel Museum
April 1-July 26
% 49-69-6050-980
www.staedelmuseum.de

Ghent
design
“Henry van de Velde: Book design be-
tween art nouveau and new objectiv-
ity” explores design evolution through
sketches, trials and multiple variations
by Belgian artist Henry van de Velde
(1863-1957).

Design Museum Ghent
Until June 1

% 32-9-2679-999
design.museum.gent.be

Glasgow
history
“Ancient Greeks: Athletes, Warriors
and Heroes” explores the theme of
competition in the Ancient Greek
world with one of the largest collec-
tions of Greek artifacts on loan from
the British Museum.

The Burrell Collection
Until May 4
% 44-1412-8725-50
www.glasgowmuseums.com

Hamburg
art
“Itô Jakuchû—Jade Flowers in Mysteri-

ous Gardens” displays a special type
of Japanese woodcuts (ishizuri-e) by
Itô Jakuchû (1716-1800), in which the
motif appears in white against a black
background.

Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe
Until June 28
% 49-40-4281-3427-32
www.mkg-hamburg.de

London
art
“Symbolism in Poland and Britain”
shows works by Polish Symbolist art-
ists alongside paintings by their Brit-
ish contemporaries.

Tate Britain
Until June 21
% 44-20-7887-8888
www.tate.org.uk

Luxembourg
art
“Between the Sacred and the Profane”
showcases 17th-century Italian master
paintings by Francesco Albani
(1578-1660), Ludovico Carracci
(1555-1619), Luca Giordano
(1634-1705) and others.

Musée National d'Histoire et d'Art
Until May 17
% 352-47-9330-1
www.mnha.public.lu

Munich
design
“Democratic Design—IKEA” examines
the Swedish furniture company IKEA
through themes such as “the Begin-
nings,” “The Billy System,” “Sustainabil-
ity and Ecology” and more.

Pinakothek der Moderne
April 3-July 12
% 49-89-2380-5360

www.pinakothek.de

Oslo
art
“Jean Tinguely” presents the moving
sculptures of the Swiss artist
(1925-1991), including radio sculptures,
kinetic reliefs, self-destructing mechani-
cal sculptures that go up in smoke
and more.

Henie-Onstadt Kunstsenter
April 2-Aug. 2
% 47-67-8048-80
www.hok.no

Oxford
art
“Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680): Artist-col-
lector of the Baroque” shows old mas-
ter drawings collected by Sir Peter
Lely, one of the first artist-collectors
and one of Britain's most successful
artists of the 17th century.

Christ Church Picture Gallery
Until May 31
% 44-1865-2761-72
www.chch.ox.ac.uk

Paris
art
“Kandinsky” brings together about 100
paintings by Russian artist Wassily
Kandinsky (1866-1944) and updates
the Kandinsky collection with addi-
tions such as watercolors and manu-
scripts of the “Russian” period
(1914-1917).

Centre Pompidou
April 8-Aug. 10
% 33-1-4478-1233
www.centrepompidou.fr

art
“The Imaginative World of Ariosto”
showcases the Renaissance artwork
that inspired Italian court poet Ludov-
ico Ariosto (1474-1533), best known
for his epic poem, “Roland Furieux”
(Orlando Furioso).

Musée du Louvre
Until May 18
% 33-1-4020-5050
www.louvre.fr

Riga
art
“Marta Skulme—Sculpture” shows
sculptures from the early 20th cen-
tury by Latvia’s first female sculptor,
Marta Liepina-Skulme (1890-1962).

Latvian National Museum of Art
April 3-May 10
% 371-6732-5051
www.vmm.lv

Rotterdam
art
“God in Sculpture” presents bronze
and stone sculptures from India, Ne-
pal, Cambodia, China, Korea and Thai-
land, illustrating portrayals of God in
Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism.

Kunsthal
Until June 14
% 31-10-4400-301
www.kunsthal.nl

Vienna
art
“Georges Adéagbo—The Colonization
and the History of the Colonized”
showcases the work of African artist
Georges Adéagbo (born 1942).

MAK
April 1-Sept. 13
% 43-1-7113-6248
www.mak.at

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

‘Le Cyclop-La Tête’ (1970), by Jean Tinguely, in Oslo; below, Kandinsky’s ‘Improvisation 19’ (1911), in Paris; top right, IKEA
children’s furniture ‘Mammut’ (1993), in Munich.
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Mixed Company / by Lex Shue
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Across
 1 Spiced brew
 5 “I and my fellows 

are ministers of 
Fate” speaker

 10 Woolly-coated 
sheepdogs

 15 Monument Valley 
sight

 19 Storage space
 20 Jovovich of “The 

Fifth Element”

 21 Recipient of an 
Oscar acceptance 
speech thank-you

 22 Takes steps
 23 Bay on which 

a chipmaker’s 
headquarters 
are located?

 25 Challenges for a 
bank’s in-house 
masseur?

 27 Lasso loop

 28 Lamp power?
 30 Flock holders
 31 Deposit content
 32 Steamy
 34 Digression from 

a newspaper 
company?

 38 McConnell or 
McCain: Abbr.

 39 Istanbul coin
 41 Places in the 

heart

 42 Checks the 
books?

 43 Eon subdivision
 44 Convento de 

Santa Teresa 
setting

 46 Spout off
 47 Make an effort
 48 Prune
 49 Chin-wag
 51 Abounding 

in foliage

 55 Dessert-on-a-stick products 
from a soda giant?

 61 Handles
 63 Cartesian plane divider
 64 Crawl spaces?
 65 Hit album of 1956
 67 Busy mo. for CPAs
 68 Chalky
 69 Grind to bits
 71 Is a poor winner
 72 Criminal
 73 Interest rate abbr.
 74 Sword-and-sorcery hero 

created by Robert E. Howard
 75 “The Crucible” setting
 76 Papier-mâché ingredient
 77 Unworried
 79 Art supplies from an office 

supply store?
 83 Tip off
 84 Refusenik’s refusal
 85 Quite keen on

 86 Hip-hop’s Kool Moe ___
 89 Be a rubbernecker
 91 In a way, informally
 93 They often include “LOL” 

and “BRB”
 96 Contract makeup
 98 Anticipate
 100 Be crawling (with)
 101 Block
 102 Ruling in a broadcast satellite 

company’s case?
 105 Area of interest

 107 “If ___ he loved, ’twas her 
alone”: Sir Walter Scott

 108 It’s about 115 miles north of 
Pittsburgh

 109 Online political magazine
 111 Postal Service symbol
 112 Home for a software 

company’s employees?
 116 Item in a transportation 

company’s laundry room?
 118 Prop for 35-Down
 119 Court tie
 120 What stocks may take during 

panics
 121 Homer Simpson’s mother

 122 It may make the grade
 123 Sean who played a hobbit
 124 Sch. health course
 125 Haggis ingredient

Down
 1 The talk of Taiwan
 2 One paying homage
 3 It’s about 80 miles 

east of Pittsburgh
 4 That is, to Pliny
 5 Burgundy bud
 6 Hand band
 7 Like contraband
 8 Tennis pro Dementieva
 9 America Ferrera, for one
 10 Lobbying org.
 11 Cry of distaste
 12 Seized, as an opportunity
 13 Atlas detail
 14 Portrayer of Mr. Smith
 15 iLife runner
 16 Showed support for, in a way
 17 Backs of barks
 18 One may be written off
 24 “Sweet” girl in a 

Bing Crosby song
 26 Grant player
 29 Gets in a sting
 33 Honda’s longest-selling car
 35 Poetic Muse
 36 Ingredient of some solders 

and some soldiers
 37 Oprah’s friend
 40 Make no effort to save 

the wrapping from
 45 The buck stops here
 48 Draft card letters

 50 1965 movie with the 
working title “Eight 
Arms to Hold You”

 52 Functional
 53 Capital on the 

Mississippi R.
 54 Throngs
 55 Tree with purple flowers
 56 Quinella’s cousin
 57 “The Caretaker” 

playwright
 58 Chief Mahaska’s people
 59 Shot
 60 Tart fruits
 61 Canine command
 62 Serpentine shape
 66 One who’s out for blood
 69 Shares an email with
 70 Ground breaker
 71 50-knot wind
 75 2001 Robert Rodriguez 

film
 76 Classic muscle car
 78 1987 National League 

MVP Dawson
 80 President between 

Gamal and Hosni

 81 Stud fees?
 82 Like many passports
 87 Host
 88 “CHiPs” star Erik
 89 Failed
 90 Bowl over
 92 Pioneer of art’s Neue 

Sachlichkeit movement
 93 “Pretty please...”
 94 Gary’s “Morocco” 

co-star
 95 Disdain
 96 Hippie wear
 97 Box score column
 99 Bejeweled bands
 102 Coped
 103 Lionel Hampton’s 

instrument
 104 Orange ghost 

in Pac-Man
 106 Impairs
 110 Campbell of the 

“Scream” movies
 113 56-Down, for one
 114 Start of the 7th century
 115 Dusk, to poets
 117 Cardinal, e.g.
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77
Houses of Worship / By David Gibson

77
Masterpiece / By Rosemary Hill

At a mass on Saturday in
Luanda, Angola, Pope Benedict
tried to warn of the dangers of
belief in witchcraft. Though he
never used that word, his implica-
tion was clear when he suggested
that African Catholics should of-
fer Christ to their fellow citizens
because “so many of them are liv-
ing in fear of spirits, of malign
and threatening powers.”

The statement reflects a real
and tragic problem in many parts
of Africa, even among people who
identify as Christians. Many still
consult shamans and use talis-
mans or potions for everything
from fertility problems to exor-
cisms. Others take it a horrifying
step further: Children, especially
those with a physical deformity or
afflicted with a disease like AIDS,
are often brutalized or killed in
the belief that they are possessed
by evil spirits. The elderly, espe-
cially women, are also common
targets. Earlier this month, Am-
nesty International reported that
more than 1,000 people were
rounded up in Gambia in a govern-
ment-sponsored witch-hunt, and
in Tanzania at least 45 albinos
have been murdered since 2007
because popular superstition
holds that they are witches.

No wonder church leaders who
praise the explosion of faith across
Africa as the future of Christianity
(the Christian population has gone

from eight million in 1900 to 360
million today) also take pains to
try to purge superstition and sor-
cery and, yes, witchcraft, from the
continent. And they regularly fail,
or offend. A decade ago Episcopal
Bishop John Shelby Spong—
roughly Benedict’s polar opposite
on the political spectrum—was
forced to apologize for referring
to African Christians
as “just one step up
from witchcraft.” That
was also not a
quote—he actually
said that African
Christians have
“moved out of ani-
mism into a very su-
perstitious kind of
Christianity” and have
“yet to face the intel-
lectual revolution of
Copernicus and Ein-
stein that we’ve had
to face.” But the mes-
sage was clear.

Yet in response to
Pope Benedict and
Bishop Spong, many
would argue that religion itself is
simply another form of supersti-
tion, albeit dressed up in Greek
philosophy or Hebrew wisdom.
And believers are hardly in a posi-
tion to criticize their African
brethren. Polls show at least half
of Americans confess to being su-
perstitious to one degree or an-

other—one-third believe in astrol-
ogy—and belief in various forms
of the paranormal are on the rise.

But the problem is that one
man’s superstition is another
man’s religion, and vice versa.
Many Protestants today still see
Catholicism as being rife with su-
perstition, most notably in the “ho-
cus pocus” of the Eucharist (from

the Latin words of consecration in
the Mass, hoc est enim corpus
meum, “This is my body”), while
atheists and agnostics would see
bien-pensant Protestants as wor-
shiping an equally absurd form of
the supernatural. It is all a matter
of degree, one could argue.

And it’s a good argument,

given the superstitions that com-
ingled with religion in the past
and persist in the present, either
in certain doctrines or in the in-
grained rituals of certain follow-
ers.The distance between “pros-
perity theology”—the notion that
following God’s commands will
make you rich—for example, and
sacrificing animals to appease

the gods is perhaps
not as great as we’d
like to think.

On the other hand,
the history of religion
could be viewed as
the process, however
halting and incom-
plete, of shedding
magical thinking to
reveal truth and
meaning, which are
the hallmarks of genu-
ine belief as opposed
to superstition.

Superstition encom-
passes many things,
at many levels, from
harmless good luck rit-
uals to calling down

evil spirits. Sorcery, for instance, is
often defined as magic used to
harm others, a negation of reli-
gion. Witchcraft is often character-
ized as magic that similarly at-
tempts to use unverifiable “natural
laws” in an effort to reveal the im-
personal forces that threaten to
capsize our lives. In 1948 the an-

thropologist Bronislaw Mali-
nowski, picking up on the latter
phenomenon, attributed the ap-
peal of magic to what he termed
the “theory of the gap,” that is,
anxiety about the unknown.

But the difference between su-
perstitions and religion is not
only the difference between mean-
ing and randomness, between
faith and anxiety, but the differ-
ence between belief in a per-
sonal, benevolent God and fear of
the pitiless Mother Nature.

Superstition offers the illusion
of control by manipulating nature
or revealing her occult intent. If
the spells are recited properly, all
should be well. It’s a big “if,” how-
ever. Religion gives the promise,
rather than the illusion, of hope.
God does not always respond as
we would like; loved ones die, live-
lihoods are lost. Mystery is deep-
ened, and hopefully, with faith,
leads to peace rather than disillu-
sionment. Accidental similarities
between religion and magic should
not lead anyone to confuse the dif-
ference in their content. Nor
should the focus on witchcraft in
places like Africa blind the rest of
us to the lures of superstition that
continue to cloud our own beliefs.

Mr. Gibson is the author of “The
Rule of Benedict: Pope Benedict
XVI and His Battle With the Mod-
ern World” (HarperOne, 2006).

Superstition vs. Religion

London
The British Houses of Parlia-

ment stand beside the Thames, a
symbol of London itself. Their sil-
houette, culminating in the great
clock tower that houses Big Ben,
is famous all over the world. Yet
this is a building that came about
by accident and whose precise au-
thorship was for many years
clouded by controversy. Its proper
name is the Palace
of Westminster, for
it replaced the medi-
eval palace where
from the 13th cen-
tury onward Parlia-
ment habitually met.
Over the years the
old building was ex-
panded, altered,
filled in and divided
until it had sprawled
into a higgledy-piggledy mess.

Everyone agreed that it should
be replaced, but no one could de-
cide exactly how. Then, on the
night of Oct. 16, 1834, fate inter-
vened. Fire engulfed the old palace—
and even while the ruins still smol-
dered, debate raged about how it
should be rebuilt. This was a mo-
ment, on the brink of the Victorian
era, when taste was on the turn.
Classical architecture, long consid-
ered the only suitable style for a
public building, was losing ground
to the Gothic. For the generation
who had grown up reading the ro-
mances of Walter Scott, the medi-
eval style seemed to summon up a
noble national past and to point
toward a better future, free of the
corruption associated with the dy-
ing days of Georgian England. So
the new palace was Gothic.

Construction of the new Palace
of Westminster began in 1837, the

year of Queen Victoria’s acces-
sion. The architect in charge was
Charles Barry, who had won an
open competition with some assis-
tance from a young draftsman,
A.W.N. Pugin. This great Victorian
novel in stone tells the story of
Britain’s past and its peculiar con-
stitution literally within the fabric
of the building, in its richly col-
ored glass and murals, and even

in its floor plan. If
you stand at the ex-
act heart of the
building, in the Cen-
tral Lobby, you can
see the architecture
unfold around you
as a diagram of gov-
ernment. In one di-
rection, through the
House of Lords, you
see the sovereign’s

throne. Far away at the other end
of the central axis, through the
Commons, is the speaker’s chair,
representing the elected house.
Monarch and people face each
other in delicate counterbalance.

The richly decorated chamber
of the Lords is itself a kind of
gilded cage, reminding the sover-
eign of her limited authority, for
the opulent throne is overlooked
by statues of the barons who
were the first to limit royal power
by making King John sign Magna
Carta. Here and there the ghost of
the old palace haunts the new.
The House of Commons, which
had originally met in the medieval
chapel, was rebuilt in the same
form with benches down each
side, like choir stalls. The space
between them is slightly longer
than two swords’ lengths, in case
debate should get out of hand.

The new Palace of Westmin-

ster was the biggest and most
complex building of its time, artis-
tically and technically. While its
style looked back to the Middle
Ages, its substance was a product
of the steam age. Cast iron, con-
crete, the latest heating and venti-
lation methods were all deployed.

No one architect, designer or
artist could have created all this
alone. It was Barry who was re-
sponsible for its conception and
most deserves the title of “archi-
tect.” The ingenious plan is en-
tirely his. But Barry was a classi-
cist, a lover of symmetry skilled in
Italianate design. To finish the

building as a completely inte-
grated whole with carving and gild-
ing, stained glass, furniture and
clocks, inkwells, umbrella stands
and coat hooks, all in the Gothic
style, was quite beyond him.

For this he turned once again
to Pugin. In the nine years since
Pugin had worked as a draftsman
on the original competition entry,
when his drawings had undoubt-
edly helped Barry win, he had
grown into a Gothic architect and

designer of genius. He was preco-
cious and prodigious. At the age
of 24 Pugin had written the first
architectural manifesto; then, be-
fore he was 30, he had built 22
churches, three cathedrals—includ-
ing England’s first since St. Paul’s—
several schools and a Cistercian
monastery. Pugin invented the Vic-
torian church as a building type
and was just on the point of rein-
venting the modern family house.

Pugin was a hero to the rising
generation of architects, who de-
spised Barry and his now old-fash-
ioned style of Gothic. So as it be-
came generally known that Pugin

was working at the Palace of
Westminster, rumors grew that it
was really Pugin’s building and
that Barry was taking credit for
Pugin’s work. This last part was
true. While Pugin provided de-
signs for tiles and metalwork, the
royal throne, the glass and a
great deal more, Barry made sure
that the younger man’s name was
kept out of the press reports. But
the more Barry tried to play
down his assistant’s role, the

more scope his enemies had to
play it up.

Pugin did not help himself. He
hated bureaucracy, insisting that
Barry attend all the committee
meetings and be the front man. He
was not much interested in public
life—and this, combined with in-
creasing ill-health, meant that he
contributed to his own obscurity.

In 1852, when the building was
finally opened, Pugin received no
credit and, anyway, was too ill to
attend. Just a few days after the
ceremony, Barry traveled to Pu-
gin’s house in Kent to get one last
design. As Barry stood over him,
Pugin sketched out the designs for
the great clock tower. It was to be
his best-known work, but he never
saw it. Weeks later he lapsed into
insanity, and in eight months he
was dead at the age of 40. His
role at the Palace of Westminster
remained the subject of national
controversy for decades. The build-
ing was a collaboration—Barry’s
skeleton dressed in Pugin’s flesh—
yet it is from Pugin that our first
and last impressions of it come.

In 1941 Barry and Pugin’s House
of Commons was destroyed by Ger-
man bombing. When it was rebuilt,
Winston Churchill chose to con-
tinue in the same Gothic style. He
explained the decision by saying
that “we shape our buildings, and
afterwards our buildings shape
us.” What the Victorians had
shaped, out of accident and contro-
versy as well as art and ingenuity,
continues to shape Britain today.

Ms. Hill is the author of “God’s
Architect: Pugin and the Building
of Romantic Britain,” which was
published earlier this month by
Yale University Press.
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A Victorian Novel in Stone

Pope Benedict XVI meets faithful during his visit to Luanda, An-
gola, March 21.
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Parliament tell

the story of
Britain’s past

and its peculiar
constitution.
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From left: ‘Jones, LeRoi and His Family’ (1964), by Bob Thompson;
‘Portrait of a Musician’ (1949), by Thomas Hart Benton; ‘Two Musicians’
(1960), by James Weeks.

By Craig Winneker
Paris

I
F YOU’VE EVER STARED at a
Jackson Pollock thinking, “This
is what a Charlie Parker solo

looks like,” or been moved enough
by Thelonious Monk to announce,
“He is the Picasso of the piano,”
here is a show for you.

“The Jazz Century” is being
staged in an ethnological museum,
the Musée du Quai Branly, but
don’t expect a collection of native
curiosities from a strange, lost
world. “This is not a music history
exhibition,” says curator Daniel
Soutif. “You won’t see Louis Arm-
strong’s trumpet.”

Rather, Mr. Soutif has turned
the museum’s cavernous exhibi-
tion space into a multimedia explo-
ration of jazz music’s influence on
Western culture and art—as well
as its roots in African and Ameri-
can traditions. It’s an ambitious
goal, but there’s no denying the
premise: Jazz may not be as popu-
lar as it was in its heydays in the
1920s and 1950s, but as even the
contemporary artworks on display
show, the music’s vibrant spirit is
still very much alive.

Mr. Soutif spent three years
working on “The Jazz Century,”
which premièred at the Mart mu-
seum in Rovereto, Italy, and heads
to the Centre de Cultura Contem-
porània de Barcelona after it ends
here on June 28. It is clearly an afi-
cionado’s labor of love, but you
don’t have to be a jazz fan to ap-
preciate its scope. The works in-
clude painting, sculpture, installa-
tions, photography, film, graphic
design and, of course, music from
some of the greatest artists of the
last 100 years.

Like a swinging jazz tune, the
show is built on a steady rhythm:
A visual timeline runs the length
of the exhibition, providing con-
text in an evolving series of color-

ful sheet-music covers, posters
and album sleeves. Those covers
are like the grotesques in the
Uffizi: They are a backdrop and
easy to overlook as you admire
the main works on display, but
they reward close inspection.
From “My Little Zulu Babe” (1900)
to “Good-Bye Broadway, Hello
France” (1917) to “Louis Arm-
strong’s 125 Breaks for Jazz Cor-
net” (1927), they tell an intricate
story of their own. And, like those
Uffizi frescoes, they are a feast for
the eyes.

But the show also has some-
thing as important to jazz as it is
to any other art form: improvisa-
tion—a willingness to leave conven-
tion behind and chart new terri-
tory. At various points, the gallery
space suddenly veers off in a differ-
ent direction as the show riffs on a
theme—album covers designed by
famous artists, bizarre European
jazz-festival posters, an evocation
of the Harlem Renaissance.

Screens show clips from films
that use jazz as subject matter
(Norman McLaren’s avant-garde
take on an Oscar Peterson piano
performance, “Begone Dull Care,”
from 1949) or soundtrack (the
Miles Davis trumpet in Louis
Malle’s “Ascenseur pour
l’échafaud,” from 1958) or visual
gag (the Count Basie Orchestra’s
desert cameo in Mel Brooks’s
“Blazing Saddles,” 1974).

Other highlights include black-
and-white portraits of jazz greats
by photographer Carl Van
Vechten, visually striking album
covers by Lee Friedlander (Col-
trane’s “Giant Steps”) and Andy
Warhol (1950s Blue Note LPs by
Kenny Burrell and Monk), and
James Weeks’s stunning 1960
painting “Two Musicians.” The lat-
ter’s vivid brushwork in blue,
brown, pink and yellow captures
two very cool cats—one of whom
chills regally in an armchair while
his bandmate stands to the side
holding a tenor sax like a guard’s
halberd.

The six emaciated musicians in
Jean Dubuffet’s “Jazz Band (Dirty
Style Blues),” from 1944, look
more like a combo you’d find in a
real dive; these guys have been on
the road (and who knows what
else) too long, but they’ve still got
their chops.

There are offbeat little sur-
prises. A dog-eared copy of Sar-
tre’s “La Nausée” is open to a
page on which the protagonist lis-
tens to his favorite tune, “Some of
These Days.” A screen shows a
clip from one of Georges Méliès
mesmerizing short films, “The In-
fernal Cake-Walk” (1903), in which
demons perform a version of the
African-American “cakewalk”
dance. David Hammons’s 1989 in-
stallation “Chasing the Blue
Train” runs an electric train
through a pile of coal (get it?) in a
landscape of piano-lid mountains.

The show also features several
works entitled “Jazz”—the great
20th-century artists obviously rel-

ished the challenge of depicting
the music visually—including an
abstract Man Ray photograph, a
Matisse book of cutouts and a Jean-
Michel Basquiat collage painting.

And yes, there is a Pollock
(“Watery Paths,” from 1947), and
a few Picassos (including a 1918
sheet-music cover for Igor Stravin-
sky’s “Ragtime”).

Like any great jazz piece, this
show has so much going on at
once you might need to play it a
few times to catch all the nuances.
But amid the flurry of notes, the
beat is always there. It’s like the
Duke said, It don’t mean a thing if
you ain’t got that swing.

An inspired riff on ‘The Jazz Century’

‘Josephine Baker est aux Folies
Bergères’ (1927), by Michel Gyarmathy.
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Clockwise from left: Fuji apple confit,
with yuzu ice cream and lemon
marshmallow; entry to Joël Robuchon,
the restaurant; the chef, in black, with
executive chef Eric Bouchenoire;
bottom, sautéed veal chop with
vegetable taglierini.

By Raymond Sokolov
Las Vegas

T
HE WORLD’S MOST deco-
rated chef is drinking a Diet
Coke. Joël Robuchon is in

Sin City to create the new spring
menu for the jewel-box of a restau-
rant in the MGM Grand that bears
his name. We are there to watch
him invent a new dish—and to see
how a 60-seat establishment that
charges $500 for a tasting of
black-truffle dishes is making out
in a desert Babylon stunned by
the current financial crisis.

Mr. Robuchon enters the im-
maculate kitchen, followed by a
small entourage of underchefs. He
inspects a small circular tin of Ose-
tra caviar and then pulls apart an
Alaskan king crab the size of a
puppy. “Where is the coral?” he
asks, precipitating nervous activ-
ity and whispers. Coral, the red,
deeply flavorful female crab’s egg
mass he needs for the sauce, is
found in another big crab. The
kitchen has assembled cooked
meat from king, Dungeness and
blue crabs, which Mr. Robuchon
tastes in different mixtures, pull-
ing out samples with his fingers.
In the end, he decides on a mé-
lange of king and Dungeness. “For
me it’s all about the texture,” he
says.

So far, in the year of Madoff
and mortgage foreclosure, Joël
Robuchon, the Las Vegas restau-
rant, is doing fine, though Mr.
Robuchon says business has
slowed at his less grand (but still
plenty opulent) Atelier de Joël
Robuchon, at the Four Seasons Ho-
tel in New York. On the chill week-
day evening in mid-February when
I had the multicourse, $385 winter
menu in Las Vegas, more than half
the tables were full. Mr. Robuchon
says a well-heeled international
clientèle is still supporting his
other two cost-be-damned “gastro-
nomic” restaurants, in Tokyo and
Macao.

The same seems to be holding
true elsewhere at the highest tiers
of global chefdom. You can’t get a
reservation after 6:30 p.m. for two
months at Thomas Keller’s Per Se
in Manhattan. Ferran Adrià filled
his 2009 bookings at El Bulli,
north of Barcelona, last November,
as was the case in 2008.

At all his restaurants, Mr. Robu-
chon creates a new menu for each
season. The spring menu in Las Ve-
gas, available this week, is cen-
tered on shellfish. “Americans re-
ally love shellfish,” he tells me, as
if to congratulate me and 300 mil-
lion other compatriots for our
good taste. In the kitchen, he
builds a dish layered with the crab
mixture and strips of yellow-
brown sea urchin, which he takes
from a neat pile. The crustaceans
are only the beginning: Minced,
raw white cauliflower is also a ma-
jor ingredient. It lurks within the
crabmeat mix as a stealth carrier
of a starch element that Mr. Robu-
chon believes makes this dish a no-
grain, marine cousin of tabbouleh,
the ancient Near Eastern salad
based on bulghur wheat and mint.
To carry the edible metaphor all
the way, the chef adds mint to his
creation.

The ability to use the whole gal-
axy of foods and food ideas as his
palette has made Mr. Robuchon a
worldly success at 63, with 25
Michelin stars world-wide, more
than any other chef. Now, his only

three-star Michelin restaurants
are in Las Vegas and Tokyo. He
closed his Parisian three-star and
took a Garbo-esque retreat from
the limelight a quarter-century
ago, reopening in Paris in 2003
with his lunch-counter format Ate-
lier.

He is wistful about a France he
sees in spiritual decline, but as
passionate as ever about the art
of cooking and his role in it. The
gastronomic writer Brillat-Savarin
put the creation of new dishes at
the top of human achievement, de-
claring, “The discovery of a new
dish does more for human happi-
ness than the discovery of a new
star.” Like a composer who can
hear the whole orchestra in his
head, Mr. Robuchon imagines a
dish in full, then makes it real.

To enter the restaurant, you
walk through the vastness of the
MGM Grand, out of the hustle of
the casino and into a serene and
color-drenched retreat. Look
through one door, and you see a
vertical garden of ivy and other
plants growing on a wall. Through
another door, you catch a glimpse
of the casino framed by a little
bar with a cart of priceless co-
gnacs; through a third door comes
dinner.

First to arrive on the table was
La Pomme, a chilled apple “tea,”
flavored with nutmeg and yuzu
and “veiled” with a solid, edible
net concocted from olive oil. From

this chaste fruit cocktail, the meal,
mostly from the winter menu,
moved on to Le Caviar, a serious
fugue in which a little pot of black
eggs is attended by sliced scallop,
avocado and cauliflower cream.

The innocent diner who orders
the crab-and-cauliflower “tab-
bouleh” at the start of the spring
menu will receive a small caviar
tin, inside which only black Osetra
eggs are visible. Then in goes the
fork and the whole chamber sym-
phony of crab, cauliflower and
mint, the faux tabbouleh con-
cealed under the caviar, emerges
and merges on the tongue in the
most unexpected and beautiful
way. “I just had this idea in my

head,” Mr. Robuchon explains,
without, of course, explaining any-
thing.

Next came a double whammy:
The egg yolk in an herb-flavored
ravioli contrasts with a medley of
black truffle shavings and orbs of
baby spinach foam—two kinds of
spherical shapes, one on a convex
mount, the other in a concave con-
tainer.

Then I got my favorite course,
the frog leg fritter. This mythic
rustic food is presented as a sin-
gle gobbet of flesh with a match-
stick of bone sticking up as a han-
dle—letting you pop the thing,
with its crisp, bird’s-nest coating,
into your mouth, but only after

you’ve dredged it through tear-
drops of garlic cream and parsley
purée. Decorative double red-wire
helices flank the oblong plate—a
sort of Dada anti-place setting
meant to amuse and delight.

I was equally amused and de-
lighted to see how Mr. Robuchon
ennobled the lowly turnip with
candied chestnuts in a foie gras
broth. The flavors and textures
married as if centuries of trial and
error had made the combination
commonplace. Ditto for the vel-
vety soup of oats studded with
toasted almond and red dots of
chorizo juice—superior comfort
food but pepped up, with crunchy
almond bits hiding in the por-
ridge. Very strange. Odd, too, and
also magnificent was the “risotto”
of soy shoots with lemon zest and
chive.

Toward the end of the evening,
the courses turned less fanciful. A
piece of veal with a Napoleon of
vegetables and a natural herb gel
preceded an exemplary bass,
served unadorned except for its
crisp skin and a dark red pool of
sauce derived from verjuice, the
acidic liquid pressed from unripe
grapes. To see these two dishes as
less fanciful than those that had
come before concedes how radical
the earlier part of the meal was.

In a single dessert, a Fuji apple
purée perfumed with lemon and a
Fuji ice cream studded with can-
died cranberries surrounded hand-
crafted lemon marshmallow. Then,
Mr. Robuchon, at his trickiest, of-
fered a second extravaganza, a ro-
coco assemblage called Le Coca.

As in cola. This tribute to Mr.
Robuchon’s beloved Coke consists
of a ginger mousse, an ice made
from vodka and Coke and some-
thing dark, a bubble of Coca-Cola
gelée crowned with gold. It’s a
grandiose joke, but Mr. Robuchon
goes a giant step further. Some-
how he takes the world’s most fa-
mous industrial flavor and trans-
mogrifies it into a high culinary
essence—still recognizably Coke,
but also something way beyond.

Email me at eatingout@wsj.
com.

Watching a star chef whip up something new

v Food & Drink
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A video artist’s
uncompromising
political takes

Brian Friel’s ‘Dancing at Lughnasa’ is a kick at the Old Vic

An intriguingly
royal collection
of Flemish masters

Cindy Sherman as every woman

Zurich: Josephine Meckseper, a
German artist who lives and works
in New York, creates complex sculp-
tural collages and video projections
aimed at satirizing the capitalist sys-
tem—and provoking the viewer.

This self-titled, one-woman
show, her first in Switzerland, opens
with “Untitled” (2009), two monu-
mental, looming oil rigs. Nearby,
“Untitled (Bunker),” also created at
the beginning of this year, adds to
the anti-Iraq War message with a
dark structure evoking a World War
II machine-gun emplacement.

Sculptural collages evoke the
paradoxes of capitalist values and
the absurdities of Western culture.
Ms. Meckseper, who was born 1964
in the north of Germany, says she
has never owned a car, and is an out-
spoken critic of the American way
of life, the auto industry and the poli-
tics of George W. Bush. “President’s
Day” (2007) is a painting made up of
sharp lines and opaque squares in
black and white, as uncompromis-
ing as the artist’s own political con-
victions.

Ms. Meckseper’s political activ-
ism is also evident in her video pro-
jections attacking consumerism:
“0% Down” (2008), a collage of vari-
ous car advertisements, and “Mall
of America” (2009).
 —Mariana Schroeder

Until May 3
www.migrosmuseum.ch

London: The only question
about Irish playwright Brian Fri-
el’s “Dancing at Lughnasa,” now
showing in-the-round at the Old
Vic, is whether it’s his greatest
masterpiece.

Lughnasa is not a place, but
the old pagan beginning-of-har-
vest festival; in this sharply
Chekhovian and sad comedy, the
moral seems to be that we’ve
never really lost the pagan cast
of mind, and that acknowledg-
ing the robustness of pagan prac-
tices isn’t such a bad idea for
modern folk.

Like Chekhov, Mr. Friel is

able to show you the wretched-
ness of some aspects of life
while making you laugh at the
way the misery manifests itself.
Peter McDonald plays the tough
role of Michael, who is not only
the adult narrator in the 1950s,
but also has to slip back into
character as the child Michael
was at the time of the events por-
trayed in 1936; he does as well as
any actor can when you’ve got to
hold all 360-degrees of the stage
by yourself for fairly long solilo-
quies. Michael is the love-child
of Chris (played winsomely by
singer Andrea Corr) the most at-

tractive of the five sisters living
in a remote Irish village.

The child was the result of
Chris’s fling with a raffishly
dressed but feckless Welshman,
Gerry (Jo Stone-Fewings), who
easily re-lights her fire when he
shows up now and again, before
going off, from eccentricity
rather than conviction, to fight
for the Republic during the Span-
ish Civil War. She dances a mean
foxtrot with him, but has better
sense than to marry him.

The other sisters, each finely
characterized in this production,
are the stern, bossy, eldest Kate

(Michelle Fairley); the mischie-
vous Maggie (Niamh Cusack);
the rebellious, simple Rose (Si-
mone Kirby); and the put-upon
Agnes (Susan Lynch), who does
more than her share of the do-
mestic chores. It’s ensemble act-
ing of a high order.

The one thing they can all do
is dance. And as Lughnasa ap-
proaches, they let go, high-step-
ping, knees in the air, backs
straight, in a display that makes
you want to jump from your seat
and join in.  —Paul Levy

Until May 9
www.oldvictheatre.com

Berlin: Berlin’s most dramatic
new space for showing contempo-
rary art is the gallery of Monika
Sprüth and Philomene Magers, the
Cologne dealers who relocated to
the German capital last fall. Housed
on two floors once belonging to a
19th-century social club, the gallery
is capable of presenting museum-
quality shows thanks to its main
hall, a naturally lit former ballroom.
The room’s combination of monu-
mental charm and unmistakable
harshness creates the perfect back-
drop for a major series by American
photographer Cindy Sherman.

Known for her decades-long in-
vestigation into female stereotypes,
usually starring herself, Ms. Sher-
man, 55 years old, often succeeds at
creating a contradictory response
in her viewers. Her work, especially
her large body of costumed self-por-
traits, can both repel and appeal,
producing images that are some-
how both disturbing and exquisite.

Some of Ms. Sherman’s work has
been merely shocking, like her photo-
graphs of dolls in pornographic
poses. Her new series, comprising 14
untitled large-format color self-por-
traits, does have its shocks—a few of
Ms. Sherman’s women are outright
ghouls—but the series as a whole
creates a quality of mounting pa-
thos. The official subject is the aging
female body, but the larger theme is
the nature of portraiture itself.

The photographs, in which
posed figures are digitally placed in
odd or mocking backgrounds, resem-
ble commissioned portraits of
wealthy women whose attempts at
looking beautiful, with the help of

make-up and jewelry and expensive
clothes, backfire badly. The lack of ti-
tles, and the similarity of subject
matter, play tricks with our mem-
ory, forcing us to recall Ms. Sher-
man’s heroines in terms of their ap-
pearance: the lady in the blue caf-
tan, the lady with the ugly earrings,
the lady with the décolletage. But
what we remember vividly are the
facial expressions, which suggest a
longing for love, and a near com-
plete lack of lovability.

Ms. Sherman has used tacky com-
mercial frames to encase her fig-
ures, and the frames come to stand
for self-knowledge, which is fixed
just beyond the figures’ view. Ms.
Sherman’s women recall Velázqu-
ez’s court dwarves, along with the
plain Spanish queen, María Luisa,
whom Goya painted with such pa-
tience and perversity. They are all
grotesques, but they are unmistak-
ably us, and the depiction of their
deepened humanity makes us feel
more human. —J.S. Marcus

Until April 18
www.spruethmagers.net

Niamh Cusack
(left) and
Michelle Fairley
in ‘Dancing at
Lughnasa.’

‘The Three Children of Christian II of Denmark’ (1526), by Jan Gossaert.

London: For the first time
ever the Royal Collection is show-
ing its holdings of Flemish paint-
ings, 51 choice works from the
15th to 17th centuries, at the
Queen’s Gallery in Buckingham Pal-
ace.

In addition to masterpieces by
Hans Memling, Peter Bruegel the
Elder, Jan Brueghel the Elder, Van
Dyck and Rubens, there are thrill-
ing paintings such as Quinten Mas-
sys’s 1517 portrait of Erasmus
(painted as a gift for Sir Thomas
More); Frans Francken’s bizarre
1617 “Cabinet of a Collector,” with
its depiction of a painting of a

roast chicken next to one of a clas-
sical figure in a landscape; and
Hans Vredeman de Vries’s 1566
“Christ in the House of Mary and
Martha,” which shows the over-
whelming grandeur of the house
of a prosperous Antwerp mer-
chant.

Part of the fun of this exhibi-
tion is in looking at the royal prov-
enances of the pictures, and find-
ing the patterns in the taste of the
various monarchs.

The mid-16th-century anony-
mous “Boy at a Window” seems to
have been bought by Henry Prince
of Wales, the elder brother of
Charles I, who also acquired the
de Vries. Henry VIII bought some
fine things, but Charles II is my fa-
vorite collector, because he
bought the pair of 1615 miniature
roundels of fantasy palaces by

Henrick van Steenwyck the
Younger, both breathtaking in
their architectural detail and amaz-
ing treatment of light.

Did Rubens himself paint the
vegetables in the wheelbarrow at
the right-hand side of his 1617-18
“The Farm at Laken”? We know
he collaborated with Frans Sny-
ders, who painted the artichokes
in the huge circa 1618-30 “Pythago-
ras Advocating Vegetarianism,”
which has now been restored and
is on show in the adjacent collec-
tion of “Treasures from the Royal
Collection.” In the Rubens/Snyders
the philosopher is clearly tram-
pling something under his left
foot: the fava beans Pythagoras fa-
mously forbade his followers from
eating.  —Paul Levy

Until April 26
www.royalcollection.org.uk
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Two untitled
works from
2008 by Cindy
Sherman, on
show in Berlin.
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C
OCKTAILS COME AND go.
Rare is the drink that, though
its popularity has ebbed and

flowed, has been steadily served
since 1732.

Fish House Punch is the official
refreshment of the oldest club in
America, the Schuylkill Fishing Com-
pany, also known as the State in
Schuylkill. The club was founded by
an early group of Philadelphia wor-

thies dedicated to angling. Along
the Schuylkill River they built a
large club cottage known both as
the castle and as the Fish House.
Though the castles have been re-
placed, or disassembled and moved
over the years in pursuit of fishable
streams, the citizens (as club mem-
bers are called) still gather there to
make themselves feasts of barbe-
cued pork, grilled steaks, planked
shad, and perch “thrown” in skillets,
all of it washed down with the club-
house’s namesake punch.

The first mention of Fish House
Punch—though not yet by that
name—may be in the notes of Wil-
liam Black, the secretary of an em-
bassy of Virginia Commissioners
who visited Philadelphia in 1744. He
recounted being met by local
poobahs on the bank of the
Schuylkill, where they were greeted
“very kindly and welcomed ... into
their Province with a Bowl of fine
Lemon Punch big enough to have
Swimmed half a dozen of young
Geese.”

The giant bowl of punch would
prove to be a theme. In 1812, Capt.
Charles Ross presented the club with
a 34-liter bowl that is said to be used
not only to brew punch but for a rit-
ual of “baptism” by which the oldest
male child of each member is chris-
tened into prospective citizenship.

“Recipes for Fish House Punch
abound, nearly all of them spuri-
ous,” William Grimes wrote in his
1993 book “Straight Up or On the
Rocks: A Cultural History of Ameri-
can Drink.” It wasn’t the first time
the many counterfeits had been
noted. In 1896, the Philadelphia
Times claimed to have acquired the
true recipe, a corrective to the imita-
tions then proliferating: “The spuri-
ous copies generally contain cham-
pagne and other liquids foreign to
the primal compound.” And indeed
plenty have been the Fish House
Punch recipes that have urged the
addition of fizzy wine, fizzy water,
green tea, strong orange pekoe tea,
pineapple, bourbon or any number
of imposter ingredients. Whiskey, it
is worth noting, is right out: From
the club’s earliest days, according to
the Philadelphia Times, it “was
looked upon as the drink of a groom
and not of a gentleman.”

But a decade later, the New York
Times maintained that the “exact in-
gredients, and their proportions,”
were still a club secret “handed
down from generation to genera-
tion.” In that 1905 article, the Times
asserted that “the recipe for the
blending never has been revealed, al-
though so-called Fish House punch
has been served for years at dinners
in different parts of the country.”

The spread of the drink had been
made possible by the 1862 publica-
tion of “How to Mix Drinks, or The
Bon-Vivant’s Companion,” written
by the celebrated New York bar-

tender Jerry Thomas. This first true
bartender’s manual included a rec-
ipe for “Philadelphia Fish House
Punch”—a third of a pint of lemon
juice, three-quarters of a pound of
sugar, 2µ pints of water, half a pint
of Cognac, and a quarter pint each
of rum and peach-flavored brandy.
There would be reason to be dubi-
ous that Thomas had the recipe
right—after all, how would a bar-
tender whose résumé included
stints in New York, California and
St. Louis come to know the secret
recipe of a rarefied private club in
Philadelphia? But Fish House Punch
is one of the only recipes in “How to
Mix Drinks” that is specifically cred-
ited to a source other than Thomas
himself. It came from F.S. Cozzens, a
New York wine merchant and au-
thor of comic stories. A member of
New York’s Century Association, he
ran in social circles that may well
have provided him access to the
Fish House’s secrets.

The recipe the Philadelphia
Times printed in 1896 was not that
different: Instead of two parts
brandy to one part rum, the newspa-
per’s version specified the propor-
tions in reverse. The amount of
peach-flavored brandy was ratch-
eted back to a mere “dash.” The
sugar was also reined in: “The older
members state that many years ago
there was used in the compound
two and a half pounds of sugar,” the
paper reported, but “frequent at-

tacks of gout warned them that too
much saccharine matter was dis-
abling their underpinnings, and con-
sequently the proportion of sugar
was lessened.”

Take that recipe and up the
“dash” of peach brandy to a “wine
glass”—that is, 120 milliliters—and
you have the consensus recipe.
Charles H. Baker Jr., whose 1939
“Gentleman’s Companion” is the
most elegantly florid of cocktail
guides, claimed to have just such a
recipe from Philadelphia relations
who were citizens of the State in
Schuylkill. Baker warned against
“so-called ‘Fish House Punch’ re-
ceipts that include Benedictine,
curaçao, bourbon, and God knows
what else,” asserting that “there is
but one receipt, unwavering, invari-
able. This is it."

But is it? Around 1873 Dr. Wil-
liam Camac was the “governor” of
the State in Schuylkill, and he put
the official Fish House Punch recipe
down on paper. It has the lemon
juice, the sugar, the two parts rum
to one part brandy. But missing is
any mention whatsoever of peach
brandy. Which would mean the leg-
endary Fish House Punch is nothing
more than the most basic sort of
punch one could compound. “It’s a
simple, even banal punch,” writes
Mr. Grimes, “and how it developed
such a mystique remains unclear.”

The mystique, of course, could
simply have been a reflection of the
prestige and secrecy of the club.
And there is reason to credit the
plain old punch recipe—the prepara-
tion of all the other consumables at
the “castle” is done with the utmost
simplicity. The club’s rules specify,
for example, that in grilling steaks,
no “high seasoning” is to be used.

I prefer the punch with the peach
liqueur, and with that liqueur in a
quantity closer to that originally
suggested by Cozzens, which saves
the drink from the banality that Mr.
Grimes bemoaned. I think that even
those of us not planning to cast a
line this spring could use a good tub-
ful of Fish House Punch these days.
“It is said of this punch,” wrote the
Lincoln (Neb.) Evening News in
1903, “that if one will drink enough
of it he will reach a condition of opti-
mism where he builds yachts and
buys real estate by the block.”

Fishing for a punch recipe

Fish House Punch
2 parts dark Jamaica rum
1 part cognac
µ part peach-flavored brandy
1 part fresh lemon juice
1 to 1µ part (to taste) 
simple syrup
2 parts (more or less, to taste) 
water 

Stir with ice and serve in a 
punch cup. If you make it in bulk, 
do so in a sizable punchbowl 
with a large block of ice. You 
may decorate the punch with 
thin slices of lemon.
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How’s Your Drink?
ERIC FELTEN

DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES & ESTATES

Investment Opportunity
in Land & Water

Call Korley (402) 387-2455
or April (402) 322-0770

www.farmne.com

For Sale: Prime irrigated farmland located
on the Ogallala aquifer in north central
Nebraska. 5% leaseback option available.

Distinctive
Properties &Estates

Available Every Friday in

for more information call,
Tel: 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280

250-747-0002

British Columbia
Perfect Retreat/Ranch

8400 sf mini-mansion on 299 ac.
on 2 km of salmon riverfront

REDUCED!

www.bcranchforsale.com
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Director Yukio Ninagawa; below, Onoe Kikugoro as Feste, Onoe Kikunosuke as
Sebastian and Nakamura Tokizo as Olivia in the Tokyo production of ‘Twelfth
Night’; above right, Onoe Kikunosuke as Viola.

Shakespeare meets Kabuki
Yukio Ninagawa’s London production of ‘Twelfth Night’ blends Western theater with traditional Japanese style

By Paul Sharma

S
HAKESPEARE productions in
London by Japanese classical
director Yukio Ninagawa are

scarce enough. This time, the rar-
ity is compounded, as the new
work is a one-off collaboration be-
tween the director and one of Ja-
pan’s leading Kabuki theater
groups.

Until now, Mr. Ninagawa’s pro-
ductions mixed Western conven-
tions with Kabuki styles and imag-
ery, but in this production he has
worked directly with Kabuki ac-
tors for the first time. While main-
taining the genre’s strict conven-
tions, he has added new features
such as Western-style perspective
staging and new sound effects.

The result of this collaboration
is being performed in London’s
Barbican Theatre until March 28:
a production of Shakespeare’s
darkly comedic “Twelfth Night,”
performed by the Shochiku Grand
Kabuki Theatre.

The lead performers are the Ka-
buki stars Onoe Kikugoro VII and
his son Onoe Kikunosuke V, who
grew up within Kabuki’s heredi-
tary system, joining the troupe
and beginning their training at an
early age. The production is also a
departure for the Kabuki theater
group, which normally performs a
traditional repertoire of plays that
were written mainly in the Edo
(1603-1868) and Meiji (1868-1912)
periods.

“Coriolanus,” the last Nina-
gawa production seen in London,
used multiple fast-sliding Japa-
nese screens to catch and reflect
that society’s mercurial moods
and changing power dynamics.
The production before that, “Peri-
cles,” depicted a neo-classical
world, with water slowly dripping
out of bamboo pipes into pools,
adding to a sonic backdrop of reso-
nating wooden flutes. The look
and feel of the productions is so
distinctive that in Japan the rich
visual style and its dynamic group
work is known as the “Ninagawa
aesthetic.”

While Kabuki uses flat panels
to create a horizontal backdrop—
which Mr. Ninagawa believes has
parallels with reading a Japanese
scroll—this “Twelfth Night” uses
modern visual devices such as
backing the entire stage with mir-
rors, depicting cherry tress in full
bloom and a series of arched
bridges. A production that brings
Kabuki’s narrow staging and the
stylized physical presence of its
actors together with modern the-
ater Western-style perspective
and sound effects shows why Mr.
Ninagawa has been called by one
critic “nature’s great synthesizer.”

Kabuki is an all-male theater
where men, known as onnagata,
play the female roles. In this pro-
duction, Kikunosuke plays the
three roles of Sebastian, Viola and
Cesario using the hayagawari
(quick-change) technique to move
between roles.

A quick plot refresher: Cesario
is actually Viola, who has dis-
guised herself as a man—Sebas-
tian is her brother. Further on in
the play, Viola/Cesario gets mis-
taken for Sebastian.

This cross-dressing follows the
Elizabethan era practice of boy ac-
tors playing the female roles

which allowed gender ambiguity.
Normally, Sebastian and Viola/Ce-
sario are played by two actors,
but the use of hayagawari enables
roles to become even more
blurred than usual, emphasizing
even more the play’s use of mirror-
ing and twinning.

Mr. Ninagawa was an actor for
10 years before making his debut
as a director in 1969. In 1972, he
founded the theater company
Sakura-sha, which led the small-
theater movement in Japan. He
started working in the commercial
theater in 1974 and his first over-

seas production was “Medea” in
Greece in 1983. Mr. Ninagawa
worked with the Royal Shake-
speare Company in 1999 directing
“King Lear” in London and Strat-
ford-upon-Avon.

We caught up with Mr. Nina-
gawa at the Barbican Theatre dur-
ing final rehearsals for “Twelfth
Night,” while a small crowd was
waiting at the stage door for the
stars to arrive. (Translation was
provided by Yuriko Akishima.)

Q: This will be the only time
you will work with a Kabuki the-

ater. Why did you choose
“Twelfth Night”?

Kabuki and Shakespeare devel-
oped, more or less, at the same
time. The basic structure of the
stage and the theater is very simi-
lar. So I wanted to work with a
good play, with universal themes.
The play also needed to allow for
a man playing the woman, which
is a major Kabuki characteristic,
which of course is present in
“Twelfth Night.”

Also, in Kabuki and in Shake-
speare’s time, an actor would play
many roles. There would also have
to be a large element of entertain-
ment, which you get from haya-
gawari—and like Shakespeare, the
plays were aimed both at high so-
ciety and the groundlings.

Q: What do you think we can
learn from this high level of arti-
fice?

My generation studied Euro-
pean theater and Greek plays. By
contrast, Kabuki doesn’t need a di-
rector—there is a troupe leader,
but no director—that would be
very anachronistic. We have de-
nied that kind of theater for a
long time while we looked over-
seas, but now we can look again
at our own Japanese theater
forms. We can have nourishment
from Kabuki, we can learn from
the history of the hundreds of
years of this theater. But we can’t
change the mixture of wonderful
and unchangeable things within
Kabuki. For me it was like study-

ing in a foreign country—where
the core can never be reached. I
think that for young people in Ja-
pan, they see Kabuki in the same
way as tourists.

Q: While you can’t change Ka-
buki, you have added new ele-
ments to it, such as sound de-
sign. You kept it all, but added
more.

You could say that I took advan-
tage of Kabuki.

Q: Normally you improvise
with the actors—that isn’t a
usual Kabuki practice. How did
they react when you started that
process?

They responded very well and
really tried hard to work with my
suggestions. In Kabuki, there are
many, many forms—you could call
it a toolbox—and it was a matter
of choosing the right ones and put-
ting them together. Because they
know the forms so well—some of
which I didn’t understand—they
normally rehearse and put on a
play in three days. So, I had
plenty of brilliant toys to choose
from.

Q: “Twelfth Night” was first
performed in 1602—what was hap-
pening in Kabuki at that time?

Kabuki started around one hun-
dred years earlier, by the river in
Kyoto. Kabuki very much went on
to perfect its own form, but the
mixture of political statement and
sexual jokes has its clear parallels
to the theater of Shakespeare’s
time. Kabuki has a flat perspec-
tive, whereas the Barbican is a
deep stage and I try to mix the
two views. For that, I use mirrors
to blend the two worlds together.

Q: In this production, Sebas-
tian and Viola are played by the
same actor, but have scenes
where they speak to each other.
The same applies to Malvolio
and Feste. How do you stage
that?

Part of the enjoyment of Ka-
buki is the quick change, which is
particular to this form, and seeing
the actors change character in the
blink of an eye—but some tech-
niques are secret! A big element is
entertaining the audience with the
speed of technique, to trick the
eye. The physical element is very
important, Kabuki is not just
about the text. It mixes high and
low, literature and jokes.

Q: How do you feel about
working in films?

I have made four films; what I
liked was that you can show small
details such as a running stream—
the imagery can be very delicate.
This is harder to show in a the-
ater. Pure love story films are
very popular, and in one of my
films I wanted to do a love story
that was gritty, but the crowds
didn’t come.

Q: So, what is next for you?
Next year, I would like to bring

[to London] a production called
“Musashi,” which is running in To-
kyo now. It is about a samurai
swordsman; it is a revenge story,
about where the cycle of revenge
can stop. But it is a comedy too—
with ghosts.©
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O
N SATURDAY NIGHT, Feb. 28,
in Charleston, S.C., James Mc-
Coy ate meatloaf—with 1994

Opus One, a fine California red that
his oldest son gave him years ago. In
Chicago, on the same night, Ernie
Malik also ate meatloaf—with 1982
Château Lynch-Bages from Bor-
deaux. And in Euless, Texas, Greg
Forshay finally enjoyed his 2004
Two Hands Shiraz from Australia—
with meatloaf.

It was Open That Bottle Night 10,
the world-wide celebration of
friends, family and memories dur-
ing which all of us finally drink that

wine that is otherwise simply too
special to open. It was observed
from Antarctica (2005 Nicolas Potel
Volnay) to Maui, Hawaii (1978 Lafite
Rothschild in magnum), in groups
big and small. It was celebrated
with a wine called Kistücsök
Vörösünk in Budapest, Malbec in Ca-
racas and Pommard in Turkey Ford,
Okla. And it was celebrated with
1988 Cristal Rosé Champagne in the
Cayman Islands because George and
Barbara Sponseller of Oakland
County, Mich., took the bottle with
them on vacation so they wouldn’t
miss the event. They had been sav-
ing the Champagne since 1995.

The world is a different place
now than it was for OTBN 1 through
9, and the celebrations were differ-
ent, too, as the meal of choice—
meatloaf—attests. OTBN 10 was
more restrained, with many wines
that were less showy and more spe-
cial for their memories than their
pedigree, price or scores from crit-
ics. The food was generally also less
dramatic. Longtime OTBN cele-
brants Mark and Ben Segal of
Southampton, Pa., who usually pre-
pare elaborate meals, “made the
theme this year ‘back to basics,’ so
Ben cooked risotto with peas,” Mark
wrote, as they listened to their “spe-
cially prepared iPod OTBN playlist.”
Dan and Trowby Brockman of Bar-
rington, Ill., “created a frugal but ele-
gant dinner of cheese soufflé and a
green salad.”

A few years ago, lamb was the
most popular main course. This
year, there was a lot of chicken—
though not just any chicken, of
course. Diane, David and Ashley
Schick of Clearwater, Fla., had mac-
adamia nut and goat cheese chicken
with a 1997 Taittinger Comtes de
Champagne Rosé (“we had been
‘saving it’”).

OTBN always exposes the gen-
eral mood of the moment, and this
year was certainly no exception. As
we read letters from thousands of
people, we were struck how shell-
shocked many people appeared—
not angry, not resigned, just sub-
dued. For instance, many OTBN
wines every year come from long-
ago vacations to distant lands. In
the past, celebrants have reveled in
every detail of those expeditions
and enjoyed reliving them. This
year, there was more of a just-the-
facts explanation of the travels, as
though reliving the vacation itself
was too painful because such a great
trip might never happen again.
There was also, of course, tradi-
tional American sense of humor in
the face of adversity.

“On OTBN we took the opportu-
nity to also celebrate a good friend’s
birthday. He is also my stock bro-
ker,” wrote Tony Link of Midland,
Ga. “Needless to say, celebrating
OTBN, his birthday and a very sorry
investment climate, we opened not
one special bottle, but four. Great
night. Still didn’t help the market,
though.”

All of this is not to say people
weren’t eager to party. Daniel Dolan
and Andrea McGinty of Rancho Mi-
rage, Calif., threw an OTBN bash for
150. “So many friends and family
said, ‘I’m so happy you’re doing this
because no one else is having par-
ties and everyone is so excited to
have a party.” The result: “A totally
happy night—no doom and gloom.”
Joy Zerivitz of Altamonte Springs,
Fla., understood the need for a
break, so she stretched out the
drama. Her husband, Don, wrote:

My wife made five home videos
of her doing various things, like talk-
ing about the kids while cleaning
wine glasses, talking about the is-
sues of her women’s tennis league
while holding a glass of wine, etc.
Each video was sent by email with
the subject as “O,” the next one “T,”
then “B”... It was driving people nuts
trying to figure out what this was all
about. Then she sent the final one ex-
claiming OTBN! I have to tell you
that our friends were so pumped up.
We had 15 people and quite the
range of wines. It was a fantastic
evening. We had awards for Best
Wine, Worst Wine and Best Story.
The wines ranged from absolutely
wonderful to dead. The stories
ranged from bragging to lying.

The Zerivitzes and their friends
opened many wines, including two
bottles of Opus One and a Joseph
Phelps Insignia, but the most talked-
about wine of the night was Lanc-
ers, the simple Portuguese rosé so
many of us grew up with. This was
not an aberration. Never have so
many bottles of the old, comforting,
remember-the-good-old-days clas-
sics like Lancers and Mateus been
opened on OTBN, not to mention at
least one bottle of that old friend Lie-
bfraumilch. Deborah Gould Stover
of Harrisburg, Pa., wrote:

We enjoyed cheeses and fruit and
I brought out a bottle of Lieb-
fraumilch (P.J. Valckenberg). When
my dad, Joe Gould, died in 2005, I
found the old bottle in his wine
closet. It made me smile because I
purchased the bottle while visiting
Germany in 1972 and gave it to my
father. I wondered why he saved it,
but I think I know that he simply
wanted to. We were not expecting
much. Tom carefully opened the
cork and only part of it collapsed
downward, so we poured. It made
our evening. The aroma was fine—
Sherry and nutty—and we held our
glasses high to enjoy the liquid am-
ber, laughing about how our first
wine experiences in the 1970s were
all about Liebfraumilch, Riunite and
Lancers, to name a few. We toasted
my father for saving that bottle and
giving us the moment.

Of course, quite a few genuinely
spectacular wines were opened,
from a 1976 German Beerenauslese
in Bloomfield Hills, Mich., to a 1998
Penfolds Grange in West Point,
Miss. More wines from old, classic

American wineries were opened
than ever before—especially Zinfan-
dels from Rafanelli and Cabernets
from Beaulieu. E.J. Nordby and his
wife, Olive, of Madison, Wis.,
opened a 1973 Sterling Vineyards
Cabernet Sauvignon. They are both
in their 90s, he wrote, and “were
pleasantly surprised at its 36-year
staying power.” Michael Martini,
from the Martini family of winemak-
ers in Napa, and his wife, Jacque, in-
vited friends over and pulled from
their remarkable cellar a wine from
the birth year of all six participants,
including a 1949 Martini Barbera
(for him) and a 1955 Martini Caber-
net Sauvignon (for her). “Every
wine was drinkable, some more
than others,” Mrs. Martini said.
“Amazing, also, it seems like most
enjoyed the wine from their year the
best.”

Ultimately, of course, it’s all
about the memories. At many OTBN
parties, the participants took turns
telling the stories behind the wine
they brought. No one summed up
that special part of the night more
succinctly than Kathy and Bill New-
lands of Winnetka, Ill., who listed
some of the wines and the stories
from their 36 guests:

Dom Pérignon both 2000 and
1982 (engagement wine and wed-
ding wine).

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Fay
2000 (first trip to Napa—the best of
the trip).

Opus One 2001 (engagement
wine).

Domaine Zind Humbrecht Pinot
d’Alsace 2006 (urban legend says
that Obama drinks this when he
dines out at Topolobampo here in
Chicago).

Vincent Arroyo Petite Sirah 2002
(favorite winery on first wine coun-
try bike tour).

Talenti Brunello Riserva Vigna
del Paretaio 2001 (Italy trip and Via-
gra story—let’s leave it there).

Some celebrants made it a family
affair. At Brad and Aimee Ledwith’s
party in Morgan Hill, Calif., there
were six adults and six children (with
a sitter) who ranged in age from 4
weeks to 4 years. “We had a great
time,” Mr. Ledwith wrote. For an
hour and a half, the adults were able
to enjoy their wines in front of a fire
in their living room “and we never
heard a peep from the children.”

People ask us every year what to
do if they don’t have a special old
bottle on hand. Our response is to
pick up a bottle of wine that means
something to you, a wine that will
bring back memories. Jim Thacker
of Dayton, Ohio, did just that:

I had a bottle picked out, a 1995
Felsina Chianti Classico Riserva,
but when walking through the mar-
ket wine section on Friday they were
putting out bottles of F. lli Caprari
Reggiano Lambrusco, dolce friz-
zante. I had not tasted a Lambrusco
since the early 1970s. It was that
wine that started me on this long,
wonderful journey. I was still living
at home while finishing college and
was just out of the Marine Corps. I
brought a bottle home for dinner
one night and my mother and dad
both liked it and that led to several
cases more over the next few
months. Eventually it became too
sweet and the “drying out” process
took over and we moved on to better
wines. I had to smile when I saw the
Lambrusco, so it came home with
me. February 28 was 20 years to the
day that my mother died from
breast cancer, so we opened the bot-

tle of Lambrusco, poured a couple of
glasses, offered a toast and recalled
some wonderful and happy memo-
ries. I think that bottle of Lambrusco
will be the last for us for another 20
years, but it was still fun. There can
be a lot of great memories in even a
bad bottle of wine.

The real point of OTBN, of
course, is to open memorable wines
for no reason at all, all year long, not
just on one special night. OTBN re-
minded Marta Kikena, of Washing-
ton, D.C., how very special a bottle
of wine can be:

I recently returned to western
Ukraine, my homeland, after 16
years of not seeing my family. I was
excited to see everyone, but in partic-
ular my paternal grandparents,
who raised me until I left when I was
seven. One evening we were talking
around the kitchen table after yet an-
other delicious meal by my grand-
mother. To my surprise, they told
me that when I was born, my grand-
father had bought the best and most
expensive bottle of champagne avail-
able in the Soviet Union at that
time—in fact, he had to get it all the
way from Moscow—to be opened
when I turned 18. It’s called
“Golden” and was guaranteed to
only get better with age. Since I re-
turned when I was 24, it should have
been even better than six years ear-
lier. So we opened it. It took three
strainings to get the pulpy haze out,
there were no bubbles and the cham-
pagne had in effect turned into a flat
wine. We joked that just like the So-
viet Union, it was promised to last
forever but turned into something to-
tally different instead. Nevertheless,
it was the best champagne I have
ever had.

The message of OTBN, especially
in these times, is a simple one: What
are you waiting for? Wine, like life it-
self, should be enjoyed.

 —Melanie Grayce West
contributed to this article.

Stories from ‘Open That Bottle Night’
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SEVERAL AUCTIONS IN April
will give a sweeping overview

of 20th-century decorative arts—
from the delicate, nature-loving
glassware of the Art Nouveau
movement to the cool, metal cre-
ations of contemporary furniture
designers.

The sales follow the enormous
success of the 20th-century deco-

rative arts section of the Yves
Saint Laurent/Pierre Bergé auc-
tion at Christie’s Paris in February.
The section was sold 95% by num-
ber of lots and set a world record
for a work of 20th-century design
at auction: Irish designer Eileen
Gray’s “Dragons” armchair (circa
1917-1919) sold for Œ21.9 million.

Nevertheless, given the present
economic climate, Christie’s has
erred on the site of caution in mak-
ing estimates for its coming sale
on April 7, says Joy McCall, the auc-
tion house’s London head of 20th-
century decorative art and design.

The Christie’s auction will open
with a private European collection
of 40 glass vases by France’s Émile
Gallé, Gabriel Argy-Rousseau and

Daum Frères.
Gallé’s ochre red
vase with waterlil-
ies (circa 1925)
and his ethereal
butterfly vase
(circa 1900) are
each estimated
at £25,000-
£35,000. A strik-
ing vase featur-
ing stalking
wolves (1926) by
Argy-Rousseau is
expected to fetch be-
tween £15,000 and £25,000. A vase
that seems to glow from within
(circa 1900) by Daum Frères is esti-
mated at £25,000-£35,000.

A two-meter display model of a
leaping jaguar designed in 1938 by
Britain’s Frederick Gordon Crosby
for SS Cars (later renamed Jaguar)
is estimated at £4,000-£6,000.

A number of furnishings by Ita-
ly’s Giò Ponti made for a legal of-
fice in the 1950s will be included in
works from the mid-20th century.
An office suite with desk, cabinets
and chairs is estimated at
£5,000-£8,000.

The contemporary design sec-
tion features Israel’s Ron Arad,
Australia’s Marc Newson and Brit-
ain’s Tom Dixon. Mr. Newson’s “Or-
gone Chair” (1990s), a futuristic,

mirror-polished aluminum chair,
leads the sale with an estimate of
£200,000-£300,000.

Mr. Newson will also head Phil-
lips de Pury’s London design sale
on April 30, where his “Lockheed

Lounge” (1985), a futuristic, alumi-
num lounge, will be estimated at
£500,000 to £700,000.

At Sotheby’s 20th-century de-
sign sale in London on April 28,
highlights will include Mr. Arad’s

“Large Cartier Table” (1998), a
smooth, aluminum table that looks
like a Rorschach blot
(£35,000-£45,000), a cherry wood
cupboard (1987) by Japan’s Shiro
Kuramata (estimate:
£12,000-£15,000), and a maple

wood table by the Ant-
werp-based design
studio Studio Job
(2006), covered in
the skeletons of go-

rillas, turtles and sea-
horses (estimate:

£30,000-£50,000).
Meanwhile, antique

and fine arts fairs are be-
coming increasingly inter-

ested in modern design. Last week,
Tefaf in Maastricht had a special
section devoted to modern design
for the first time. And at the BADA
Antiques & Fine Art Fair, which
runs in London’s Sloane Square un-
til March 31, director Gillian Craig
says that the noticeable move to-
ward modern and contemporary
pieces this year at her fair is likely
to continue.

Among the works being offered
at Holly Johnson Antiques’ stand
is a large screen by Italy’s Piero For-
nasetti from circa 1960, covered in
boots, whips, rifles, anchors,
canes, hats and keys (price:
£16,000).

London auctions feature major works of 20th-century design

By Alexandra Alter

C
HRISTOPHER HAMPTON, a
British playwright, screen-
writer and translator, chooses

words with a diligence that borders
on obsession. He speaks slowly and
deliberately, sometimes pausing for
10 seconds to formulate a phrase or
find an example.

Mr. Hampton put this Talmudic
approach to language to work in
translating “God of Carnage,” a sear-
ing dark comedy by French play-
wright Yasmina Reza that opened
on Broadway last week. He’s cur-
rently rewriting lines to update his
comedy about an overly polite Brit-
ish university professor, “The Phi-
lanthropist,” which he wrote in
1970, for a revival starring Matthew
Broderick next month.

He translated “God of Car-
nage”—from French into English
for its London debut, and then from
British into American English for
the Broadway production, which
stars James Gandolfini, Hope Davis,
Jeff Daniels and Marcia Gay Harden.

It’s rare for a well-known play-
wright to devote so much time to
translating a contemporary writer’s
work. Mr. Hampton, an Oxford-
trained linguist, has translated five
of Ms. Reza’s seven plays, among
them “Life x 3” and the smash-hit
“Art,” which grossed more than
$300 million world-wide.

“I feel quite strongly about trans-
lators because they’re so underesti-
mated,” says Mr. Hampton, a 63-year-
old with shoulder-length gray hair.
“Sometimes you read a novel and
you can’t see who translated it, or
they get paid very badly, and I think
it’s a very vital cultural exercise.”

Translating Ms. Reza’s plays,
which are littered with slang and
technical jargon used by lawyers
and other professionals, can be

tricky, Mr. Hampton says. He usu-
ally works on them alone for five or
six weeks, and then sends her the re-
sults and waits “for the complaints
to come in.”

A publicist for Ms. Reza said she
was unavailable to comment.

Director Matthew Warchus, who

worked on both the London and the
U.S. productions of “God of Car-
nage,” said Mr. Hampton’s back-
ground as a playwright enables him
to preserve the rhythm and musical
quality of Ms. Reza’s language.
“They’re both quite gritty writers,”
he says.

With “God of Carnage” for Broad-
way, Mr. Warchus, Mr. Hampton and
Ms. Reza changed the setting from a
Parisian neighborhood to Cobble
Hill, Brooklyn. Previously, her plays
had always kept their original set-
ting. Hope Davis, a Brooklyn resi-
dent, suggested the neighborhood
during rehearsals after they had de-
cided on a New York locale.

The plot centers on a meeting be-
tween two sets of parents whose
sons have gotten into a playground
fight. The hardest element to cap-
ture in translation was “orchestrat-
ing that escalation from the slightly
strangled politeness at the begin-
ning to the total anarchic rage at the
end,” Mr. Hampton says.

Last December, the playwright,
director and translator met with the
New York cast for several days and
ran through each line to American-
ize the dialogue. In London, one
character called another’s child a
“grass” or tattle-tale; in New York it
became “snitch.”

On the London stage, when Alan,
the lawyer, describes the unwanted
side effects of the drug made by the
pharmaceutical company he repre-
sents, he says it makes “you look per-
manently pissed,” or drunk.

“Christopher said, ‘I know that’s
too English,’” Jeff Daniels, who
plays Alan in the Broadway produc-
tion, recalled. “Then we came up
with ‘You look completely retarded,’
and everyone was laughing because
it was so wrong and completely inap-
propriate, and it stuck.”

Mr. Hampton and the cast cycled
through dozens of English phrases
for the French word “caractériel,”
someone who relishes in behaving
badly, including “self-centered
brute,” “hooligan,” “delinquent.” In
the current Broadway version, Mr.
Gandolfini calls himself a “f2 Nean-

derthal.”
Mr. Hampton reined in the actors

if their diction veered too far from
the original script. “It’s one thing to
Americanize it from ‘Shall I get you
a drink?’ to ‘Would you like a drink,’
but what we didn’t want to do as ac-
tors was change the meaning,” Mr.
Daniels said.

Mr. Hampton traces his fixation
with languages to his childhood liv-
ing overseas in Alexandria, Egypt,
where his father worked for a Brit-
ish cable company. Mr. Hampton
studied French and German as an un-
dergraduate at Oxford. His first
play, “When Did You Last See My
Mother?,” was staged at London’s
Royal Court Theatre when he was
just 20.

He has written a dozen plays,
two opera librettos, lyrics for two
Broadway musicals, and more than
40 screenplays, 14 of which became
films, including the Oscar-winning
adaptation “Dangerous Liaisons”
and “Atonement,” which was nomi-
nated for best adapted screenplay.
Universal Pictures and Imagine En-
tertainment recently recruited Mr.
Hampton to write a screen adapta-
tion of John Steinbeck’s novel “East
of Eden.” He has translated Chek-
hov, Ibsen, and Molière.

His play “The Talking Cure,”
about the relationships between Sig-
mund Freud and Carl Jung and
Jung’s brilliant and troubled young
patient Sabina, is being made into a
movie. Mr. Hampton is directing a
film based on “White Chameleon,” a
play about his childhood in Alexan-
dria.

Recently, Mr. Hampton has been
attending rehearsals for “The Phi-
lanthropist,” and tinkering with the
text. “It’s quite hard to rewrite a
play that was written 40 years ago,”
he says. “But it’s quite fun to try.”

The art of turning Paris into Brooklyn

From left: Gabriel Argy-Rousseau’s
‘Loups Dans La Neige’ vase (1926),

estimate: £15,000-£25,000; Shiro
Kuramata’s ‘Side one’ cupboard

(1987), estimate: £12,000-£15,000;
Marc Newson’s ‘Orgone Chair’

(1990s), estimate:
£200,000-£300,000.
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Deep impact
See a clip from ‘Monsters vs. Aliens,’

and read about past movie
technologies and their fates, at

WSJ.com/Lifestyle

WSJ.com

Complexity defeats ‘Duplicity’

ular Belgian comic strip about a
reporter and his dog, is due out in
2011. The box-office performance
of “Monsters vs. Aliens” will be
“vital to the long-term potential
of 3-D,” says media analyst Rich-
ard Greenfield of Pali Research.

All told, Hollywood plans to re-
lease as many as 45 3-D films over
the next two and a half to three
years, according to RealD, the lead-
ing provider of 3-D equipment.
Theaters in the U.S. typically
charge about a $2 to $4 premium
on top of normal ticket prices to
see a film in 3D, but that figure
could climb higher for future 3-D
films like “Avatar.” In February,
Mr. Katzenberg told analysts that
the company anticipated a “mean-
ingful up-charge” of $5 on 3-D
tickets for “Monsters,” but most
theater chains in the U.S. are
charging less than that, an aver-
age of $3.18, according to a report
by Mr. Greenfield. An industry re-
port from Piper Jaffray, an invest-
ment bank, estimates higher ticket
prices from 3-D films could help
raise the box office by nearly 23%
in 2011 over 2008 returns.

“When you enhance the experi-
ence, people are willing to pay for
it,” says Dick Cook, chairman of
Walt Disney Studios, which plans
to churn out more than a dozen
3-D films over the next several
years.

Mr. Katzenberg has retrofitted
DreamWorks’ campus-like studio
with 3-D equipment developed es-
pecially for the company by its
own 3-D experts and engineers.
That group includes “Monsters vs.
Aliens” Stereoscopic Supervisor
Phil McNally, who worked on
“Chicken Little” and is known
within the industry as “Captain
3D.” DreamWorks Animation plans
to invest an additional $15 million
in each 3-D film it makes—a siz-
able bet for company that usually
makes only two films a year.

Theater owners have been slow
to embrace the technology. Financ-
ing woes have slowed the roll out
of 3-D systems—they can be outfit-
ted only on digital projectors,
which carry a price tag of up to
$75,000. Last year, Hollywood stu-
dios crafted a $1 billion financing
package to help theater owners
cover the costs of digital projec-
tors (the exhibitors must bear the
costs of 3-D systems on their
own), but turmoil in the credit
markets has stalled the deal.

Without more screens, the doz-
ens of 3-D films coming out over
the next few years could find
themselves with limited venues at
which to play, resulting in missed
revenue for companies like Dream-
Works.

Fred Van Noy, chief operating
officer of Carmike Cinemas, one of
the major theater chains in the
U.S., wasn’t initially sold on the
3-D rollout. But with so many di-
rectors getting behind 3-D, he
says he is now convinced his com-

pany can profit off the technology
and has installed 3-D systems on
nearly 500 of his roughly 2,287
screens. “Now there is so much
product coming down the pipe-
line, we will recoup our invest-
ment way before we have to
worry about this thing possibly re-
verting to fad status,” he says. For
exhibitors like Mr. Van Noy, 3-D
represents a way to lure back con-
sumers lost to the Web.

The first time Hollywood
turned to 3-D, studios were trying
to face down another small-screen
threat. As TVs crept into Ameri-
can homes in the 1950s, movie at-
tendance dropped in half within a
matter of years. Dozens of films,
including “House of Wax,” were re-
leased in 3-D between 1952-55. But
the technology quickly went out of
fashion. Just three years after the
opening of “Bwana Devil,” the
first major color film release in
3-D, theater owners had basically
abandoned 3-D in favor of a wide
screen format called CinemaScope.

Leonard Maltin, a film critic
and historian based in Los Ange-
les, says that the studios’ expecta-
tions about 3-D currently “are an
absolute replica of the pronounce-
ments and interviews that came
out in 1953.”

While the costly digital up-
grades required to show 3-D films
have become roadblocks in Holly-
wood’s race toward 3-D, they’re
also what makes the technology
so much improved over the 3-D au-
diences saw in the 1950s and
again in 1980s, with films like
“Jaws 3-D.”

RealD, the leading 3-D system,
was first used with Walt Disney’s
2005 hit “Chicken Little,” and is
being used for “Monster vs.
Aliens.” RealD is being developed
for use in the home. The company
also provides 3-D equipment and
technology to NASA and the U.S.
military, which uses it for recon-
naissance.

To make “Monsters vs. Aliens,”
the producers also employed a
technology called InTru 3D. Using
proprietary in-house tools, Dream-
Works allowed its filmmakers to
use a device resembling a physical
camera that, instead of looking
out onto a real soundstage, is able
to view an animated, computer-
ized set.

Despite advances in the technol-
ogy, Jerry Pierce, who consults on
digital issues for General Electric
Co.’s Universal Pictures and is also
the chairman of the Inter-Society
Digital Cinema Forum, sees one
limitation: the glasses. He says,
“Who wants to wear those on a
date?”

T
O GIVE “DUPLICITY” its due—
and plenty is deserved—Tony
Gilroy’s romantic caper goes

against the Hollywood grain by
smartening itself up instead of
dumbing itself down. Julia Roberts
and Clive Owen play ex-spooks
turned corporate spies; she, as
Claire Stenwick, is a veteran of the
CIA, while he, as Ray Koval, comes
from MI6. Part of the fun is watch-
ing these glamorous rivals in indus-

trial espionage play each other—or
are they being played?—during an
all-out war between two multina-
tional giants.

Another part is charting the evo-
lution of their romance, which is
fraught with chance—or chanceless—
meetings and apparent double-
crosses. At any point in the convo-
luted tale, the question for Claire
and Ray, and for us, is where reality
lies. Yet another question intrudes:
why does figuring out the puzzle
come to feel a lot like work? Because
“Duplicity” is betrayed by a surfeit
of intricacy. Its ironic complexities
tease the brain without pleasing the
heart.

I say this with a heavyish heart
and an awareness of contradiction:
I’m always complaining that so
many studio productions target un-
discriminating kids to the exclusion
of intelligent adult audiences. Mr.
Gilroy’s film, which was shot by the
ever-resourceful Robert Elswit,
gives grown-ups all the trappings of
a sophisticated thriller, and some of
the excitement of an action adven-
ture, plus a view of corporate Amer-
ica that would seem perfectly
synched to our sour times. The two
titans of competing industries,
played by Tom Wilkinson and Paul
Giamatti, are Machiavellian in their
maneuverings, Draconian in their
demands and Draculian in their lust
for blood, wealth and power. (An ee-
rie slo-mo dream sequence—
though who’s the dreamer?—shows
them, on an airport tarmac, battling
each other like slimmer sumo wres-
tlers.)

Mr. Gilroy’s previous feature,
“Michael Clayton,” also offered a
bleak view of the business world—a
ruthless law firm defending an agro-

chemical company with blood on its
hands—but the drama was en-
hanced by complex performances:
Tom Wilkinson as the firm’s star liti-
gator, Tilda Swinton as the compa-
ny’s in-house counsel and, espe-
cially, George Clooney as the law
firm’s fixer, reclaiming his soul from
a scrap heap of discarded princi-
ples. This time the tone is comic, the
performances are shallow, though
showy, and the style is intentionally
artificial. On several different occa-
sions, for example, Claire and Ray
meet and have the same ritualized
conversation, except not quite. Each
time their lines are slightly differ-
ent, each departure from the previ-
ous ritual changes our understand-
ing of what these two wily lovers
are about.

If that sounds abstract, it cer-
tainly is—again, intentionally. Tony
Gilroy’s game is to challenge us
while entertaining us. His script is
whip-smart: imagine “Mr. & Mrs.
Smith” with a high IQ. His dialogue
has a surface sheen; if the lines
don’t measure up to Preston
Sturges, they’re bright and tangy in
a modern mode. Still, the climax is a
disappointment, and the movie
lacks the essential ingredient of
emotional resonance. Clive Owen
strives for intensity—his technique
of choice in many close-ups is a
fixed gaze—at the expense of vari-
ety; his performance is attractive,
but not particularly interesting.
Julia Roberts, who appeared with
her co-star in Mike Nichols’s adapta-
tion of the stage play “Closer,” looks
lovely and does her work skillfully,
but with a wry detachment that bor-
ders on dispassion. It’s as if she’s re-
calling, in her own close-ups, the
simpler pleasures of earlier come-
dies that gave her not only good ma-
terial to play, but lively leading men
to play it with.

‘Race to Witch Mountain’
When well-loved entertain-

ments like Disney’s 1975 “Escape to
Witch Mountain” are remade, the
perpetrators often call their new
versions re-imaginings. “Race to
Witch Mountain” might better be
called a de-imagining. It’s an update
of a period piece that needed re-
freshing—by no stretch of anyone’s
imagination was the original a mas-
terpiece—but the updates are like
those you install to keep your com-
puter’s operating system current.

Everything’s a familiar plug-in from
contemporary pop culture, every
new development is brisk, bloodless
and banal.

In the original, two mysterious
children with special powers gradu-
ally came to understand, along with
the audience, that they were visi-
tors from another planet. In the new
one, gradualism has been replaced
by the all-too-modern freneticism
of pounding chases and overblown
special effects. The kids, played by
AnnaSophia Robb and Alexander
Ludwig, are clearly aliens from the
start; the only question is how long
it will take them to escape their un-
fathomably dunderheaded govern-
ment pursuers led by a scowling Cia-
rán Hinds. (As you may recall from
ancient times, the original bad guys
were Aristotle Bolt, a misanthropic
millionaire played broadly but effec-
tively by Ray Milland, and his lackey
Deranian, played quite creepily by
Donald Pleasence.)

Instead of Eddie Albert as the
amiable rustic who befriends the en-
dangered kids, we now have
Dwayne Johnson as a Las Vegas cab-
bie with a checkered past. Mr.
Johnson is always an appealing pres-
ence as well as an imposing one, and
he’s got a gift for comedy that’s
been waiting to be sharpened and re-
fined. It’s still waiting. So is his con-
siderable magnetism, since there’s
not a molecule of chemistry be-
tween him and a scientist played by
Carla Gugino. This is filmmaking by
the numbers meant to succeed by
the numbers.

Julia Roberts and Clive Owen in ‘Duplicity.’

Opening this week in Europe

WSJ.com

Source: IMDB

WSJ.com subscribers can read reviews of 
these films and others at WSJ.com/FilmReview

n Bride Wars Czech Republic
n Confessions of a Shopaholic Bulgaria
n Defiance Norway
n Frost/Nixon France
n Gran Torino Estonia, Finland
n He's Just Not That Into You Portugal
n Last Chance Harvey Turkey
n Marley and Me Italy, Norway
n Rachel Getting Married Germany
n Religulous Germany, U.K.
n The Duchess Spain
n The Reader Hungary, Netherlands
n Two Lovers Czech Republic

Film
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By Paul Levy
Special to The Wall Street Journal

O
N MONDAY, LONDON’S Barbi-
can Hall hosts the world
première of Phil Grabsky’s

gripping, feature-length biographi-
cal film with TV channel Sky Arts,
“In Search of Beethoven.” Using a
strategy developed in his previous
film, “In Search of Mozart,” also nar-
rated by actress Juliet Stevenson,
Mr. Grabsky’s documentary aims to
debunk both the gossip of
Beethoven’s contemporaries and
the myths we’ve derived from it,
with two hours of crisp interviews
and illustrative performances by
musicians and Beethoven experts,
including Riccardo Chailly, Claudio
Abbado, Hélène Grimaud, Sir Roger
Norrington, Paul Lewis and Eman-
uel Ax. As in the Mozart film, each
piece of music is presented chrono-
logically and linked with
Beethoven’s letters and biography.

There are humorous moments,
as when the genial Mr. Ax specu-
lates about Beethoven’s musical
jokes. Though just as the Mozart
film unpicked the myths perpe-
trated by “Amadeus”—Mozart did
not die a pauper and was not poi-
soned by Salieri or anyone else—we
discover that Beethoven was not
the unkempt, unhygienic, tor-
mented figure of romantic tradi-
tion, struggling, unloved and alone,
against his tragic deafness. Rather,
he was a handsome young man,
whose misfortune was falling in
love with women from a superior so-
cial class to whom marriage was sim-
ply out of the question.

Mr. Grabsky, 45 years old, was
born in New York but brought up
from the age of two in England. He
has made more than 200 films, and,
for the last five years, has special-
ized in documentary movies that
launch first in cinemas, are licensed
for TV broadcasting, but mostly
make their profits from DVD sales.
His visually stunning 2003 film
“The Boy Who Plays on the Buddhas
of Bamiyan”—starring Mir, a win-
some eight-year-old and his family,
who lived in the Afghanistan caves
adjoining the Buddhist sculptures ir-
reparably damaged by the Taliban—
won 14 awards.

Mr. Grabsky has close-cropped
hair and piercing dark-blue eyes. He
works (and travels) at lightning
speed, doing almost all the jobs him-
self—camera-work, lighting, sound,
direction and scripting, helped in
the post-production stage by his
long-time editor, Phil Reynolds. The
breakneck work-schedule allows
maximum time with his wife, who
looks after the business side, and
their two young children.

We spoke to Mr. Grabsky over cof-
fee at the Grosvenor Hotel near Lon-
don’s Victoria Station.

Q: How did you get started?
My first film, while I was 20 and

still at college, was “The Dalai Lama
of Tibet: 25 Years in Exile.” Some-
body recently said to me “It’s time
to make ‘The Dalai Lama: 50 Years in
Exile,’” and I felt very old. In 2000 I
did my first full-length film, which
had a lot to do with Michael Moore,
thanks to whom “documentary”
was no longer a dirty word. Also
technological changes now allowed
me to film by myself, without a big
crew.

Q: What led you to make films
for cinema release?

Having children changed my

thinking. I began to feel that as I’m
putting this effort into making some-
thing, I want it to have value. TV no
longer values itself highly enough.
The public may think it wants an-
other reality show about conjoined
twins or size-zero models. But the
audience doesn’t always know what
it wants until it’s offered—so there
is an audience for international af-
fairs, opera, music and art, as shown
by cinemas using their screens for
the Metropolitan Opera, Glynde-
bourne Opera, rock concerts, motor-
racing, football matches and, occa-
sionally, a little old documentary.

Q: You made films on Muham-
mad Ali and Pelé; why now com-
posers?

The things that have linked my
films, from “The Boy Who Plays on
the Buddhas of Bamiyan” to
“Beethoven,” is a celebration and ex-
ploration of what human beings are
capable of. I look at Beethoven and
ask, how did he do that? And talk to
great musicians, performers and
conductors. I don’t have a script
when I begin. I just want to talk to
people and find out from them how
Beethoven achieved what he did.
Take the little boy from Bamiyan,
who had absolutely nothing, lived in
a cave, and had no prospects. Yet
there is laughter, humor and wel-
coming hospitality in his family: I
celebrate their enthusiasm, their op-
timism, their ability to survive in ex-
treme circumstances.

Q: All your films have de-
pended on getting to the right peo-
ple. Didn’t even the Bamiyan film
depend on having the right connec-
tions?

You have to engineer your own
luck. Yes, I was going to do Afghani-
stan, and I knew Bamiyan had some
name-recognition. But that little
boy actually found me. Looking at
the rushes, I saw a group of boys
peering down through the lens at
me, and one of them was Mir. I had

meant to focus on an adult male (I
knew filming a woman was out of
bounds) but the men were all de-
pressed, had no opportunities,
could speak of the past, but not the
present.

Q: How do you find a narrative
thread in these circumstances?

Yes, above all the audience needs
a good story, a strong narrative. Af-
ter 4-5 days, I saw that little boy

should be the story, because he had
energy, drive, and could take me
places adults wouldn’t. My job is to
be there from 6:30 a.m. to record
the landscape and sounds, and ask
the right questions.

Q: You got the best people in
the world to talk about Mozart
and Beethoven. How did you do
that?

With “Mozart” and “Beethoven”

it was different. Nicky Thomas, my
associate producer, said she’d work
with me only if we do it properly,
and with respect for the subjects
themselves. No one else will do this
for the next 50 years, she said, and it
requires talking to the very best mu-
sicians. We made a completely unaf-
fordable, mad list, with 60-70 bits of
live performance, but discovered
that once you get past the agents, to
the musicians themselves, they
were eager to participate.

Q: Did your budget stretch to
this?

I’m not terribly successful in rais-
ing budgets from broadcasters. Even
when I get them to say yes, they’re in
for Œ3,000 or Œ5,000. The films go to
state television. Broadcasters do,
though, appreciate what we do. At
the moment we’re doing a film about
a guy who delivers tea in Mumbai—a
project that, I hasten to say, pre-
dates “Slumdog Millionaire.”

Q: So how do you manage?
We have to take advantage of or-

chestras playing the composers as
part of their repertory, and allowing
us to film rehearsals. There’s a lot of
Haydn being played this year, and
Handel and Puccini. So I can go to
the Orchestra of the 18th Century,
and say “you’re playing all this
Haydn this year. Can I film it?”

What was the budget for
Beethoven?

About £330,000. Some of the ads
in the breaks in our films cost that
much. We only raised about two-
thirds of that. When the BBC did a
film about Beethoven some years
ago, they did three parts. It cost a lot
because they were all reconstruc-
tions. I don’t do reconstructions.
Particularly for Mozart. You can’t
out-Amadeus “Amadeus,” so why
try? Also it has to be scripted before
you’ve done all the traveling and
met all the people, so there’s no dis-
covery.

Debunking the Beethoven myth

By Michelle Kung

AFTER FOUR SEASONS of at-
tacks, betrayals, ethical strug-

gles and a key character’s resurrec-
tion, the warship of “Battlestar Ga-
lactica” is reaching its destiny—
and its fans and cast will have to fig-
ure out what to do next. Edward
James Olmos, who plays the piv-
otal, gruff Admiral William Adama,
has already planned his next move.

Though the 62-year-old actor
has completed his on-screen du-
ties, he’s hard at work editing
“The Plan,” a TV movie he’s di-
rected. It’s one of two “Battle-
star”-themed projects set to air
this fall and early next year on the
U.S. Sci Fi network, which runs the
series.

Mr. Olmos has been living with
his character since the reimagined
series premiered as a miniseries in
2003. “It’s all very tragic,” he says.
“I’ve been crying a lot. Feeling self-
conscious. And saying thank you.”

The series seems to provoke big
emotions. From its unpromising or-
igins as a reboot of the short-lived
1970s TV show, it grew to tackle is-
sues of genocide, religion and ter-

rorism as its ragtag group of hu-
man survivors sought Earth—
which many believed to be part of a
mystical prophecy—in a post-apoc-
alyptic world. Critics put it on their
year-end best-of lists, sales of se-
ries DVDs topped $100 million, and
cultists made the show a staple of

sci-fi and fantasy conventions.
The series has even made it to

the United Nations: Last week, a
“joint summit” between cast mem-
bers and producers, U.N. represen-
tatives and more than 100 high-
school students discussed how the
show’s plotlines reflected modern
conflicts over human rights and
civilizations’ values. One example:
a character’s use of waterboarding
in the first season.

Mr. Olmos has ample reason to
stay in the “Battlestar” embrace.
The Latino actor played Lieuten-
ant Martin Castillo on TV’s “Mi-
ami Vice” for five years and suc-
cessfully made the transition to
film. He won an Oscar nomination
for playing a steadfast teacher in
1988’s “Stand and Deliver” and
had key roles in “Blade Runner”
and the prison-gang drama “Amer-
ican Me,” which he also directed.
But he remained largely under the
radar until the cult explosion of
“Battlestar.”

Mr. Olmos relishes how race is
never made a factor on Battlestar:
“It’s simply not what the series is
about. There’s only one race, the

human race, battling the cylons,
which are essentially human tech-
nology,” he says. “It’s like me bat-
tling my own self.”

“Eddie has a serious side,” says
executive producer and writer
Ronald D. Moore, who rebooted
the old series. He recalls a discus-
sion with the actor in regards to
the finale. “I was never tempted to
make the ending very nihilistic
and kill everyone, but Eddie
wanted to.”

For Mr. Moore, “‘Battlestar’ is
over; that chapter has now
closed.” He delivered the final cut
of the finale a mere five days be-
fore air date.

As for Mr. Olmos, his focus is on
“The Plan.” “I only direct projects
where I have tremendous passion
for the story,” says Mr. Olmos. The
film revisits earlier events from
the perspective of deadly cyber-
netic machines known as the cy-
lons. “I just finished my cut,” he
adds. “I didn't get any break be-
tween the two projects, but am
still feeling the void of being the
only one left on board. I’m literally
the last one standing.”

Filmmaker
Phil Grabsky
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By Lauren A.E. Schuker

W
HEN “Monsters
vs. aliens,” a
DreamWorks An-
imation movie
about an extra-
terrestrial at-

tack, hits theaters this weekend,
it will set off another invasion: a
new wave of big-budget 3-D
films.

James Cameron, Robert Ze-
meckis and Steven Spielberg are
all working on 3-D movies. Walt
Disney’s next Pixar feature, “Up,”
was recently selected to open the
Cannes Film Festival—the first
3-D movie to do so. And starting
with “Monsters vs. Aliens,” Dream-
Works Animation, known for hits
such as “Shrek” and “Kung Fu
Panda,” will release every movie it
makes in 3-D.

Jeffrey Katzenberg, chief execu-
tive of DreamWorks Animation, is
betting heavily on the technology,
which he bills as a much-needed
boost for Hollywood. Even with an
upswing in the past few months,
movie admissions have declined
more than 9% over the past de-
cade, and were down by almost
5% last year, according to box-of-
fice tracker Media By Numbers.

“The theater owners have not
done anything to change the theat-
rical experience in many years,”
says Mr. Katzenberg, who likens
the latest 3-D technology to past
quantum leaps in the industry
such as the first talkies or the in-
troduction of Technicolor. “This is
going to bring moviegoers back to
the theaters,” he says. He hopes
that the technology, which will
raise ticket prices by $2 to $5 in
the U.S., and about Œ2 in Europe,
will transform the box office into
“a growth business for the first
time in many years.”

Hollywood pushed 3-D in the
1950s and again in the 1970s and
1980s, but those efforts left movie-
goers with little more than a head-
ache. While the 3-D technology on
display in films like “Monsters vs.
Aliens” is more sophisticated, it
remains to be seen whether peo-
ple will still be drawn to it after
its novelty has worn off. Many the-
ater owners say they wonder if it
makes sense to raise ticket prices
more in a downturn. And the tech-
nology, which relies on actually go-
ing into theaters, may have little
effect on home-video sales, which
have boosted studio profits for
years but fell about 9% in 2008,
according to Adams Media Re-
search.

Unlike the 3-D movies of past
decades, where two separate pro-
jectors displayed images (one for
each eye) and had to remain syn-
chronized for the duration of the
film, the latest 3-D systems use a
single digital projector. They
quickly alternate between images
seen by the right and left eyes,
which the brain marries into a
three-dimensional picture. The
process still requires glasses to
pick up separate left and right eye
images, but not the clunky red
and green kinds popularized in

the 1970s and 1980s with 3-D
films. Today’s 3-D eyewear looks
more like sunglasses.

The first films made with the
latest generation of 3-D technol-
ogy began to trickle out over the
last few years, beginning with
“Chicken Little” in 2005 and in-
creasing in 2007 and 2008, with
“Beowulf,” “Fly Me to the Moon,”
“Journey to the Center of the
Earth” and “Bolt.” Some of those
titles, like “Beowulf” and “Bolt,”
left critics lukewarm and under-
performed at the box office. (“Be-
owulf” had an estimated budget
of $150 million and didn’t break
$100 million at the U.S. box of-
fice.) More recently, Focus Fea-
tures’ “Coraline,” an animated tale
about a young girl who enters an
alternative universe, has grossed

$70 million at the box office in
the U.S. since it opened there last
month (it will open across Europe
in May), in large part because of
the popularity of 3-D showings of
the film. “Coraline” had a budget
of between $60 and $70 million.

Back in 2005, there were only a
little over 100 3-D screens across
North America equipped to show
movies in 3-D. Now there are
more than 2,000 3-D equipped
screens, and “Monsters vs. Aliens”
will play on virtually all of them.
Still, Mr. Katzenberg had initially
hoped for about twice as many
screens. There are a total of about
43,000 movie screens in North
America.

Outside the U.S., there are
roughly 1,600 screens enabled to
show 3-D movies, almost as many

as there are in North America and
far more than many industry insid-
ers expected. In a call with ana-
lysts at the end of February, Mr.
Katzenberg said that Dream-
Works’ distributor was projecting
that “Monsters vs. Aliens” would
be able to play on between 70%
and 80% of the 3-D screens avail-
able in the international market.

At least some moviegoers need
to be won over by 3-D. David Lacy
of Irvine, Calif., says he won’t go
out of his way to see “Monsters
vs. Aliens” in 3-D if the tickets
cost more. The 28-year-old gradu-
ate student focusing in Shake-
speare studies saw “Beowulf” in
3-D and was disappointed by the
experience. “[3-D] doesn’t help a
weak plot,” he says. “If they regu-
larly started doing all movies in
3-D, I would never go.”

“Monsters vs. Aliens” is a
broad send-up of sci-fi flicks from
the 1950s, such as “The Blob,”
“The Fly,” and “Attack of the 50

Foot Woman.” When a UFO lands
in America, the president
(Stephen Colbert provides the
voice) calls on a group of mon-
sters to save Earth from the alien
attack. The 3-D effects heighten
the movie’s visual jokes, making
characters like Ginormica, a
15-meter tall California girl (Reese
Witherspoon), and the 105-meter
Insectosaurus, appear to tower
over the roughly 1.82-meter presi-
dent.

The movie could set a bench-
mark for a host of other big-bud-
get 3-D films. Mr. Zemeckis’s “A
Christmas Carol,” an animated re-
make of the Charles Dickens tale
about Scrooge starring Jim Car-
rey, is planned for release in No-
vember. Mr. Cameron is at work
on “Avatar,” a $200 million 3-D
film set for December in which a
war veteran named Jake travels to
another planet. Mr. Spielberg’s
“The Adventures of Tintin: Secret
of the Unicorn,” based on the pop-

Above, Ginormica (Reese Witherspoon) is introduced to The Missing Link (Will
Arnett) in ‘Monsters vs. Aliens’; below, scenes from ‘Up’ (left) and ‘Coraline’;
facing page, a scene from ‘Chicken Little.’

Taking it to another dimension:
Can 3-D movies save Hollywood?

Studio heads and top directors
are betting big on the technology.
Will audiences pay more to see it?
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HE HIGH-PITCHED whine
of Formula 1 engines was
suspiciously absent from
the Circuit de Catalunya on
the outskirts of Barcelona
earlier this month during a

testing session for the coming
Grand Prix season. A thick blanket
of fog covered the course, and the
racing teams waited idly for it to
clear, making last-second tweaks be-
fore testing resumed. Mother Na-
ture doesn’t often concern herself
with metaphors, but this scene was
eerily apt.

The sport has endured some
rough weather in recent years. First
came the retirement of its biggest
star, Michael Schumacher, and un-
certainty over whether a marquee
name would replace him. Then
there was Spygate—a 2007 scandal
in which the McLaren team was al-
leged to have taken confidential
data from Ferrari and was eventu-
ally fined by the sport’s ruling body,
the Fédération Internationale de
l’Automobile. Then came a 2008 tab-
loid scandal involving F1 racing’s
top official, FIA President Max Mos-
ley. Now, a global recession threat-
ens sponsorship income and is caus-
ing team owners to rethink their
commitment to the sport.

As drivers approach the starting
line this weekend at the 2009 sea-
son’s first race, the Australian
Grand Prix in Melbourne, Formula 1
officials are hoping technological
advances and a series of rules
tweaks will help boost the sport.
But experts both inside and outside
the sport are wondering which way
F1 will turn.

F1 racing survived the retire-
ment after the 2006 season of Mr.
Schumacher, whose dominance of
the sport in the early part of this de-
cade was Tiger Woods-ian. The
sport has found new stars in young,
photogenic drivers Lewis Hamilton
and Fernando Alonso. It success-
fully weathered Spygate, after FIA
meted out a $100 million fine to the
McLaren racing team. It also has
avoided long-term public-relations
damage from the Mosley affair. Last
season, competition among drivers
and innovation in car and engine de-
sign seemed to be on the rise.

Then the economic crisis hit.
One of the global icons for the eco-
nomic collapse has been the automo-
bile, with car companies asking gov-
ernments for loan guarantees and
bailouts. Suddenly the lavish bud-
gets of Formula 1 teams stood out
like a banker’s bonus. Auto makers,
sponsors and racing officials are
now trying to rein in some of the op-
ulence for which the sport is known.

Finance companies, long a reli-
able source of sponsorship for For-
mula 1 teams, are also suffering.
Royal Bank of Scotland announced
it would end its sponsorship of the
Williams team when the current con-
tract ends in 2010. The Renault
team’s chief sponsor, ING, is also let-
ting its contract expire at the end of
this season.

One top racing sponsor, BMW, re-

cently posted a Œ962 million fourth-
quarter loss. While the auto maker’s
Formula 1 budget is separate from
the loss, its team is under pressure
to keep expenses down. “It is clear
that all departments within BMW
are affected by the current global
economic crisis, including the For-
mula 1 team,” says BMW Motor-
sport Director Mario Theissen. “We
have made significant contribu-
tions in recent years. Since 2005 we
have reduced our spending by 40%.”

John Howett, president of Pana-
sonic Toyota Racing, believes his
team is in a stable financial posi-
tion, but has concerns about the
overall business. “The key issue is
whether Formula 1 continues to de-
liver the value and return on invest-
ment that Toyota expects,” he says.

Formula 1 had already planned
drastic technological changes for
the 2009 season, hoping both to im-
prove safety and boost competition.
These included a new aerodynamic
car design, the return of slick tires
(which allow for faster speeds), lim-
iting the number of engines a team
could use during the season, and the
introduction of a new energy-saving
hybrid drive. Drivers have also been
banned from in-season testing of
their cars, which puts more empha-
sis on simulation work in the fac-
tory before bringing new parts to
the racetrack.

The aerodynamics changes,
which include altering the design of
the front and rear wings, and the re-
introduction of slick tires, are both
meant to reduce downforce, which
will improve performance. Extend-
ing the life of engines is meant to re-
duce costs but could result in slower
engine performance.

The balance between safety and
competition is a delicate one. Team
owners are anxious to protect their
investments, while fans demand ex-
citement.

“Formula 1 has to be careful not
to become a parade of expensive
cars,” says Keith Collantine, pub-
lisher of the Web site F1 Fanatic.

Some of the teams are also appre-
hensive about how the changes will
affect the sport. “If it remains the
pinnacle of motorsport and a genu-
ine technological challenge, then I
can see a long and bright future for
the team,” says Toyota’s Mr.
Howett. “If the sport is dumbed
down too much, or too many stan-
dard components are forced into
the system, Formula 1 could become
just another racing series.”

Of all the changes, the Kinetic En-
ergy Recovery System, or KERS, has
the greatest potential for impact on
racing conditions. Comparable to
the hybrid systems in some eco-
friendly passenger-car models, it is
intended to store energy gathered
by braking in turns to be released on
straight stretches for a boost in ac-
celeration. Each team can decide
whether to use it.

The FIA’s intent was to encourage
more passing with the added thrust
while also promoting a “green” im-
age, but roughly half of the 10 teams

competing this year, including Toy-
ota, Red Bull and Williams, are doubt-
ful about its capabilities.

“We will not use KERS in the first
races and we will only introduce it
when it is completely reliable and
brings a performance advantage,”
says Alastair Moffitt, a spokesman
for Toyota Motorsport. “At the mo-
ment we do not believe it brings a
performance advantage over the
course of a race weekend.”

BMW is one of the few teams ex-
cited about the new technology.
“KERS is very important, not only
for BMW but also for Formula 1,”
Mr. Theissen says. “It’s a technology
which is of high relevance for the de-
velopment of future road cars.”

McLaren’s second driver, Heikki
Kovalainen, said at a press confer-
ence after testing sessions in Jerez,
Spain, that he hoped to have his car
fitted with KERS for the Australian
Grand Prix. McLaren confirmed this
week that it will use KERS.

But just as F1 teams were consid-
ering the technology changes,
money became an issue as economic
conditions worsened over the last
several months. Honda, under bud-
get pressure, sold its Honda Racing
F1 team to Ross Brawn, the former
team principal, on March 6.

Then, on March 17, Mr. Mosley
and the FIA shocked the racing
world by announcing a series of cost-
cutting measures for the 2010 sea-
son. In a sport defined by excess—
from multimillion-dollar team bud-
gets to VIP luxury boxes—Mr. Mos-
ley proposed capping each team’s
annual budget at $42 million. Most
teams closely guard their books, but
racing experts say average Formula
1 budgets range from $150 million to
$300 million, so the proposal was
seen as a drastic one. (The FIA made
the cap voluntary, but teams that
agree to the restrictions will have to-
tal freedom in car design.)

“These rules will encourage
clever engineering,” Mr. Mosley
said in a statement. “Success will
come to the teams with the best
ideas, not only the teams with the
most money.”

The cost-cutting might appeal to
cash-strapped team sponsors and
owners, but is it what racing fans
want? “Formula 1 fans love the tech-
nology,” Mr. Collantine says. “With-
out the budget to fund the research,
the end product will suffer. The
sport’s strength is in attracting big-
name manufacturers with the re-
sources for development.”

Supporters of the measures say
they will keep the business viable in
tough economic times. “The cost-
saving measures will enable more in-
dependent teams to enter Formula 1
in the years to come,” Mr. Theissen
says. “The overall costs in Formula 1
have gone up constantly during the
last 10 years. But this is over now.”

One of the biggest challenges of
the cost restrictions will be drivers’
salaries. Currently the top drivers
are paid $10 million-$20 million per
season, a sizeable percentage of the
new budgets. The FIA proposed cut-

ting the salaries and rewarding the
drivers with dividends from team
revenue.

Mr. Mosley also proposed a
change to the points system
awarded to drivers, starting this
year. Under current rules, drivers
are awarded 10 points for a first-
place finish in a race, 8 points for

second, 6 for third and so on de-
scending to 1 point for 8th place. Mr.
Mosley argued that this hampered
competition because a driver could
be crowned world champion with-
out ever winning a race. His change
would instead rank drivers by their
number of wins. But the circuit’s
elite drivers, including Spain’s

Fernando Alonso, panned the plan.
“I don’t understand the need to
change the rules of the sport con-
stantly,” Mr. Alonso said on his Web
site. “I think this kind of decision
can only confuse the fans.”

F1 officials decided last week to
postpone the ranking-system
change; it will now take effect in the
2010 season.

Racing executives are also count-
ing on boosting the sport’s popular-
ity in new markets as a way to blunt
the effects of the world-wide reces-
sion. Team principals and Mr. Mos-
ley hope that expanding races to
places like China and the Middle
East will broaden the fan base. This
year the season ends on a new cir-
cuit in Abu Dhabi.

“I believe Formula 1 is in a strong
position because of its global
reach,” Mr. Howett says. “If a sport
is focused on a very narrow geo-
graphical area, it will be very vulner-
able in this climate.”

Nearly everybody expects atten-
dance to be down at new and old race-
tracks this year. This weekend’s
Aussie Grand Prix will be a barome-
ter. BMW announced that it would
not be taking its guests in Melbourne
to the paddock, the VIP section at
each race where the sport’s mon-
eyed elites mingle. Officials say total
ticket sales in Melbourne are strong,
but the track has offered steep dis-
counts and package deals. Sales of
VIP tickets, which cost several thou-
sand dollars each, are down. Ticket
sales are down 20% for next week-
end’s Malaysian Grand Prix.

“All circuits are reporting a de-
cline in ticket sales,” Mr. Collantine
says. Some tracks, he adds, are even
painting empty seats different col-
ors to create the illusion on televi-
sion that they’re occupied.

Back on the track outside Barce-
lona, the fog had finally lifted and
testing resumed. But only 20 cars
were prepping for the season, short
of the maximum 24. Mr. Collantine
thinks the shortage of teams is the
best indicator of the challenges to
the racing circuit. “As long as there
are empty spots on the starting
grid,” he says, “Formula 1 has a
problem.”

Formula 1 has an-
nounced several technical
changes for this season
aimed at reducing develop-
ment costs, improving
competitive racing and
promoting a green
agenda.

Here, a look at some
of the key changes:

Aerodynamics
Even to the casual fan,

F1 racecars will look dif-
ferent this year. On 2009
car models, the front
wings are lower and
wider and the rear wings
are taller and narrower.
The new design will in-
crease a car’s speed in a
straight stretch but re-
duce it while cornering.

Slick tires
Since 1998, Formula 1

tires have had four large
grooves on the tread,
meant to slow cars in
turns and corners. This
year the return of slick
tires is intended to im-
prove speeds by as much
as a half-second per lap.

Hybrid cars
The “Kinetic Energy Re-

covery System” is meant
to showcase F1’s commit-
ment to innovation and en-
vironmentally friendly
technology. KERS works
like a normal hybrid sys-
tem, storing energy from
braking for later use. Engi-
neers have been able to
substantially reduce the
weight and the size of the
system to fit in the small
racecar frames, which
could eventually affect
production in street cars.

Engine longevity
Teams are limited to

eight engines per car this
year, and face penalties if
they use more. The inten-
tion is both economical
and environmental, as For-
mula 1 looks to trim
some of its excess produc-
tion.
 —William R. Snyder

Formula 1 drivers this season (from top left to right): Lewis Hamilton,
Heikki Kovalainen, Kimi Raikkonen, Felipe Massa, Robert Kubica,
Nick Heidfeld, Fernando Alonso, Nelsinho Piquet, Jarno Trulli, Timo
Glock, Sebastien Buemi, Sebastien Bourdais, Mark Webber, Sebastian
Vettel, Nico Rosberg, Kazuki Nakajima, Jenson Button, Rubens
Barrichello, Adrian Sutil, Giancarlo Fisichella.

Track
changes
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HE HIGH-PITCHED whine
of Formula 1 engines was
suspiciously absent from
the Circuit de Catalunya on
the outskirts of Barcelona
earlier this month during a

testing session for the coming
Grand Prix season. A thick blanket
of fog covered the course, and the
racing teams waited idly for it to
clear, making last-second tweaks be-
fore testing resumed. Mother Na-
ture doesn’t often concern herself
with metaphors, but this scene was
eerily apt.

The sport has endured some
rough weather in recent years. First
came the retirement of its biggest
star, Michael Schumacher, and un-
certainty over whether a marquee
name would replace him. Then
there was Spygate—a 2007 scandal
in which the McLaren team was al-
leged to have taken confidential
data from Ferrari and was eventu-
ally fined by the sport’s ruling body,
the Fédération Internationale de
l’Automobile. Then came a 2008 tab-
loid scandal involving F1 racing’s
top official, FIA President Max Mos-
ley. Now, a global recession threat-
ens sponsorship income and is caus-
ing team owners to rethink their
commitment to the sport.

As drivers approach the starting
line this weekend at the 2009 sea-
son’s first race, the Australian
Grand Prix in Melbourne, Formula 1
officials are hoping technological
advances and a series of rules
tweaks will help boost the sport.
But experts both inside and outside
the sport are wondering which way
F1 will turn.

F1 racing survived the retire-
ment after the 2006 season of Mr.
Schumacher, whose dominance of
the sport in the early part of this de-
cade was Tiger Woods-ian. The
sport has found new stars in young,
photogenic drivers Lewis Hamilton
and Fernando Alonso. It success-
fully weathered Spygate, after FIA
meted out a $100 million fine to the
McLaren racing team. It also has
avoided long-term public-relations
damage from the Mosley affair. Last
season, competition among drivers
and innovation in car and engine de-
sign seemed to be on the rise.

Then the economic crisis hit.
One of the global icons for the eco-
nomic collapse has been the automo-
bile, with car companies asking gov-
ernments for loan guarantees and
bailouts. Suddenly the lavish bud-
gets of Formula 1 teams stood out
like a banker’s bonus. Auto makers,
sponsors and racing officials are
now trying to rein in some of the op-
ulence for which the sport is known.

Finance companies, long a reli-
able source of sponsorship for For-
mula 1 teams, are also suffering.
Royal Bank of Scotland announced
it would end its sponsorship of the
Williams team when the current con-
tract ends in 2010. The Renault
team’s chief sponsor, ING, is also let-
ting its contract expire at the end of
this season.

One top racing sponsor, BMW, re-

cently posted a Œ962 million fourth-
quarter loss. While the auto maker’s
Formula 1 budget is separate from
the loss, its team is under pressure
to keep expenses down. “It is clear
that all departments within BMW
are affected by the current global
economic crisis, including the For-
mula 1 team,” says BMW Motor-
sport Director Mario Theissen. “We
have made significant contribu-
tions in recent years. Since 2005 we
have reduced our spending by 40%.”

John Howett, president of Pana-
sonic Toyota Racing, believes his
team is in a stable financial posi-
tion, but has concerns about the
overall business. “The key issue is
whether Formula 1 continues to de-
liver the value and return on invest-
ment that Toyota expects,” he says.

Formula 1 had already planned
drastic technological changes for
the 2009 season, hoping both to im-
prove safety and boost competition.
These included a new aerodynamic
car design, the return of slick tires
(which allow for faster speeds), lim-
iting the number of engines a team
could use during the season, and the
introduction of a new energy-saving
hybrid drive. Drivers have also been
banned from in-season testing of
their cars, which puts more empha-
sis on simulation work in the fac-
tory before bringing new parts to
the racetrack.

The aerodynamics changes,
which include altering the design of
the front and rear wings, and the re-
introduction of slick tires, are both
meant to reduce downforce, which
will improve performance. Extend-
ing the life of engines is meant to re-
duce costs but could result in slower
engine performance.

The balance between safety and
competition is a delicate one. Team
owners are anxious to protect their
investments, while fans demand ex-
citement.

“Formula 1 has to be careful not
to become a parade of expensive
cars,” says Keith Collantine, pub-
lisher of the Web site F1 Fanatic.

Some of the teams are also appre-
hensive about how the changes will
affect the sport. “If it remains the
pinnacle of motorsport and a genu-
ine technological challenge, then I
can see a long and bright future for
the team,” says Toyota’s Mr.
Howett. “If the sport is dumbed
down too much, or too many stan-
dard components are forced into
the system, Formula 1 could become
just another racing series.”

Of all the changes, the Kinetic En-
ergy Recovery System, or KERS, has
the greatest potential for impact on
racing conditions. Comparable to
the hybrid systems in some eco-
friendly passenger-car models, it is
intended to store energy gathered
by braking in turns to be released on
straight stretches for a boost in ac-
celeration. Each team can decide
whether to use it.

The FIA’s intent was to encourage
more passing with the added thrust
while also promoting a “green” im-
age, but roughly half of the 10 teams

competing this year, including Toy-
ota, Red Bull and Williams, are doubt-
ful about its capabilities.

“We will not use KERS in the first
races and we will only introduce it
when it is completely reliable and
brings a performance advantage,”
says Alastair Moffitt, a spokesman
for Toyota Motorsport. “At the mo-
ment we do not believe it brings a
performance advantage over the
course of a race weekend.”

BMW is one of the few teams ex-
cited about the new technology.
“KERS is very important, not only
for BMW but also for Formula 1,”
Mr. Theissen says. “It’s a technology
which is of high relevance for the de-
velopment of future road cars.”

McLaren’s second driver, Heikki
Kovalainen, said at a press confer-
ence after testing sessions in Jerez,
Spain, that he hoped to have his car
fitted with KERS for the Australian
Grand Prix. McLaren confirmed this
week that it will use KERS.

But just as F1 teams were consid-
ering the technology changes,
money became an issue as economic
conditions worsened over the last
several months. Honda, under bud-
get pressure, sold its Honda Racing
F1 team to Ross Brawn, the former
team principal, on March 6.

Then, on March 17, Mr. Mosley
and the FIA shocked the racing
world by announcing a series of cost-
cutting measures for the 2010 sea-
son. In a sport defined by excess—
from multimillion-dollar team bud-
gets to VIP luxury boxes—Mr. Mos-
ley proposed capping each team’s
annual budget at $42 million. Most
teams closely guard their books, but
racing experts say average Formula
1 budgets range from $150 million to
$300 million, so the proposal was
seen as a drastic one. (The FIA made
the cap voluntary, but teams that
agree to the restrictions will have to-
tal freedom in car design.)

“These rules will encourage
clever engineering,” Mr. Mosley
said in a statement. “Success will
come to the teams with the best
ideas, not only the teams with the
most money.”

The cost-cutting might appeal to
cash-strapped team sponsors and
owners, but is it what racing fans
want? “Formula 1 fans love the tech-
nology,” Mr. Collantine says. “With-
out the budget to fund the research,
the end product will suffer. The
sport’s strength is in attracting big-
name manufacturers with the re-
sources for development.”

Supporters of the measures say
they will keep the business viable in
tough economic times. “The cost-
saving measures will enable more in-
dependent teams to enter Formula 1
in the years to come,” Mr. Theissen
says. “The overall costs in Formula 1
have gone up constantly during the
last 10 years. But this is over now.”

One of the biggest challenges of
the cost restrictions will be drivers’
salaries. Currently the top drivers
are paid $10 million-$20 million per
season, a sizeable percentage of the
new budgets. The FIA proposed cut-

ting the salaries and rewarding the
drivers with dividends from team
revenue.

Mr. Mosley also proposed a
change to the points system
awarded to drivers, starting this
year. Under current rules, drivers
are awarded 10 points for a first-
place finish in a race, 8 points for

second, 6 for third and so on de-
scending to 1 point for 8th place. Mr.
Mosley argued that this hampered
competition because a driver could
be crowned world champion with-
out ever winning a race. His change
would instead rank drivers by their
number of wins. But the circuit’s
elite drivers, including Spain’s

Fernando Alonso, panned the plan.
“I don’t understand the need to
change the rules of the sport con-
stantly,” Mr. Alonso said on his Web
site. “I think this kind of decision
can only confuse the fans.”

F1 officials decided last week to
postpone the ranking-system
change; it will now take effect in the
2010 season.

Racing executives are also count-
ing on boosting the sport’s popular-
ity in new markets as a way to blunt
the effects of the world-wide reces-
sion. Team principals and Mr. Mos-
ley hope that expanding races to
places like China and the Middle
East will broaden the fan base. This
year the season ends on a new cir-
cuit in Abu Dhabi.

“I believe Formula 1 is in a strong
position because of its global
reach,” Mr. Howett says. “If a sport
is focused on a very narrow geo-
graphical area, it will be very vulner-
able in this climate.”

Nearly everybody expects atten-
dance to be down at new and old race-
tracks this year. This weekend’s
Aussie Grand Prix will be a barome-
ter. BMW announced that it would
not be taking its guests in Melbourne
to the paddock, the VIP section at
each race where the sport’s mon-
eyed elites mingle. Officials say total
ticket sales in Melbourne are strong,
but the track has offered steep dis-
counts and package deals. Sales of
VIP tickets, which cost several thou-
sand dollars each, are down. Ticket
sales are down 20% for next week-
end’s Malaysian Grand Prix.

“All circuits are reporting a de-
cline in ticket sales,” Mr. Collantine
says. Some tracks, he adds, are even
painting empty seats different col-
ors to create the illusion on televi-
sion that they’re occupied.

Back on the track outside Barce-
lona, the fog had finally lifted and
testing resumed. But only 20 cars
were prepping for the season, short
of the maximum 24. Mr. Collantine
thinks the shortage of teams is the
best indicator of the challenges to
the racing circuit. “As long as there
are empty spots on the starting
grid,” he says, “Formula 1 has a
problem.”

Formula 1 has an-
nounced several technical
changes for this season
aimed at reducing develop-
ment costs, improving
competitive racing and
promoting a green
agenda.

Here, a look at some
of the key changes:

Aerodynamics
Even to the casual fan,

F1 racecars will look dif-
ferent this year. On 2009
car models, the front
wings are lower and
wider and the rear wings
are taller and narrower.
The new design will in-
crease a car’s speed in a
straight stretch but re-
duce it while cornering.

Slick tires
Since 1998, Formula 1

tires have had four large
grooves on the tread,
meant to slow cars in
turns and corners. This
year the return of slick
tires is intended to im-
prove speeds by as much
as a half-second per lap.

Hybrid cars
The “Kinetic Energy Re-

covery System” is meant
to showcase F1’s commit-
ment to innovation and en-
vironmentally friendly
technology. KERS works
like a normal hybrid sys-
tem, storing energy from
braking for later use. Engi-
neers have been able to
substantially reduce the
weight and the size of the
system to fit in the small
racecar frames, which
could eventually affect
production in street cars.

Engine longevity
Teams are limited to

eight engines per car this
year, and face penalties if
they use more. The inten-
tion is both economical
and environmental, as For-
mula 1 looks to trim
some of its excess produc-
tion.
 —William R. Snyder

Formula 1 drivers this season (from top left to right): Lewis Hamilton,
Heikki Kovalainen, Kimi Raikkonen, Felipe Massa, Robert Kubica,
Nick Heidfeld, Fernando Alonso, Nelsinho Piquet, Jarno Trulli, Timo
Glock, Sebastien Buemi, Sebastien Bourdais, Mark Webber, Sebastian
Vettel, Nico Rosberg, Kazuki Nakajima, Jenson Button, Rubens
Barrichello, Adrian Sutil, Giancarlo Fisichella.

Track
changes
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By Paul Levy
Special to The Wall Street Journal

O
N MONDAY, LONDON’S Barbi-
can Hall hosts the world
première of Phil Grabsky’s

gripping, feature-length biographi-
cal film with TV channel Sky Arts,
“In Search of Beethoven.” Using a
strategy developed in his previous
film, “In Search of Mozart,” also nar-
rated by actress Juliet Stevenson,
Mr. Grabsky’s documentary aims to
debunk both the gossip of
Beethoven’s contemporaries and
the myths we’ve derived from it,
with two hours of crisp interviews
and illustrative performances by
musicians and Beethoven experts,
including Riccardo Chailly, Claudio
Abbado, Hélène Grimaud, Sir Roger
Norrington, Paul Lewis and Eman-
uel Ax. As in the Mozart film, each
piece of music is presented chrono-
logically and linked with
Beethoven’s letters and biography.

There are humorous moments,
as when the genial Mr. Ax specu-
lates about Beethoven’s musical
jokes. Though just as the Mozart
film unpicked the myths perpe-
trated by “Amadeus”—Mozart did
not die a pauper and was not poi-
soned by Salieri or anyone else—we
discover that Beethoven was not
the unkempt, unhygienic, tor-
mented figure of romantic tradi-
tion, struggling, unloved and alone,
against his tragic deafness. Rather,
he was a handsome young man,
whose misfortune was falling in
love with women from a superior so-
cial class to whom marriage was sim-
ply out of the question.

Mr. Grabsky, 45 years old, was
born in New York but brought up
from the age of two in England. He
has made more than 200 films, and,
for the last five years, has special-
ized in documentary movies that
launch first in cinemas, are licensed
for TV broadcasting, but mostly
make their profits from DVD sales.
His visually stunning 2003 film
“The Boy Who Plays on the Buddhas
of Bamiyan”—starring Mir, a win-
some eight-year-old and his family,
who lived in the Afghanistan caves
adjoining the Buddhist sculptures ir-
reparably damaged by the Taliban—
won 14 awards.

Mr. Grabsky has close-cropped
hair and piercing dark-blue eyes. He
works (and travels) at lightning
speed, doing almost all the jobs him-
self—camera-work, lighting, sound,
direction and scripting, helped in
the post-production stage by his
long-time editor, Phil Reynolds. The
breakneck work-schedule allows
maximum time with his wife, who
looks after the business side, and
their two young children.

We spoke to Mr. Grabsky over cof-
fee at the Grosvenor Hotel near Lon-
don’s Victoria Station.

Q: How did you get started?
My first film, while I was 20 and

still at college, was “The Dalai Lama
of Tibet: 25 Years in Exile.” Some-
body recently said to me “It’s time
to make ‘The Dalai Lama: 50 Years in
Exile,’” and I felt very old. In 2000 I
did my first full-length film, which
had a lot to do with Michael Moore,
thanks to whom “documentary”
was no longer a dirty word. Also
technological changes now allowed
me to film by myself, without a big
crew.

Q: What led you to make films
for cinema release?

Having children changed my

thinking. I began to feel that as I’m
putting this effort into making some-
thing, I want it to have value. TV no
longer values itself highly enough.
The public may think it wants an-
other reality show about conjoined
twins or size-zero models. But the
audience doesn’t always know what
it wants until it’s offered—so there
is an audience for international af-
fairs, opera, music and art, as shown
by cinemas using their screens for
the Metropolitan Opera, Glynde-
bourne Opera, rock concerts, motor-
racing, football matches and, occa-
sionally, a little old documentary.

Q: You made films on Muham-
mad Ali and Pelé; why now com-
posers?

The things that have linked my
films, from “The Boy Who Plays on
the Buddhas of Bamiyan” to
“Beethoven,” is a celebration and ex-
ploration of what human beings are
capable of. I look at Beethoven and
ask, how did he do that? And talk to
great musicians, performers and
conductors. I don’t have a script
when I begin. I just want to talk to
people and find out from them how
Beethoven achieved what he did.
Take the little boy from Bamiyan,
who had absolutely nothing, lived in
a cave, and had no prospects. Yet
there is laughter, humor and wel-
coming hospitality in his family: I
celebrate their enthusiasm, their op-
timism, their ability to survive in ex-
treme circumstances.

Q: All your films have de-
pended on getting to the right peo-
ple. Didn’t even the Bamiyan film
depend on having the right connec-
tions?

You have to engineer your own
luck. Yes, I was going to do Afghani-
stan, and I knew Bamiyan had some
name-recognition. But that little
boy actually found me. Looking at
the rushes, I saw a group of boys
peering down through the lens at
me, and one of them was Mir. I had

meant to focus on an adult male (I
knew filming a woman was out of
bounds) but the men were all de-
pressed, had no opportunities,
could speak of the past, but not the
present.

Q: How do you find a narrative
thread in these circumstances?

Yes, above all the audience needs
a good story, a strong narrative. Af-
ter 4-5 days, I saw that little boy

should be the story, because he had
energy, drive, and could take me
places adults wouldn’t. My job is to
be there from 6:30 a.m. to record
the landscape and sounds, and ask
the right questions.

Q: You got the best people in
the world to talk about Mozart
and Beethoven. How did you do
that?

With “Mozart” and “Beethoven”

it was different. Nicky Thomas, my
associate producer, said she’d work
with me only if we do it properly,
and with respect for the subjects
themselves. No one else will do this
for the next 50 years, she said, and it
requires talking to the very best mu-
sicians. We made a completely unaf-
fordable, mad list, with 60-70 bits of
live performance, but discovered
that once you get past the agents, to
the musicians themselves, they
were eager to participate.

Q: Did your budget stretch to
this?

I’m not terribly successful in rais-
ing budgets from broadcasters. Even
when I get them to say yes, they’re in
for Œ3,000 or Œ5,000. The films go to
state television. Broadcasters do,
though, appreciate what we do. At
the moment we’re doing a film about
a guy who delivers tea in Mumbai—a
project that, I hasten to say, pre-
dates “Slumdog Millionaire.”

Q: So how do you manage?
We have to take advantage of or-

chestras playing the composers as
part of their repertory, and allowing
us to film rehearsals. There’s a lot of
Haydn being played this year, and
Handel and Puccini. So I can go to
the Orchestra of the 18th Century,
and say “you’re playing all this
Haydn this year. Can I film it?”

What was the budget for
Beethoven?

About £330,000. Some of the ads
in the breaks in our films cost that
much. We only raised about two-
thirds of that. When the BBC did a
film about Beethoven some years
ago, they did three parts. It cost a lot
because they were all reconstruc-
tions. I don’t do reconstructions.
Particularly for Mozart. You can’t
out-Amadeus “Amadeus,” so why
try? Also it has to be scripted before
you’ve done all the traveling and
met all the people, so there’s no dis-
covery.

Debunking the Beethoven myth

By Michelle Kung

AFTER FOUR SEASONS of at-
tacks, betrayals, ethical strug-

gles and a key character’s resurrec-
tion, the warship of “Battlestar Ga-
lactica” is reaching its destiny—
and its fans and cast will have to fig-
ure out what to do next. Edward
James Olmos, who plays the piv-
otal, gruff Admiral William Adama,
has already planned his next move.

Though the 62-year-old actor
has completed his on-screen du-
ties, he’s hard at work editing
“The Plan,” a TV movie he’s di-
rected. It’s one of two “Battle-
star”-themed projects set to air
this fall and early next year on the
U.S. Sci Fi network, which runs the
series.

Mr. Olmos has been living with
his character since the reimagined
series premiered as a miniseries in
2003. “It’s all very tragic,” he says.
“I’ve been crying a lot. Feeling self-
conscious. And saying thank you.”

The series seems to provoke big
emotions. From its unpromising or-
igins as a reboot of the short-lived
1970s TV show, it grew to tackle is-
sues of genocide, religion and ter-

rorism as its ragtag group of hu-
man survivors sought Earth—
which many believed to be part of a
mystical prophecy—in a post-apoc-
alyptic world. Critics put it on their
year-end best-of lists, sales of se-
ries DVDs topped $100 million, and
cultists made the show a staple of

sci-fi and fantasy conventions.
The series has even made it to

the United Nations: Last week, a
“joint summit” between cast mem-
bers and producers, U.N. represen-
tatives and more than 100 high-
school students discussed how the
show’s plotlines reflected modern
conflicts over human rights and
civilizations’ values. One example:
a character’s use of waterboarding
in the first season.

Mr. Olmos has ample reason to
stay in the “Battlestar” embrace.
The Latino actor played Lieuten-
ant Martin Castillo on TV’s “Mi-
ami Vice” for five years and suc-
cessfully made the transition to
film. He won an Oscar nomination
for playing a steadfast teacher in
1988’s “Stand and Deliver” and
had key roles in “Blade Runner”
and the prison-gang drama “Amer-
ican Me,” which he also directed.
But he remained largely under the
radar until the cult explosion of
“Battlestar.”

Mr. Olmos relishes how race is
never made a factor on Battlestar:
“It’s simply not what the series is
about. There’s only one race, the

human race, battling the cylons,
which are essentially human tech-
nology,” he says. “It’s like me bat-
tling my own self.”

“Eddie has a serious side,” says
executive producer and writer
Ronald D. Moore, who rebooted
the old series. He recalls a discus-
sion with the actor in regards to
the finale. “I was never tempted to
make the ending very nihilistic
and kill everyone, but Eddie
wanted to.”

For Mr. Moore, “‘Battlestar’ is
over; that chapter has now
closed.” He delivered the final cut
of the finale a mere five days be-
fore air date.

As for Mr. Olmos, his focus is on
“The Plan.” “I only direct projects
where I have tremendous passion
for the story,” says Mr. Olmos. The
film revisits earlier events from
the perspective of deadly cyber-
netic machines known as the cy-
lons. “I just finished my cut,” he
adds. “I didn't get any break be-
tween the two projects, but am
still feeling the void of being the
only one left on board. I’m literally
the last one standing.”

Filmmaker
Phil Grabsky
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By Lauren A.E. Schuker

W
HEN “Monsters
vs. aliens,” a
DreamWorks An-
imation movie
about an extra-
terrestrial at-

tack, hits theaters this weekend,
it will set off another invasion: a
new wave of big-budget 3-D
films.

James Cameron, Robert Ze-
meckis and Steven Spielberg are
all working on 3-D movies. Walt
Disney’s next Pixar feature, “Up,”
was recently selected to open the
Cannes Film Festival—the first
3-D movie to do so. And starting
with “Monsters vs. Aliens,” Dream-
Works Animation, known for hits
such as “Shrek” and “Kung Fu
Panda,” will release every movie it
makes in 3-D.

Jeffrey Katzenberg, chief execu-
tive of DreamWorks Animation, is
betting heavily on the technology,
which he bills as a much-needed
boost for Hollywood. Even with an
upswing in the past few months,
movie admissions have declined
more than 9% over the past de-
cade, and were down by almost
5% last year, according to box-of-
fice tracker Media By Numbers.

“The theater owners have not
done anything to change the theat-
rical experience in many years,”
says Mr. Katzenberg, who likens
the latest 3-D technology to past
quantum leaps in the industry
such as the first talkies or the in-
troduction of Technicolor. “This is
going to bring moviegoers back to
the theaters,” he says. He hopes
that the technology, which will
raise ticket prices by $2 to $5 in
the U.S., and about Œ2 in Europe,
will transform the box office into
“a growth business for the first
time in many years.”

Hollywood pushed 3-D in the
1950s and again in the 1970s and
1980s, but those efforts left movie-
goers with little more than a head-
ache. While the 3-D technology on
display in films like “Monsters vs.
Aliens” is more sophisticated, it
remains to be seen whether peo-
ple will still be drawn to it after
its novelty has worn off. Many the-
ater owners say they wonder if it
makes sense to raise ticket prices
more in a downturn. And the tech-
nology, which relies on actually go-
ing into theaters, may have little
effect on home-video sales, which
have boosted studio profits for
years but fell about 9% in 2008,
according to Adams Media Re-
search.

Unlike the 3-D movies of past
decades, where two separate pro-
jectors displayed images (one for
each eye) and had to remain syn-
chronized for the duration of the
film, the latest 3-D systems use a
single digital projector. They
quickly alternate between images
seen by the right and left eyes,
which the brain marries into a
three-dimensional picture. The
process still requires glasses to
pick up separate left and right eye
images, but not the clunky red
and green kinds popularized in

the 1970s and 1980s with 3-D
films. Today’s 3-D eyewear looks
more like sunglasses.

The first films made with the
latest generation of 3-D technol-
ogy began to trickle out over the
last few years, beginning with
“Chicken Little” in 2005 and in-
creasing in 2007 and 2008, with
“Beowulf,” “Fly Me to the Moon,”
“Journey to the Center of the
Earth” and “Bolt.” Some of those
titles, like “Beowulf” and “Bolt,”
left critics lukewarm and under-
performed at the box office. (“Be-
owulf” had an estimated budget
of $150 million and didn’t break
$100 million at the U.S. box of-
fice.) More recently, Focus Fea-
tures’ “Coraline,” an animated tale
about a young girl who enters an
alternative universe, has grossed

$70 million at the box office in
the U.S. since it opened there last
month (it will open across Europe
in May), in large part because of
the popularity of 3-D showings of
the film. “Coraline” had a budget
of between $60 and $70 million.

Back in 2005, there were only a
little over 100 3-D screens across
North America equipped to show
movies in 3-D. Now there are
more than 2,000 3-D equipped
screens, and “Monsters vs. Aliens”
will play on virtually all of them.
Still, Mr. Katzenberg had initially
hoped for about twice as many
screens. There are a total of about
43,000 movie screens in North
America.

Outside the U.S., there are
roughly 1,600 screens enabled to
show 3-D movies, almost as many

as there are in North America and
far more than many industry insid-
ers expected. In a call with ana-
lysts at the end of February, Mr.
Katzenberg said that Dream-
Works’ distributor was projecting
that “Monsters vs. Aliens” would
be able to play on between 70%
and 80% of the 3-D screens avail-
able in the international market.

At least some moviegoers need
to be won over by 3-D. David Lacy
of Irvine, Calif., says he won’t go
out of his way to see “Monsters
vs. Aliens” in 3-D if the tickets
cost more. The 28-year-old gradu-
ate student focusing in Shake-
speare studies saw “Beowulf” in
3-D and was disappointed by the
experience. “[3-D] doesn’t help a
weak plot,” he says. “If they regu-
larly started doing all movies in
3-D, I would never go.”

“Monsters vs. Aliens” is a
broad send-up of sci-fi flicks from
the 1950s, such as “The Blob,”
“The Fly,” and “Attack of the 50

Foot Woman.” When a UFO lands
in America, the president
(Stephen Colbert provides the
voice) calls on a group of mon-
sters to save Earth from the alien
attack. The 3-D effects heighten
the movie’s visual jokes, making
characters like Ginormica, a
15-meter tall California girl (Reese
Witherspoon), and the 105-meter
Insectosaurus, appear to tower
over the roughly 1.82-meter presi-
dent.

The movie could set a bench-
mark for a host of other big-bud-
get 3-D films. Mr. Zemeckis’s “A
Christmas Carol,” an animated re-
make of the Charles Dickens tale
about Scrooge starring Jim Car-
rey, is planned for release in No-
vember. Mr. Cameron is at work
on “Avatar,” a $200 million 3-D
film set for December in which a
war veteran named Jake travels to
another planet. Mr. Spielberg’s
“The Adventures of Tintin: Secret
of the Unicorn,” based on the pop-

Above, Ginormica (Reese Witherspoon) is introduced to The Missing Link (Will
Arnett) in ‘Monsters vs. Aliens’; below, scenes from ‘Up’ (left) and ‘Coraline’;
facing page, a scene from ‘Chicken Little.’

Taking it to another dimension:
Can 3-D movies save Hollywood?

Studio heads and top directors
are betting big on the technology.
Will audiences pay more to see it?
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SEVERAL AUCTIONS IN April
will give a sweeping overview

of 20th-century decorative arts—
from the delicate, nature-loving
glassware of the Art Nouveau
movement to the cool, metal cre-
ations of contemporary furniture
designers.

The sales follow the enormous
success of the 20th-century deco-

rative arts section of the Yves
Saint Laurent/Pierre Bergé auc-
tion at Christie’s Paris in February.
The section was sold 95% by num-
ber of lots and set a world record
for a work of 20th-century design
at auction: Irish designer Eileen
Gray’s “Dragons” armchair (circa
1917-1919) sold for Œ21.9 million.

Nevertheless, given the present
economic climate, Christie’s has
erred on the site of caution in mak-
ing estimates for its coming sale
on April 7, says Joy McCall, the auc-
tion house’s London head of 20th-
century decorative art and design.

The Christie’s auction will open
with a private European collection
of 40 glass vases by France’s Émile
Gallé, Gabriel Argy-Rousseau and

Daum Frères.
Gallé’s ochre red
vase with waterlil-
ies (circa 1925)
and his ethereal
butterfly vase
(circa 1900) are
each estimated
at £25,000-
£35,000. A strik-
ing vase featur-
ing stalking
wolves (1926) by
Argy-Rousseau is
expected to fetch be-
tween £15,000 and £25,000. A vase
that seems to glow from within
(circa 1900) by Daum Frères is esti-
mated at £25,000-£35,000.

A two-meter display model of a
leaping jaguar designed in 1938 by
Britain’s Frederick Gordon Crosby
for SS Cars (later renamed Jaguar)
is estimated at £4,000-£6,000.

A number of furnishings by Ita-
ly’s Giò Ponti made for a legal of-
fice in the 1950s will be included in
works from the mid-20th century.
An office suite with desk, cabinets
and chairs is estimated at
£5,000-£8,000.

The contemporary design sec-
tion features Israel’s Ron Arad,
Australia’s Marc Newson and Brit-
ain’s Tom Dixon. Mr. Newson’s “Or-
gone Chair” (1990s), a futuristic,

mirror-polished aluminum chair,
leads the sale with an estimate of
£200,000-£300,000.

Mr. Newson will also head Phil-
lips de Pury’s London design sale
on April 30, where his “Lockheed

Lounge” (1985), a futuristic, alumi-
num lounge, will be estimated at
£500,000 to £700,000.

At Sotheby’s 20th-century de-
sign sale in London on April 28,
highlights will include Mr. Arad’s

“Large Cartier Table” (1998), a
smooth, aluminum table that looks
like a Rorschach blot
(£35,000-£45,000), a cherry wood
cupboard (1987) by Japan’s Shiro
Kuramata (estimate:
£12,000-£15,000), and a maple

wood table by the Ant-
werp-based design
studio Studio Job
(2006), covered in
the skeletons of go-

rillas, turtles and sea-
horses (estimate:

£30,000-£50,000).
Meanwhile, antique

and fine arts fairs are be-
coming increasingly inter-

ested in modern design. Last week,
Tefaf in Maastricht had a special
section devoted to modern design
for the first time. And at the BADA
Antiques & Fine Art Fair, which
runs in London’s Sloane Square un-
til March 31, director Gillian Craig
says that the noticeable move to-
ward modern and contemporary
pieces this year at her fair is likely
to continue.

Among the works being offered
at Holly Johnson Antiques’ stand
is a large screen by Italy’s Piero For-
nasetti from circa 1960, covered in
boots, whips, rifles, anchors,
canes, hats and keys (price:
£16,000).

London auctions feature major works of 20th-century design

By Alexandra Alter

C
HRISTOPHER HAMPTON, a
British playwright, screen-
writer and translator, chooses

words with a diligence that borders
on obsession. He speaks slowly and
deliberately, sometimes pausing for
10 seconds to formulate a phrase or
find an example.

Mr. Hampton put this Talmudic
approach to language to work in
translating “God of Carnage,” a sear-
ing dark comedy by French play-
wright Yasmina Reza that opened
on Broadway last week. He’s cur-
rently rewriting lines to update his
comedy about an overly polite Brit-
ish university professor, “The Phi-
lanthropist,” which he wrote in
1970, for a revival starring Matthew
Broderick next month.

He translated “God of Car-
nage”—from French into English
for its London debut, and then from
British into American English for
the Broadway production, which
stars James Gandolfini, Hope Davis,
Jeff Daniels and Marcia Gay Harden.

It’s rare for a well-known play-
wright to devote so much time to
translating a contemporary writer’s
work. Mr. Hampton, an Oxford-
trained linguist, has translated five
of Ms. Reza’s seven plays, among
them “Life x 3” and the smash-hit
“Art,” which grossed more than
$300 million world-wide.

“I feel quite strongly about trans-
lators because they’re so underesti-
mated,” says Mr. Hampton, a 63-year-
old with shoulder-length gray hair.
“Sometimes you read a novel and
you can’t see who translated it, or
they get paid very badly, and I think
it’s a very vital cultural exercise.”

Translating Ms. Reza’s plays,
which are littered with slang and
technical jargon used by lawyers
and other professionals, can be

tricky, Mr. Hampton says. He usu-
ally works on them alone for five or
six weeks, and then sends her the re-
sults and waits “for the complaints
to come in.”

A publicist for Ms. Reza said she
was unavailable to comment.

Director Matthew Warchus, who

worked on both the London and the
U.S. productions of “God of Car-
nage,” said Mr. Hampton’s back-
ground as a playwright enables him
to preserve the rhythm and musical
quality of Ms. Reza’s language.
“They’re both quite gritty writers,”
he says.

With “God of Carnage” for Broad-
way, Mr. Warchus, Mr. Hampton and
Ms. Reza changed the setting from a
Parisian neighborhood to Cobble
Hill, Brooklyn. Previously, her plays
had always kept their original set-
ting. Hope Davis, a Brooklyn resi-
dent, suggested the neighborhood
during rehearsals after they had de-
cided on a New York locale.

The plot centers on a meeting be-
tween two sets of parents whose
sons have gotten into a playground
fight. The hardest element to cap-
ture in translation was “orchestrat-
ing that escalation from the slightly
strangled politeness at the begin-
ning to the total anarchic rage at the
end,” Mr. Hampton says.

Last December, the playwright,
director and translator met with the
New York cast for several days and
ran through each line to American-
ize the dialogue. In London, one
character called another’s child a
“grass” or tattle-tale; in New York it
became “snitch.”

On the London stage, when Alan,
the lawyer, describes the unwanted
side effects of the drug made by the
pharmaceutical company he repre-
sents, he says it makes “you look per-
manently pissed,” or drunk.

“Christopher said, ‘I know that’s
too English,’” Jeff Daniels, who
plays Alan in the Broadway produc-
tion, recalled. “Then we came up
with ‘You look completely retarded,’
and everyone was laughing because
it was so wrong and completely inap-
propriate, and it stuck.”

Mr. Hampton and the cast cycled
through dozens of English phrases
for the French word “caractériel,”
someone who relishes in behaving
badly, including “self-centered
brute,” “hooligan,” “delinquent.” In
the current Broadway version, Mr.
Gandolfini calls himself a “f2 Nean-

derthal.”
Mr. Hampton reined in the actors

if their diction veered too far from
the original script. “It’s one thing to
Americanize it from ‘Shall I get you
a drink?’ to ‘Would you like a drink,’
but what we didn’t want to do as ac-
tors was change the meaning,” Mr.
Daniels said.

Mr. Hampton traces his fixation
with languages to his childhood liv-
ing overseas in Alexandria, Egypt,
where his father worked for a Brit-
ish cable company. Mr. Hampton
studied French and German as an un-
dergraduate at Oxford. His first
play, “When Did You Last See My
Mother?,” was staged at London’s
Royal Court Theatre when he was
just 20.

He has written a dozen plays,
two opera librettos, lyrics for two
Broadway musicals, and more than
40 screenplays, 14 of which became
films, including the Oscar-winning
adaptation “Dangerous Liaisons”
and “Atonement,” which was nomi-
nated for best adapted screenplay.
Universal Pictures and Imagine En-
tertainment recently recruited Mr.
Hampton to write a screen adapta-
tion of John Steinbeck’s novel “East
of Eden.” He has translated Chek-
hov, Ibsen, and Molière.

His play “The Talking Cure,”
about the relationships between Sig-
mund Freud and Carl Jung and
Jung’s brilliant and troubled young
patient Sabina, is being made into a
movie. Mr. Hampton is directing a
film based on “White Chameleon,” a
play about his childhood in Alexan-
dria.

Recently, Mr. Hampton has been
attending rehearsals for “The Phi-
lanthropist,” and tinkering with the
text. “It’s quite hard to rewrite a
play that was written 40 years ago,”
he says. “But it’s quite fun to try.”

The art of turning Paris into Brooklyn

From left: Gabriel Argy-Rousseau’s
‘Loups Dans La Neige’ vase (1926),

estimate: £15,000-£25,000; Shiro
Kuramata’s ‘Side one’ cupboard

(1987), estimate: £12,000-£15,000;
Marc Newson’s ‘Orgone Chair’

(1990s), estimate:
£200,000-£300,000.
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Deep impact
See a clip from ‘Monsters vs. Aliens,’

and read about past movie
technologies and their fates, at

WSJ.com/Lifestyle

WSJ.com

Complexity defeats ‘Duplicity’

ular Belgian comic strip about a
reporter and his dog, is due out in
2011. The box-office performance
of “Monsters vs. Aliens” will be
“vital to the long-term potential
of 3-D,” says media analyst Rich-
ard Greenfield of Pali Research.

All told, Hollywood plans to re-
lease as many as 45 3-D films over
the next two and a half to three
years, according to RealD, the lead-
ing provider of 3-D equipment.
Theaters in the U.S. typically
charge about a $2 to $4 premium
on top of normal ticket prices to
see a film in 3D, but that figure
could climb higher for future 3-D
films like “Avatar.” In February,
Mr. Katzenberg told analysts that
the company anticipated a “mean-
ingful up-charge” of $5 on 3-D
tickets for “Monsters,” but most
theater chains in the U.S. are
charging less than that, an aver-
age of $3.18, according to a report
by Mr. Greenfield. An industry re-
port from Piper Jaffray, an invest-
ment bank, estimates higher ticket
prices from 3-D films could help
raise the box office by nearly 23%
in 2011 over 2008 returns.

“When you enhance the experi-
ence, people are willing to pay for
it,” says Dick Cook, chairman of
Walt Disney Studios, which plans
to churn out more than a dozen
3-D films over the next several
years.

Mr. Katzenberg has retrofitted
DreamWorks’ campus-like studio
with 3-D equipment developed es-
pecially for the company by its
own 3-D experts and engineers.
That group includes “Monsters vs.
Aliens” Stereoscopic Supervisor
Phil McNally, who worked on
“Chicken Little” and is known
within the industry as “Captain
3D.” DreamWorks Animation plans
to invest an additional $15 million
in each 3-D film it makes—a siz-
able bet for company that usually
makes only two films a year.

Theater owners have been slow
to embrace the technology. Financ-
ing woes have slowed the roll out
of 3-D systems—they can be outfit-
ted only on digital projectors,
which carry a price tag of up to
$75,000. Last year, Hollywood stu-
dios crafted a $1 billion financing
package to help theater owners
cover the costs of digital projec-
tors (the exhibitors must bear the
costs of 3-D systems on their
own), but turmoil in the credit
markets has stalled the deal.

Without more screens, the doz-
ens of 3-D films coming out over
the next few years could find
themselves with limited venues at
which to play, resulting in missed
revenue for companies like Dream-
Works.

Fred Van Noy, chief operating
officer of Carmike Cinemas, one of
the major theater chains in the
U.S., wasn’t initially sold on the
3-D rollout. But with so many di-
rectors getting behind 3-D, he
says he is now convinced his com-

pany can profit off the technology
and has installed 3-D systems on
nearly 500 of his roughly 2,287
screens. “Now there is so much
product coming down the pipe-
line, we will recoup our invest-
ment way before we have to
worry about this thing possibly re-
verting to fad status,” he says. For
exhibitors like Mr. Van Noy, 3-D
represents a way to lure back con-
sumers lost to the Web.

The first time Hollywood
turned to 3-D, studios were trying
to face down another small-screen
threat. As TVs crept into Ameri-
can homes in the 1950s, movie at-
tendance dropped in half within a
matter of years. Dozens of films,
including “House of Wax,” were re-
leased in 3-D between 1952-55. But
the technology quickly went out of
fashion. Just three years after the
opening of “Bwana Devil,” the
first major color film release in
3-D, theater owners had basically
abandoned 3-D in favor of a wide
screen format called CinemaScope.

Leonard Maltin, a film critic
and historian based in Los Ange-
les, says that the studios’ expecta-
tions about 3-D currently “are an
absolute replica of the pronounce-
ments and interviews that came
out in 1953.”

While the costly digital up-
grades required to show 3-D films
have become roadblocks in Holly-
wood’s race toward 3-D, they’re
also what makes the technology
so much improved over the 3-D au-
diences saw in the 1950s and
again in 1980s, with films like
“Jaws 3-D.”

RealD, the leading 3-D system,
was first used with Walt Disney’s
2005 hit “Chicken Little,” and is
being used for “Monster vs.
Aliens.” RealD is being developed
for use in the home. The company
also provides 3-D equipment and
technology to NASA and the U.S.
military, which uses it for recon-
naissance.

To make “Monsters vs. Aliens,”
the producers also employed a
technology called InTru 3D. Using
proprietary in-house tools, Dream-
Works allowed its filmmakers to
use a device resembling a physical
camera that, instead of looking
out onto a real soundstage, is able
to view an animated, computer-
ized set.

Despite advances in the technol-
ogy, Jerry Pierce, who consults on
digital issues for General Electric
Co.’s Universal Pictures and is also
the chairman of the Inter-Society
Digital Cinema Forum, sees one
limitation: the glasses. He says,
“Who wants to wear those on a
date?”

T
O GIVE “DUPLICITY” its due—
and plenty is deserved—Tony
Gilroy’s romantic caper goes

against the Hollywood grain by
smartening itself up instead of
dumbing itself down. Julia Roberts
and Clive Owen play ex-spooks
turned corporate spies; she, as
Claire Stenwick, is a veteran of the
CIA, while he, as Ray Koval, comes
from MI6. Part of the fun is watch-
ing these glamorous rivals in indus-

trial espionage play each other—or
are they being played?—during an
all-out war between two multina-
tional giants.

Another part is charting the evo-
lution of their romance, which is
fraught with chance—or chanceless—
meetings and apparent double-
crosses. At any point in the convo-
luted tale, the question for Claire
and Ray, and for us, is where reality
lies. Yet another question intrudes:
why does figuring out the puzzle
come to feel a lot like work? Because
“Duplicity” is betrayed by a surfeit
of intricacy. Its ironic complexities
tease the brain without pleasing the
heart.

I say this with a heavyish heart
and an awareness of contradiction:
I’m always complaining that so
many studio productions target un-
discriminating kids to the exclusion
of intelligent adult audiences. Mr.
Gilroy’s film, which was shot by the
ever-resourceful Robert Elswit,
gives grown-ups all the trappings of
a sophisticated thriller, and some of
the excitement of an action adven-
ture, plus a view of corporate Amer-
ica that would seem perfectly
synched to our sour times. The two
titans of competing industries,
played by Tom Wilkinson and Paul
Giamatti, are Machiavellian in their
maneuverings, Draconian in their
demands and Draculian in their lust
for blood, wealth and power. (An ee-
rie slo-mo dream sequence—
though who’s the dreamer?—shows
them, on an airport tarmac, battling
each other like slimmer sumo wres-
tlers.)

Mr. Gilroy’s previous feature,
“Michael Clayton,” also offered a
bleak view of the business world—a
ruthless law firm defending an agro-

chemical company with blood on its
hands—but the drama was en-
hanced by complex performances:
Tom Wilkinson as the firm’s star liti-
gator, Tilda Swinton as the compa-
ny’s in-house counsel and, espe-
cially, George Clooney as the law
firm’s fixer, reclaiming his soul from
a scrap heap of discarded princi-
ples. This time the tone is comic, the
performances are shallow, though
showy, and the style is intentionally
artificial. On several different occa-
sions, for example, Claire and Ray
meet and have the same ritualized
conversation, except not quite. Each
time their lines are slightly differ-
ent, each departure from the previ-
ous ritual changes our understand-
ing of what these two wily lovers
are about.

If that sounds abstract, it cer-
tainly is—again, intentionally. Tony
Gilroy’s game is to challenge us
while entertaining us. His script is
whip-smart: imagine “Mr. & Mrs.
Smith” with a high IQ. His dialogue
has a surface sheen; if the lines
don’t measure up to Preston
Sturges, they’re bright and tangy in
a modern mode. Still, the climax is a
disappointment, and the movie
lacks the essential ingredient of
emotional resonance. Clive Owen
strives for intensity—his technique
of choice in many close-ups is a
fixed gaze—at the expense of vari-
ety; his performance is attractive,
but not particularly interesting.
Julia Roberts, who appeared with
her co-star in Mike Nichols’s adapta-
tion of the stage play “Closer,” looks
lovely and does her work skillfully,
but with a wry detachment that bor-
ders on dispassion. It’s as if she’s re-
calling, in her own close-ups, the
simpler pleasures of earlier come-
dies that gave her not only good ma-
terial to play, but lively leading men
to play it with.

‘Race to Witch Mountain’
When well-loved entertain-

ments like Disney’s 1975 “Escape to
Witch Mountain” are remade, the
perpetrators often call their new
versions re-imaginings. “Race to
Witch Mountain” might better be
called a de-imagining. It’s an update
of a period piece that needed re-
freshing—by no stretch of anyone’s
imagination was the original a mas-
terpiece—but the updates are like
those you install to keep your com-
puter’s operating system current.

Everything’s a familiar plug-in from
contemporary pop culture, every
new development is brisk, bloodless
and banal.

In the original, two mysterious
children with special powers gradu-
ally came to understand, along with
the audience, that they were visi-
tors from another planet. In the new
one, gradualism has been replaced
by the all-too-modern freneticism
of pounding chases and overblown
special effects. The kids, played by
AnnaSophia Robb and Alexander
Ludwig, are clearly aliens from the
start; the only question is how long
it will take them to escape their un-
fathomably dunderheaded govern-
ment pursuers led by a scowling Cia-
rán Hinds. (As you may recall from
ancient times, the original bad guys
were Aristotle Bolt, a misanthropic
millionaire played broadly but effec-
tively by Ray Milland, and his lackey
Deranian, played quite creepily by
Donald Pleasence.)

Instead of Eddie Albert as the
amiable rustic who befriends the en-
dangered kids, we now have
Dwayne Johnson as a Las Vegas cab-
bie with a checkered past. Mr.
Johnson is always an appealing pres-
ence as well as an imposing one, and
he’s got a gift for comedy that’s
been waiting to be sharpened and re-
fined. It’s still waiting. So is his con-
siderable magnetism, since there’s
not a molecule of chemistry be-
tween him and a scientist played by
Carla Gugino. This is filmmaking by
the numbers meant to succeed by
the numbers.

Julia Roberts and Clive Owen in ‘Duplicity.’

Opening this week in Europe

WSJ.com

Source: IMDB

WSJ.com subscribers can read reviews of 
these films and others at WSJ.com/FilmReview

n Bride Wars Czech Republic
n Confessions of a Shopaholic Bulgaria
n Defiance Norway
n Frost/Nixon France
n Gran Torino Estonia, Finland
n He's Just Not That Into You Portugal
n Last Chance Harvey Turkey
n Marley and Me Italy, Norway
n Rachel Getting Married Germany
n Religulous Germany, U.K.
n The Duchess Spain
n The Reader Hungary, Netherlands
n Two Lovers Czech Republic

Film
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Director Yukio Ninagawa; below, Onoe Kikugoro as Feste, Onoe Kikunosuke as
Sebastian and Nakamura Tokizo as Olivia in the Tokyo production of ‘Twelfth
Night’; above right, Onoe Kikunosuke as Viola.

Shakespeare meets Kabuki
Yukio Ninagawa’s London production of ‘Twelfth Night’ blends Western theater with traditional Japanese style

By Paul Sharma

S
HAKESPEARE productions in
London by Japanese classical
director Yukio Ninagawa are

scarce enough. This time, the rar-
ity is compounded, as the new
work is a one-off collaboration be-
tween the director and one of Ja-
pan’s leading Kabuki theater
groups.

Until now, Mr. Ninagawa’s pro-
ductions mixed Western conven-
tions with Kabuki styles and imag-
ery, but in this production he has
worked directly with Kabuki ac-
tors for the first time. While main-
taining the genre’s strict conven-
tions, he has added new features
such as Western-style perspective
staging and new sound effects.

The result of this collaboration
is being performed in London’s
Barbican Theatre until March 28:
a production of Shakespeare’s
darkly comedic “Twelfth Night,”
performed by the Shochiku Grand
Kabuki Theatre.

The lead performers are the Ka-
buki stars Onoe Kikugoro VII and
his son Onoe Kikunosuke V, who
grew up within Kabuki’s heredi-
tary system, joining the troupe
and beginning their training at an
early age. The production is also a
departure for the Kabuki theater
group, which normally performs a
traditional repertoire of plays that
were written mainly in the Edo
(1603-1868) and Meiji (1868-1912)
periods.

“Coriolanus,” the last Nina-
gawa production seen in London,
used multiple fast-sliding Japa-
nese screens to catch and reflect
that society’s mercurial moods
and changing power dynamics.
The production before that, “Peri-
cles,” depicted a neo-classical
world, with water slowly dripping
out of bamboo pipes into pools,
adding to a sonic backdrop of reso-
nating wooden flutes. The look
and feel of the productions is so
distinctive that in Japan the rich
visual style and its dynamic group
work is known as the “Ninagawa
aesthetic.”

While Kabuki uses flat panels
to create a horizontal backdrop—
which Mr. Ninagawa believes has
parallels with reading a Japanese
scroll—this “Twelfth Night” uses
modern visual devices such as
backing the entire stage with mir-
rors, depicting cherry tress in full
bloom and a series of arched
bridges. A production that brings
Kabuki’s narrow staging and the
stylized physical presence of its
actors together with modern the-
ater Western-style perspective
and sound effects shows why Mr.
Ninagawa has been called by one
critic “nature’s great synthesizer.”

Kabuki is an all-male theater
where men, known as onnagata,
play the female roles. In this pro-
duction, Kikunosuke plays the
three roles of Sebastian, Viola and
Cesario using the hayagawari
(quick-change) technique to move
between roles.

A quick plot refresher: Cesario
is actually Viola, who has dis-
guised herself as a man—Sebas-
tian is her brother. Further on in
the play, Viola/Cesario gets mis-
taken for Sebastian.

This cross-dressing follows the
Elizabethan era practice of boy ac-
tors playing the female roles

which allowed gender ambiguity.
Normally, Sebastian and Viola/Ce-
sario are played by two actors,
but the use of hayagawari enables
roles to become even more
blurred than usual, emphasizing
even more the play’s use of mirror-
ing and twinning.

Mr. Ninagawa was an actor for
10 years before making his debut
as a director in 1969. In 1972, he
founded the theater company
Sakura-sha, which led the small-
theater movement in Japan. He
started working in the commercial
theater in 1974 and his first over-

seas production was “Medea” in
Greece in 1983. Mr. Ninagawa
worked with the Royal Shake-
speare Company in 1999 directing
“King Lear” in London and Strat-
ford-upon-Avon.

We caught up with Mr. Nina-
gawa at the Barbican Theatre dur-
ing final rehearsals for “Twelfth
Night,” while a small crowd was
waiting at the stage door for the
stars to arrive. (Translation was
provided by Yuriko Akishima.)

Q: This will be the only time
you will work with a Kabuki the-

ater. Why did you choose
“Twelfth Night”?

Kabuki and Shakespeare devel-
oped, more or less, at the same
time. The basic structure of the
stage and the theater is very simi-
lar. So I wanted to work with a
good play, with universal themes.
The play also needed to allow for
a man playing the woman, which
is a major Kabuki characteristic,
which of course is present in
“Twelfth Night.”

Also, in Kabuki and in Shake-
speare’s time, an actor would play
many roles. There would also have
to be a large element of entertain-
ment, which you get from haya-
gawari—and like Shakespeare, the
plays were aimed both at high so-
ciety and the groundlings.

Q: What do you think we can
learn from this high level of arti-
fice?

My generation studied Euro-
pean theater and Greek plays. By
contrast, Kabuki doesn’t need a di-
rector—there is a troupe leader,
but no director—that would be
very anachronistic. We have de-
nied that kind of theater for a
long time while we looked over-
seas, but now we can look again
at our own Japanese theater
forms. We can have nourishment
from Kabuki, we can learn from
the history of the hundreds of
years of this theater. But we can’t
change the mixture of wonderful
and unchangeable things within
Kabuki. For me it was like study-

ing in a foreign country—where
the core can never be reached. I
think that for young people in Ja-
pan, they see Kabuki in the same
way as tourists.

Q: While you can’t change Ka-
buki, you have added new ele-
ments to it, such as sound de-
sign. You kept it all, but added
more.

You could say that I took advan-
tage of Kabuki.

Q: Normally you improvise
with the actors—that isn’t a
usual Kabuki practice. How did
they react when you started that
process?

They responded very well and
really tried hard to work with my
suggestions. In Kabuki, there are
many, many forms—you could call
it a toolbox—and it was a matter
of choosing the right ones and put-
ting them together. Because they
know the forms so well—some of
which I didn’t understand—they
normally rehearse and put on a
play in three days. So, I had
plenty of brilliant toys to choose
from.

Q: “Twelfth Night” was first
performed in 1602—what was hap-
pening in Kabuki at that time?

Kabuki started around one hun-
dred years earlier, by the river in
Kyoto. Kabuki very much went on
to perfect its own form, but the
mixture of political statement and
sexual jokes has its clear parallels
to the theater of Shakespeare’s
time. Kabuki has a flat perspec-
tive, whereas the Barbican is a
deep stage and I try to mix the
two views. For that, I use mirrors
to blend the two worlds together.

Q: In this production, Sebas-
tian and Viola are played by the
same actor, but have scenes
where they speak to each other.
The same applies to Malvolio
and Feste. How do you stage
that?

Part of the enjoyment of Ka-
buki is the quick change, which is
particular to this form, and seeing
the actors change character in the
blink of an eye—but some tech-
niques are secret! A big element is
entertaining the audience with the
speed of technique, to trick the
eye. The physical element is very
important, Kabuki is not just
about the text. It mixes high and
low, literature and jokes.

Q: How do you feel about
working in films?

I have made four films; what I
liked was that you can show small
details such as a running stream—
the imagery can be very delicate.
This is harder to show in a the-
ater. Pure love story films are
very popular, and in one of my
films I wanted to do a love story
that was gritty, but the crowds
didn’t come.

Q: So, what is next for you?
Next year, I would like to bring

[to London] a production called
“Musashi,” which is running in To-
kyo now. It is about a samurai
swordsman; it is a revenge story,
about where the cycle of revenge
can stop. But it is a comedy too—
with ghosts.©
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O
N SATURDAY NIGHT, Feb. 28,
in Charleston, S.C., James Mc-
Coy ate meatloaf—with 1994

Opus One, a fine California red that
his oldest son gave him years ago. In
Chicago, on the same night, Ernie
Malik also ate meatloaf—with 1982
Château Lynch-Bages from Bor-
deaux. And in Euless, Texas, Greg
Forshay finally enjoyed his 2004
Two Hands Shiraz from Australia—
with meatloaf.

It was Open That Bottle Night 10,
the world-wide celebration of
friends, family and memories dur-
ing which all of us finally drink that

wine that is otherwise simply too
special to open. It was observed
from Antarctica (2005 Nicolas Potel
Volnay) to Maui, Hawaii (1978 Lafite
Rothschild in magnum), in groups
big and small. It was celebrated
with a wine called Kistücsök
Vörösünk in Budapest, Malbec in Ca-
racas and Pommard in Turkey Ford,
Okla. And it was celebrated with
1988 Cristal Rosé Champagne in the
Cayman Islands because George and
Barbara Sponseller of Oakland
County, Mich., took the bottle with
them on vacation so they wouldn’t
miss the event. They had been sav-
ing the Champagne since 1995.

The world is a different place
now than it was for OTBN 1 through
9, and the celebrations were differ-
ent, too, as the meal of choice—
meatloaf—attests. OTBN 10 was
more restrained, with many wines
that were less showy and more spe-
cial for their memories than their
pedigree, price or scores from crit-
ics. The food was generally also less
dramatic. Longtime OTBN cele-
brants Mark and Ben Segal of
Southampton, Pa., who usually pre-
pare elaborate meals, “made the
theme this year ‘back to basics,’ so
Ben cooked risotto with peas,” Mark
wrote, as they listened to their “spe-
cially prepared iPod OTBN playlist.”
Dan and Trowby Brockman of Bar-
rington, Ill., “created a frugal but ele-
gant dinner of cheese soufflé and a
green salad.”

A few years ago, lamb was the
most popular main course. This
year, there was a lot of chicken—
though not just any chicken, of
course. Diane, David and Ashley
Schick of Clearwater, Fla., had mac-
adamia nut and goat cheese chicken
with a 1997 Taittinger Comtes de
Champagne Rosé (“we had been
‘saving it’”).

OTBN always exposes the gen-
eral mood of the moment, and this
year was certainly no exception. As
we read letters from thousands of
people, we were struck how shell-
shocked many people appeared—
not angry, not resigned, just sub-
dued. For instance, many OTBN
wines every year come from long-
ago vacations to distant lands. In
the past, celebrants have reveled in
every detail of those expeditions
and enjoyed reliving them. This
year, there was more of a just-the-
facts explanation of the travels, as
though reliving the vacation itself
was too painful because such a great
trip might never happen again.
There was also, of course, tradi-
tional American sense of humor in
the face of adversity.

“On OTBN we took the opportu-
nity to also celebrate a good friend’s
birthday. He is also my stock bro-
ker,” wrote Tony Link of Midland,
Ga. “Needless to say, celebrating
OTBN, his birthday and a very sorry
investment climate, we opened not
one special bottle, but four. Great
night. Still didn’t help the market,
though.”

All of this is not to say people
weren’t eager to party. Daniel Dolan
and Andrea McGinty of Rancho Mi-
rage, Calif., threw an OTBN bash for
150. “So many friends and family
said, ‘I’m so happy you’re doing this
because no one else is having par-
ties and everyone is so excited to
have a party.” The result: “A totally
happy night—no doom and gloom.”
Joy Zerivitz of Altamonte Springs,
Fla., understood the need for a
break, so she stretched out the
drama. Her husband, Don, wrote:

My wife made five home videos
of her doing various things, like talk-
ing about the kids while cleaning
wine glasses, talking about the is-
sues of her women’s tennis league
while holding a glass of wine, etc.
Each video was sent by email with
the subject as “O,” the next one “T,”
then “B”... It was driving people nuts
trying to figure out what this was all
about. Then she sent the final one ex-
claiming OTBN! I have to tell you
that our friends were so pumped up.
We had 15 people and quite the
range of wines. It was a fantastic
evening. We had awards for Best
Wine, Worst Wine and Best Story.
The wines ranged from absolutely
wonderful to dead. The stories
ranged from bragging to lying.

The Zerivitzes and their friends
opened many wines, including two
bottles of Opus One and a Joseph
Phelps Insignia, but the most talked-
about wine of the night was Lanc-
ers, the simple Portuguese rosé so
many of us grew up with. This was
not an aberration. Never have so
many bottles of the old, comforting,
remember-the-good-old-days clas-
sics like Lancers and Mateus been
opened on OTBN, not to mention at
least one bottle of that old friend Lie-
bfraumilch. Deborah Gould Stover
of Harrisburg, Pa., wrote:

We enjoyed cheeses and fruit and
I brought out a bottle of Lieb-
fraumilch (P.J. Valckenberg). When
my dad, Joe Gould, died in 2005, I
found the old bottle in his wine
closet. It made me smile because I
purchased the bottle while visiting
Germany in 1972 and gave it to my
father. I wondered why he saved it,
but I think I know that he simply
wanted to. We were not expecting
much. Tom carefully opened the
cork and only part of it collapsed
downward, so we poured. It made
our evening. The aroma was fine—
Sherry and nutty—and we held our
glasses high to enjoy the liquid am-
ber, laughing about how our first
wine experiences in the 1970s were
all about Liebfraumilch, Riunite and
Lancers, to name a few. We toasted
my father for saving that bottle and
giving us the moment.

Of course, quite a few genuinely
spectacular wines were opened,
from a 1976 German Beerenauslese
in Bloomfield Hills, Mich., to a 1998
Penfolds Grange in West Point,
Miss. More wines from old, classic

American wineries were opened
than ever before—especially Zinfan-
dels from Rafanelli and Cabernets
from Beaulieu. E.J. Nordby and his
wife, Olive, of Madison, Wis.,
opened a 1973 Sterling Vineyards
Cabernet Sauvignon. They are both
in their 90s, he wrote, and “were
pleasantly surprised at its 36-year
staying power.” Michael Martini,
from the Martini family of winemak-
ers in Napa, and his wife, Jacque, in-
vited friends over and pulled from
their remarkable cellar a wine from
the birth year of all six participants,
including a 1949 Martini Barbera
(for him) and a 1955 Martini Caber-
net Sauvignon (for her). “Every
wine was drinkable, some more
than others,” Mrs. Martini said.
“Amazing, also, it seems like most
enjoyed the wine from their year the
best.”

Ultimately, of course, it’s all
about the memories. At many OTBN
parties, the participants took turns
telling the stories behind the wine
they brought. No one summed up
that special part of the night more
succinctly than Kathy and Bill New-
lands of Winnetka, Ill., who listed
some of the wines and the stories
from their 36 guests:

Dom Pérignon both 2000 and
1982 (engagement wine and wed-
ding wine).

Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars Fay
2000 (first trip to Napa—the best of
the trip).

Opus One 2001 (engagement
wine).

Domaine Zind Humbrecht Pinot
d’Alsace 2006 (urban legend says
that Obama drinks this when he
dines out at Topolobampo here in
Chicago).

Vincent Arroyo Petite Sirah 2002
(favorite winery on first wine coun-
try bike tour).

Talenti Brunello Riserva Vigna
del Paretaio 2001 (Italy trip and Via-
gra story—let’s leave it there).

Some celebrants made it a family
affair. At Brad and Aimee Ledwith’s
party in Morgan Hill, Calif., there
were six adults and six children (with
a sitter) who ranged in age from 4
weeks to 4 years. “We had a great
time,” Mr. Ledwith wrote. For an
hour and a half, the adults were able
to enjoy their wines in front of a fire
in their living room “and we never
heard a peep from the children.”

People ask us every year what to
do if they don’t have a special old
bottle on hand. Our response is to
pick up a bottle of wine that means
something to you, a wine that will
bring back memories. Jim Thacker
of Dayton, Ohio, did just that:

I had a bottle picked out, a 1995
Felsina Chianti Classico Riserva,
but when walking through the mar-
ket wine section on Friday they were
putting out bottles of F. lli Caprari
Reggiano Lambrusco, dolce friz-
zante. I had not tasted a Lambrusco
since the early 1970s. It was that
wine that started me on this long,
wonderful journey. I was still living
at home while finishing college and
was just out of the Marine Corps. I
brought a bottle home for dinner
one night and my mother and dad
both liked it and that led to several
cases more over the next few
months. Eventually it became too
sweet and the “drying out” process
took over and we moved on to better
wines. I had to smile when I saw the
Lambrusco, so it came home with
me. February 28 was 20 years to the
day that my mother died from
breast cancer, so we opened the bot-

tle of Lambrusco, poured a couple of
glasses, offered a toast and recalled
some wonderful and happy memo-
ries. I think that bottle of Lambrusco
will be the last for us for another 20
years, but it was still fun. There can
be a lot of great memories in even a
bad bottle of wine.

The real point of OTBN, of
course, is to open memorable wines
for no reason at all, all year long, not
just on one special night. OTBN re-
minded Marta Kikena, of Washing-
ton, D.C., how very special a bottle
of wine can be:

I recently returned to western
Ukraine, my homeland, after 16
years of not seeing my family. I was
excited to see everyone, but in partic-
ular my paternal grandparents,
who raised me until I left when I was
seven. One evening we were talking
around the kitchen table after yet an-
other delicious meal by my grand-
mother. To my surprise, they told
me that when I was born, my grand-
father had bought the best and most
expensive bottle of champagne avail-
able in the Soviet Union at that
time—in fact, he had to get it all the
way from Moscow—to be opened
when I turned 18. It’s called
“Golden” and was guaranteed to
only get better with age. Since I re-
turned when I was 24, it should have
been even better than six years ear-
lier. So we opened it. It took three
strainings to get the pulpy haze out,
there were no bubbles and the cham-
pagne had in effect turned into a flat
wine. We joked that just like the So-
viet Union, it was promised to last
forever but turned into something to-
tally different instead. Nevertheless,
it was the best champagne I have
ever had.

The message of OTBN, especially
in these times, is a simple one: What
are you waiting for? Wine, like life it-
self, should be enjoyed.

 —Melanie Grayce West
contributed to this article.

Stories from ‘Open That Bottle Night’

Arbitrage

Note: Herringbone white, no cufflinks; prices, 
including taxes, as provided by retailers in each 
city, averaged and converted into euros.  

Alain Figaret 
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A video artist’s
uncompromising
political takes

Brian Friel’s ‘Dancing at Lughnasa’ is a kick at the Old Vic

An intriguingly
royal collection
of Flemish masters

Cindy Sherman as every woman

Zurich: Josephine Meckseper, a
German artist who lives and works
in New York, creates complex sculp-
tural collages and video projections
aimed at satirizing the capitalist sys-
tem—and provoking the viewer.

This self-titled, one-woman
show, her first in Switzerland, opens
with “Untitled” (2009), two monu-
mental, looming oil rigs. Nearby,
“Untitled (Bunker),” also created at
the beginning of this year, adds to
the anti-Iraq War message with a
dark structure evoking a World War
II machine-gun emplacement.

Sculptural collages evoke the
paradoxes of capitalist values and
the absurdities of Western culture.
Ms. Meckseper, who was born 1964
in the north of Germany, says she
has never owned a car, and is an out-
spoken critic of the American way
of life, the auto industry and the poli-
tics of George W. Bush. “President’s
Day” (2007) is a painting made up of
sharp lines and opaque squares in
black and white, as uncompromis-
ing as the artist’s own political con-
victions.

Ms. Meckseper’s political activ-
ism is also evident in her video pro-
jections attacking consumerism:
“0% Down” (2008), a collage of vari-
ous car advertisements, and “Mall
of America” (2009).
 —Mariana Schroeder

Until May 3
www.migrosmuseum.ch

London: The only question
about Irish playwright Brian Fri-
el’s “Dancing at Lughnasa,” now
showing in-the-round at the Old
Vic, is whether it’s his greatest
masterpiece.

Lughnasa is not a place, but
the old pagan beginning-of-har-
vest festival; in this sharply
Chekhovian and sad comedy, the
moral seems to be that we’ve
never really lost the pagan cast
of mind, and that acknowledg-
ing the robustness of pagan prac-
tices isn’t such a bad idea for
modern folk.

Like Chekhov, Mr. Friel is

able to show you the wretched-
ness of some aspects of life
while making you laugh at the
way the misery manifests itself.
Peter McDonald plays the tough
role of Michael, who is not only
the adult narrator in the 1950s,
but also has to slip back into
character as the child Michael
was at the time of the events por-
trayed in 1936; he does as well as
any actor can when you’ve got to
hold all 360-degrees of the stage
by yourself for fairly long solilo-
quies. Michael is the love-child
of Chris (played winsomely by
singer Andrea Corr) the most at-

tractive of the five sisters living
in a remote Irish village.

The child was the result of
Chris’s fling with a raffishly
dressed but feckless Welshman,
Gerry (Jo Stone-Fewings), who
easily re-lights her fire when he
shows up now and again, before
going off, from eccentricity
rather than conviction, to fight
for the Republic during the Span-
ish Civil War. She dances a mean
foxtrot with him, but has better
sense than to marry him.

The other sisters, each finely
characterized in this production,
are the stern, bossy, eldest Kate

(Michelle Fairley); the mischie-
vous Maggie (Niamh Cusack);
the rebellious, simple Rose (Si-
mone Kirby); and the put-upon
Agnes (Susan Lynch), who does
more than her share of the do-
mestic chores. It’s ensemble act-
ing of a high order.

The one thing they can all do
is dance. And as Lughnasa ap-
proaches, they let go, high-step-
ping, knees in the air, backs
straight, in a display that makes
you want to jump from your seat
and join in.  —Paul Levy

Until May 9
www.oldvictheatre.com

Berlin: Berlin’s most dramatic
new space for showing contempo-
rary art is the gallery of Monika
Sprüth and Philomene Magers, the
Cologne dealers who relocated to
the German capital last fall. Housed
on two floors once belonging to a
19th-century social club, the gallery
is capable of presenting museum-
quality shows thanks to its main
hall, a naturally lit former ballroom.
The room’s combination of monu-
mental charm and unmistakable
harshness creates the perfect back-
drop for a major series by American
photographer Cindy Sherman.

Known for her decades-long in-
vestigation into female stereotypes,
usually starring herself, Ms. Sher-
man, 55 years old, often succeeds at
creating a contradictory response
in her viewers. Her work, especially
her large body of costumed self-por-
traits, can both repel and appeal,
producing images that are some-
how both disturbing and exquisite.

Some of Ms. Sherman’s work has
been merely shocking, like her photo-
graphs of dolls in pornographic
poses. Her new series, comprising 14
untitled large-format color self-por-
traits, does have its shocks—a few of
Ms. Sherman’s women are outright
ghouls—but the series as a whole
creates a quality of mounting pa-
thos. The official subject is the aging
female body, but the larger theme is
the nature of portraiture itself.

The photographs, in which
posed figures are digitally placed in
odd or mocking backgrounds, resem-
ble commissioned portraits of
wealthy women whose attempts at
looking beautiful, with the help of

make-up and jewelry and expensive
clothes, backfire badly. The lack of ti-
tles, and the similarity of subject
matter, play tricks with our mem-
ory, forcing us to recall Ms. Sher-
man’s heroines in terms of their ap-
pearance: the lady in the blue caf-
tan, the lady with the ugly earrings,
the lady with the décolletage. But
what we remember vividly are the
facial expressions, which suggest a
longing for love, and a near com-
plete lack of lovability.

Ms. Sherman has used tacky com-
mercial frames to encase her fig-
ures, and the frames come to stand
for self-knowledge, which is fixed
just beyond the figures’ view. Ms.
Sherman’s women recall Velázqu-
ez’s court dwarves, along with the
plain Spanish queen, María Luisa,
whom Goya painted with such pa-
tience and perversity. They are all
grotesques, but they are unmistak-
ably us, and the depiction of their
deepened humanity makes us feel
more human. —J.S. Marcus

Until April 18
www.spruethmagers.net

Niamh Cusack
(left) and
Michelle Fairley
in ‘Dancing at
Lughnasa.’

‘The Three Children of Christian II of Denmark’ (1526), by Jan Gossaert.

London: For the first time
ever the Royal Collection is show-
ing its holdings of Flemish paint-
ings, 51 choice works from the
15th to 17th centuries, at the
Queen’s Gallery in Buckingham Pal-
ace.

In addition to masterpieces by
Hans Memling, Peter Bruegel the
Elder, Jan Brueghel the Elder, Van
Dyck and Rubens, there are thrill-
ing paintings such as Quinten Mas-
sys’s 1517 portrait of Erasmus
(painted as a gift for Sir Thomas
More); Frans Francken’s bizarre
1617 “Cabinet of a Collector,” with
its depiction of a painting of a

roast chicken next to one of a clas-
sical figure in a landscape; and
Hans Vredeman de Vries’s 1566
“Christ in the House of Mary and
Martha,” which shows the over-
whelming grandeur of the house
of a prosperous Antwerp mer-
chant.

Part of the fun of this exhibi-
tion is in looking at the royal prov-
enances of the pictures, and find-
ing the patterns in the taste of the
various monarchs.

The mid-16th-century anony-
mous “Boy at a Window” seems to
have been bought by Henry Prince
of Wales, the elder brother of
Charles I, who also acquired the
de Vries. Henry VIII bought some
fine things, but Charles II is my fa-
vorite collector, because he
bought the pair of 1615 miniature
roundels of fantasy palaces by

Henrick van Steenwyck the
Younger, both breathtaking in
their architectural detail and amaz-
ing treatment of light.

Did Rubens himself paint the
vegetables in the wheelbarrow at
the right-hand side of his 1617-18
“The Farm at Laken”? We know
he collaborated with Frans Sny-
ders, who painted the artichokes
in the huge circa 1618-30 “Pythago-
ras Advocating Vegetarianism,”
which has now been restored and
is on show in the adjacent collec-
tion of “Treasures from the Royal
Collection.” In the Rubens/Snyders
the philosopher is clearly tram-
pling something under his left
foot: the fava beans Pythagoras fa-
mously forbade his followers from
eating.  —Paul Levy

Until April 26
www.royalcollection.org.uk
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Two untitled
works from
2008 by Cindy
Sherman, on
show in Berlin.
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C
OCKTAILS COME AND go.
Rare is the drink that, though
its popularity has ebbed and

flowed, has been steadily served
since 1732.

Fish House Punch is the official
refreshment of the oldest club in
America, the Schuylkill Fishing Com-
pany, also known as the State in
Schuylkill. The club was founded by
an early group of Philadelphia wor-

thies dedicated to angling. Along
the Schuylkill River they built a
large club cottage known both as
the castle and as the Fish House.
Though the castles have been re-
placed, or disassembled and moved
over the years in pursuit of fishable
streams, the citizens (as club mem-
bers are called) still gather there to
make themselves feasts of barbe-
cued pork, grilled steaks, planked
shad, and perch “thrown” in skillets,
all of it washed down with the club-
house’s namesake punch.

The first mention of Fish House
Punch—though not yet by that
name—may be in the notes of Wil-
liam Black, the secretary of an em-
bassy of Virginia Commissioners
who visited Philadelphia in 1744. He
recounted being met by local
poobahs on the bank of the
Schuylkill, where they were greeted
“very kindly and welcomed ... into
their Province with a Bowl of fine
Lemon Punch big enough to have
Swimmed half a dozen of young
Geese.”

The giant bowl of punch would
prove to be a theme. In 1812, Capt.
Charles Ross presented the club with
a 34-liter bowl that is said to be used
not only to brew punch but for a rit-
ual of “baptism” by which the oldest
male child of each member is chris-
tened into prospective citizenship.

“Recipes for Fish House Punch
abound, nearly all of them spuri-
ous,” William Grimes wrote in his
1993 book “Straight Up or On the
Rocks: A Cultural History of Ameri-
can Drink.” It wasn’t the first time
the many counterfeits had been
noted. In 1896, the Philadelphia
Times claimed to have acquired the
true recipe, a corrective to the imita-
tions then proliferating: “The spuri-
ous copies generally contain cham-
pagne and other liquids foreign to
the primal compound.” And indeed
plenty have been the Fish House
Punch recipes that have urged the
addition of fizzy wine, fizzy water,
green tea, strong orange pekoe tea,
pineapple, bourbon or any number
of imposter ingredients. Whiskey, it
is worth noting, is right out: From
the club’s earliest days, according to
the Philadelphia Times, it “was
looked upon as the drink of a groom
and not of a gentleman.”

But a decade later, the New York
Times maintained that the “exact in-
gredients, and their proportions,”
were still a club secret “handed
down from generation to genera-
tion.” In that 1905 article, the Times
asserted that “the recipe for the
blending never has been revealed, al-
though so-called Fish House punch
has been served for years at dinners
in different parts of the country.”

The spread of the drink had been
made possible by the 1862 publica-
tion of “How to Mix Drinks, or The
Bon-Vivant’s Companion,” written
by the celebrated New York bar-

tender Jerry Thomas. This first true
bartender’s manual included a rec-
ipe for “Philadelphia Fish House
Punch”—a third of a pint of lemon
juice, three-quarters of a pound of
sugar, 2µ pints of water, half a pint
of Cognac, and a quarter pint each
of rum and peach-flavored brandy.
There would be reason to be dubi-
ous that Thomas had the recipe
right—after all, how would a bar-
tender whose résumé included
stints in New York, California and
St. Louis come to know the secret
recipe of a rarefied private club in
Philadelphia? But Fish House Punch
is one of the only recipes in “How to
Mix Drinks” that is specifically cred-
ited to a source other than Thomas
himself. It came from F.S. Cozzens, a
New York wine merchant and au-
thor of comic stories. A member of
New York’s Century Association, he
ran in social circles that may well
have provided him access to the
Fish House’s secrets.

The recipe the Philadelphia
Times printed in 1896 was not that
different: Instead of two parts
brandy to one part rum, the newspa-
per’s version specified the propor-
tions in reverse. The amount of
peach-flavored brandy was ratch-
eted back to a mere “dash.” The
sugar was also reined in: “The older
members state that many years ago
there was used in the compound
two and a half pounds of sugar,” the
paper reported, but “frequent at-

tacks of gout warned them that too
much saccharine matter was dis-
abling their underpinnings, and con-
sequently the proportion of sugar
was lessened.”

Take that recipe and up the
“dash” of peach brandy to a “wine
glass”—that is, 120 milliliters—and
you have the consensus recipe.
Charles H. Baker Jr., whose 1939
“Gentleman’s Companion” is the
most elegantly florid of cocktail
guides, claimed to have just such a
recipe from Philadelphia relations
who were citizens of the State in
Schuylkill. Baker warned against
“so-called ‘Fish House Punch’ re-
ceipts that include Benedictine,
curaçao, bourbon, and God knows
what else,” asserting that “there is
but one receipt, unwavering, invari-
able. This is it."

But is it? Around 1873 Dr. Wil-
liam Camac was the “governor” of
the State in Schuylkill, and he put
the official Fish House Punch recipe
down on paper. It has the lemon
juice, the sugar, the two parts rum
to one part brandy. But missing is
any mention whatsoever of peach
brandy. Which would mean the leg-
endary Fish House Punch is nothing
more than the most basic sort of
punch one could compound. “It’s a
simple, even banal punch,” writes
Mr. Grimes, “and how it developed
such a mystique remains unclear.”

The mystique, of course, could
simply have been a reflection of the
prestige and secrecy of the club.
And there is reason to credit the
plain old punch recipe—the prepara-
tion of all the other consumables at
the “castle” is done with the utmost
simplicity. The club’s rules specify,
for example, that in grilling steaks,
no “high seasoning” is to be used.

I prefer the punch with the peach
liqueur, and with that liqueur in a
quantity closer to that originally
suggested by Cozzens, which saves
the drink from the banality that Mr.
Grimes bemoaned. I think that even
those of us not planning to cast a
line this spring could use a good tub-
ful of Fish House Punch these days.
“It is said of this punch,” wrote the
Lincoln (Neb.) Evening News in
1903, “that if one will drink enough
of it he will reach a condition of opti-
mism where he builds yachts and
buys real estate by the block.”

Fishing for a punch recipe

Fish House Punch
2 parts dark Jamaica rum
1 part cognac
µ part peach-flavored brandy
1 part fresh lemon juice
1 to 1µ part (to taste) 
simple syrup
2 parts (more or less, to taste) 
water 

Stir with ice and serve in a 
punch cup. If you make it in bulk, 
do so in a sizable punchbowl 
with a large block of ice. You 
may decorate the punch with 
thin slices of lemon.
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How’s Your Drink?
ERIC FELTEN

DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES & ESTATES

Investment Opportunity
in Land & Water

Call Korley (402) 387-2455
or April (402) 322-0770

www.farmne.com

For Sale: Prime irrigated farmland located
on the Ogallala aquifer in north central
Nebraska. 5% leaseback option available.

Distinctive
Properties &Estates

Available Every Friday in

for more information call,
Tel: 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280

250-747-0002

British Columbia
Perfect Retreat/Ranch

8400 sf mini-mansion on 299 ac.
on 2 km of salmon riverfront

REDUCED!

www.bcranchforsale.com
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From left: ‘Jones, LeRoi and His Family’ (1964), by Bob Thompson;
‘Portrait of a Musician’ (1949), by Thomas Hart Benton; ‘Two Musicians’
(1960), by James Weeks.

By Craig Winneker
Paris

I
F YOU’VE EVER STARED at a
Jackson Pollock thinking, “This
is what a Charlie Parker solo

looks like,” or been moved enough
by Thelonious Monk to announce,
“He is the Picasso of the piano,”
here is a show for you.

“The Jazz Century” is being
staged in an ethnological museum,
the Musée du Quai Branly, but
don’t expect a collection of native
curiosities from a strange, lost
world. “This is not a music history
exhibition,” says curator Daniel
Soutif. “You won’t see Louis Arm-
strong’s trumpet.”

Rather, Mr. Soutif has turned
the museum’s cavernous exhibi-
tion space into a multimedia explo-
ration of jazz music’s influence on
Western culture and art—as well
as its roots in African and Ameri-
can traditions. It’s an ambitious
goal, but there’s no denying the
premise: Jazz may not be as popu-
lar as it was in its heydays in the
1920s and 1950s, but as even the
contemporary artworks on display
show, the music’s vibrant spirit is
still very much alive.

Mr. Soutif spent three years
working on “The Jazz Century,”
which premièred at the Mart mu-
seum in Rovereto, Italy, and heads
to the Centre de Cultura Contem-
porània de Barcelona after it ends
here on June 28. It is clearly an afi-
cionado’s labor of love, but you
don’t have to be a jazz fan to ap-
preciate its scope. The works in-
clude painting, sculpture, installa-
tions, photography, film, graphic
design and, of course, music from
some of the greatest artists of the
last 100 years.

Like a swinging jazz tune, the
show is built on a steady rhythm:
A visual timeline runs the length
of the exhibition, providing con-
text in an evolving series of color-

ful sheet-music covers, posters
and album sleeves. Those covers
are like the grotesques in the
Uffizi: They are a backdrop and
easy to overlook as you admire
the main works on display, but
they reward close inspection.
From “My Little Zulu Babe” (1900)
to “Good-Bye Broadway, Hello
France” (1917) to “Louis Arm-
strong’s 125 Breaks for Jazz Cor-
net” (1927), they tell an intricate
story of their own. And, like those
Uffizi frescoes, they are a feast for
the eyes.

But the show also has some-
thing as important to jazz as it is
to any other art form: improvisa-
tion—a willingness to leave conven-
tion behind and chart new terri-
tory. At various points, the gallery
space suddenly veers off in a differ-
ent direction as the show riffs on a
theme—album covers designed by
famous artists, bizarre European
jazz-festival posters, an evocation
of the Harlem Renaissance.

Screens show clips from films
that use jazz as subject matter
(Norman McLaren’s avant-garde
take on an Oscar Peterson piano
performance, “Begone Dull Care,”
from 1949) or soundtrack (the
Miles Davis trumpet in Louis
Malle’s “Ascenseur pour
l’échafaud,” from 1958) or visual
gag (the Count Basie Orchestra’s
desert cameo in Mel Brooks’s
“Blazing Saddles,” 1974).

Other highlights include black-
and-white portraits of jazz greats
by photographer Carl Van
Vechten, visually striking album
covers by Lee Friedlander (Col-
trane’s “Giant Steps”) and Andy
Warhol (1950s Blue Note LPs by
Kenny Burrell and Monk), and
James Weeks’s stunning 1960
painting “Two Musicians.” The lat-
ter’s vivid brushwork in blue,
brown, pink and yellow captures
two very cool cats—one of whom
chills regally in an armchair while
his bandmate stands to the side
holding a tenor sax like a guard’s
halberd.

The six emaciated musicians in
Jean Dubuffet’s “Jazz Band (Dirty
Style Blues),” from 1944, look
more like a combo you’d find in a
real dive; these guys have been on
the road (and who knows what
else) too long, but they’ve still got
their chops.

There are offbeat little sur-
prises. A dog-eared copy of Sar-
tre’s “La Nausée” is open to a
page on which the protagonist lis-
tens to his favorite tune, “Some of
These Days.” A screen shows a
clip from one of Georges Méliès
mesmerizing short films, “The In-
fernal Cake-Walk” (1903), in which
demons perform a version of the
African-American “cakewalk”
dance. David Hammons’s 1989 in-
stallation “Chasing the Blue
Train” runs an electric train
through a pile of coal (get it?) in a
landscape of piano-lid mountains.

The show also features several
works entitled “Jazz”—the great
20th-century artists obviously rel-

ished the challenge of depicting
the music visually—including an
abstract Man Ray photograph, a
Matisse book of cutouts and a Jean-
Michel Basquiat collage painting.

And yes, there is a Pollock
(“Watery Paths,” from 1947), and
a few Picassos (including a 1918
sheet-music cover for Igor Stravin-
sky’s “Ragtime”).

Like any great jazz piece, this
show has so much going on at
once you might need to play it a
few times to catch all the nuances.
But amid the flurry of notes, the
beat is always there. It’s like the
Duke said, It don’t mean a thing if
you ain’t got that swing.

An inspired riff on ‘The Jazz Century’

‘Josephine Baker est aux Folies
Bergères’ (1927), by Michel Gyarmathy.
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WWW.BLANCPAIN.COM

“Fifty Fathoms Automatique”
(ref. 5015-3630-52)
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Clockwise from left: Fuji apple confit,
with yuzu ice cream and lemon
marshmallow; entry to Joël Robuchon,
the restaurant; the chef, in black, with
executive chef Eric Bouchenoire;
bottom, sautéed veal chop with
vegetable taglierini.

By Raymond Sokolov
Las Vegas

T
HE WORLD’S MOST deco-
rated chef is drinking a Diet
Coke. Joël Robuchon is in

Sin City to create the new spring
menu for the jewel-box of a restau-
rant in the MGM Grand that bears
his name. We are there to watch
him invent a new dish—and to see
how a 60-seat establishment that
charges $500 for a tasting of
black-truffle dishes is making out
in a desert Babylon stunned by
the current financial crisis.

Mr. Robuchon enters the im-
maculate kitchen, followed by a
small entourage of underchefs. He
inspects a small circular tin of Ose-
tra caviar and then pulls apart an
Alaskan king crab the size of a
puppy. “Where is the coral?” he
asks, precipitating nervous activ-
ity and whispers. Coral, the red,
deeply flavorful female crab’s egg
mass he needs for the sauce, is
found in another big crab. The
kitchen has assembled cooked
meat from king, Dungeness and
blue crabs, which Mr. Robuchon
tastes in different mixtures, pull-
ing out samples with his fingers.
In the end, he decides on a mé-
lange of king and Dungeness. “For
me it’s all about the texture,” he
says.

So far, in the year of Madoff
and mortgage foreclosure, Joël
Robuchon, the Las Vegas restau-
rant, is doing fine, though Mr.
Robuchon says business has
slowed at his less grand (but still
plenty opulent) Atelier de Joël
Robuchon, at the Four Seasons Ho-
tel in New York. On the chill week-
day evening in mid-February when
I had the multicourse, $385 winter
menu in Las Vegas, more than half
the tables were full. Mr. Robuchon
says a well-heeled international
clientèle is still supporting his
other two cost-be-damned “gastro-
nomic” restaurants, in Tokyo and
Macao.

The same seems to be holding
true elsewhere at the highest tiers
of global chefdom. You can’t get a
reservation after 6:30 p.m. for two
months at Thomas Keller’s Per Se
in Manhattan. Ferran Adrià filled
his 2009 bookings at El Bulli,
north of Barcelona, last November,
as was the case in 2008.

At all his restaurants, Mr. Robu-
chon creates a new menu for each
season. The spring menu in Las Ve-
gas, available this week, is cen-
tered on shellfish. “Americans re-
ally love shellfish,” he tells me, as
if to congratulate me and 300 mil-
lion other compatriots for our
good taste. In the kitchen, he
builds a dish layered with the crab
mixture and strips of yellow-
brown sea urchin, which he takes
from a neat pile. The crustaceans
are only the beginning: Minced,
raw white cauliflower is also a ma-
jor ingredient. It lurks within the
crabmeat mix as a stealth carrier
of a starch element that Mr. Robu-
chon believes makes this dish a no-
grain, marine cousin of tabbouleh,
the ancient Near Eastern salad
based on bulghur wheat and mint.
To carry the edible metaphor all
the way, the chef adds mint to his
creation.

The ability to use the whole gal-
axy of foods and food ideas as his
palette has made Mr. Robuchon a
worldly success at 63, with 25
Michelin stars world-wide, more
than any other chef. Now, his only

three-star Michelin restaurants
are in Las Vegas and Tokyo. He
closed his Parisian three-star and
took a Garbo-esque retreat from
the limelight a quarter-century
ago, reopening in Paris in 2003
with his lunch-counter format Ate-
lier.

He is wistful about a France he
sees in spiritual decline, but as
passionate as ever about the art
of cooking and his role in it. The
gastronomic writer Brillat-Savarin
put the creation of new dishes at
the top of human achievement, de-
claring, “The discovery of a new
dish does more for human happi-
ness than the discovery of a new
star.” Like a composer who can
hear the whole orchestra in his
head, Mr. Robuchon imagines a
dish in full, then makes it real.

To enter the restaurant, you
walk through the vastness of the
MGM Grand, out of the hustle of
the casino and into a serene and
color-drenched retreat. Look
through one door, and you see a
vertical garden of ivy and other
plants growing on a wall. Through
another door, you catch a glimpse
of the casino framed by a little
bar with a cart of priceless co-
gnacs; through a third door comes
dinner.

First to arrive on the table was
La Pomme, a chilled apple “tea,”
flavored with nutmeg and yuzu
and “veiled” with a solid, edible
net concocted from olive oil. From

this chaste fruit cocktail, the meal,
mostly from the winter menu,
moved on to Le Caviar, a serious
fugue in which a little pot of black
eggs is attended by sliced scallop,
avocado and cauliflower cream.

The innocent diner who orders
the crab-and-cauliflower “tab-
bouleh” at the start of the spring
menu will receive a small caviar
tin, inside which only black Osetra
eggs are visible. Then in goes the
fork and the whole chamber sym-
phony of crab, cauliflower and
mint, the faux tabbouleh con-
cealed under the caviar, emerges
and merges on the tongue in the
most unexpected and beautiful
way. “I just had this idea in my

head,” Mr. Robuchon explains,
without, of course, explaining any-
thing.

Next came a double whammy:
The egg yolk in an herb-flavored
ravioli contrasts with a medley of
black truffle shavings and orbs of
baby spinach foam—two kinds of
spherical shapes, one on a convex
mount, the other in a concave con-
tainer.

Then I got my favorite course,
the frog leg fritter. This mythic
rustic food is presented as a sin-
gle gobbet of flesh with a match-
stick of bone sticking up as a han-
dle—letting you pop the thing,
with its crisp, bird’s-nest coating,
into your mouth, but only after

you’ve dredged it through tear-
drops of garlic cream and parsley
purée. Decorative double red-wire
helices flank the oblong plate—a
sort of Dada anti-place setting
meant to amuse and delight.

I was equally amused and de-
lighted to see how Mr. Robuchon
ennobled the lowly turnip with
candied chestnuts in a foie gras
broth. The flavors and textures
married as if centuries of trial and
error had made the combination
commonplace. Ditto for the vel-
vety soup of oats studded with
toasted almond and red dots of
chorizo juice—superior comfort
food but pepped up, with crunchy
almond bits hiding in the por-
ridge. Very strange. Odd, too, and
also magnificent was the “risotto”
of soy shoots with lemon zest and
chive.

Toward the end of the evening,
the courses turned less fanciful. A
piece of veal with a Napoleon of
vegetables and a natural herb gel
preceded an exemplary bass,
served unadorned except for its
crisp skin and a dark red pool of
sauce derived from verjuice, the
acidic liquid pressed from unripe
grapes. To see these two dishes as
less fanciful than those that had
come before concedes how radical
the earlier part of the meal was.

In a single dessert, a Fuji apple
purée perfumed with lemon and a
Fuji ice cream studded with can-
died cranberries surrounded hand-
crafted lemon marshmallow. Then,
Mr. Robuchon, at his trickiest, of-
fered a second extravaganza, a ro-
coco assemblage called Le Coca.

As in cola. This tribute to Mr.
Robuchon’s beloved Coke consists
of a ginger mousse, an ice made
from vodka and Coke and some-
thing dark, a bubble of Coca-Cola
gelée crowned with gold. It’s a
grandiose joke, but Mr. Robuchon
goes a giant step further. Some-
how he takes the world’s most fa-
mous industrial flavor and trans-
mogrifies it into a high culinary
essence—still recognizably Coke,
but also something way beyond.

Email me at eatingout@wsj.
com.

Watching a star chef whip up something new

v Food & Drink
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Across
 1 Spiced brew
 5 “I and my fellows 

are ministers of 
Fate” speaker

 10 Woolly-coated 
sheepdogs

 15 Monument Valley 
sight

 19 Storage space
 20 Jovovich of “The 

Fifth Element”

 21 Recipient of an 
Oscar acceptance 
speech thank-you

 22 Takes steps
 23 Bay on which 

a chipmaker’s 
headquarters 
are located?

 25 Challenges for a 
bank’s in-house 
masseur?

 27 Lasso loop

 28 Lamp power?
 30 Flock holders
 31 Deposit content
 32 Steamy
 34 Digression from 

a newspaper 
company?

 38 McConnell or 
McCain: Abbr.

 39 Istanbul coin
 41 Places in the 

heart

 42 Checks the 
books?

 43 Eon subdivision
 44 Convento de 

Santa Teresa 
setting

 46 Spout off
 47 Make an effort
 48 Prune
 49 Chin-wag
 51 Abounding 

in foliage

 55 Dessert-on-a-stick products 
from a soda giant?

 61 Handles
 63 Cartesian plane divider
 64 Crawl spaces?
 65 Hit album of 1956
 67 Busy mo. for CPAs
 68 Chalky
 69 Grind to bits
 71 Is a poor winner
 72 Criminal
 73 Interest rate abbr.
 74 Sword-and-sorcery hero 

created by Robert E. Howard
 75 “The Crucible” setting
 76 Papier-mâché ingredient
 77 Unworried
 79 Art supplies from an office 

supply store?
 83 Tip off
 84 Refusenik’s refusal
 85 Quite keen on

 86 Hip-hop’s Kool Moe ___
 89 Be a rubbernecker
 91 In a way, informally
 93 They often include “LOL” 

and “BRB”
 96 Contract makeup
 98 Anticipate
 100 Be crawling (with)
 101 Block
 102 Ruling in a broadcast satellite 

company’s case?
 105 Area of interest

 107 “If ___ he loved, ’twas her 
alone”: Sir Walter Scott

 108 It’s about 115 miles north of 
Pittsburgh

 109 Online political magazine
 111 Postal Service symbol
 112 Home for a software 

company’s employees?
 116 Item in a transportation 

company’s laundry room?
 118 Prop for 35-Down
 119 Court tie
 120 What stocks may take during 

panics
 121 Homer Simpson’s mother

 122 It may make the grade
 123 Sean who played a hobbit
 124 Sch. health course
 125 Haggis ingredient

Down
 1 The talk of Taiwan
 2 One paying homage
 3 It’s about 80 miles 

east of Pittsburgh
 4 That is, to Pliny
 5 Burgundy bud
 6 Hand band
 7 Like contraband
 8 Tennis pro Dementieva
 9 America Ferrera, for one
 10 Lobbying org.
 11 Cry of distaste
 12 Seized, as an opportunity
 13 Atlas detail
 14 Portrayer of Mr. Smith
 15 iLife runner
 16 Showed support for, in a way
 17 Backs of barks
 18 One may be written off
 24 “Sweet” girl in a 

Bing Crosby song
 26 Grant player
 29 Gets in a sting
 33 Honda’s longest-selling car
 35 Poetic Muse
 36 Ingredient of some solders 

and some soldiers
 37 Oprah’s friend
 40 Make no effort to save 

the wrapping from
 45 The buck stops here
 48 Draft card letters

 50 1965 movie with the 
working title “Eight 
Arms to Hold You”

 52 Functional
 53 Capital on the 

Mississippi R.
 54 Throngs
 55 Tree with purple flowers
 56 Quinella’s cousin
 57 “The Caretaker” 

playwright
 58 Chief Mahaska’s people
 59 Shot
 60 Tart fruits
 61 Canine command
 62 Serpentine shape
 66 One who’s out for blood
 69 Shares an email with
 70 Ground breaker
 71 50-knot wind
 75 2001 Robert Rodriguez 

film
 76 Classic muscle car
 78 1987 National League 

MVP Dawson
 80 President between 

Gamal and Hosni

 81 Stud fees?
 82 Like many passports
 87 Host
 88 “CHiPs” star Erik
 89 Failed
 90 Bowl over
 92 Pioneer of art’s Neue 

Sachlichkeit movement
 93 “Pretty please...”
 94 Gary’s “Morocco” 

co-star
 95 Disdain
 96 Hippie wear
 97 Box score column
 99 Bejeweled bands
 102 Coped
 103 Lionel Hampton’s 

instrument
 104 Orange ghost 

in Pac-Man
 106 Impairs
 110 Campbell of the 

“Scream” movies
 113 56-Down, for one
 114 Start of the 7th century
 115 Dusk, to poets
 117 Cardinal, e.g.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37

38 39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53 54

55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65 66 67

68 69 70 71 72

73 74 75 76

77 78 79 80 81 82

83 84 85

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99 100 101

102 103 104 105 106

107 108 109 110 111

112 113 114 115 116 117

118 119 120 121

122 123 124 125
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Houses of Worship / By David Gibson

77
Masterpiece / By Rosemary Hill

At a mass on Saturday in
Luanda, Angola, Pope Benedict
tried to warn of the dangers of
belief in witchcraft. Though he
never used that word, his implica-
tion was clear when he suggested
that African Catholics should of-
fer Christ to their fellow citizens
because “so many of them are liv-
ing in fear of spirits, of malign
and threatening powers.”

The statement reflects a real
and tragic problem in many parts
of Africa, even among people who
identify as Christians. Many still
consult shamans and use talis-
mans or potions for everything
from fertility problems to exor-
cisms. Others take it a horrifying
step further: Children, especially
those with a physical deformity or
afflicted with a disease like AIDS,
are often brutalized or killed in
the belief that they are possessed
by evil spirits. The elderly, espe-
cially women, are also common
targets. Earlier this month, Am-
nesty International reported that
more than 1,000 people were
rounded up in Gambia in a govern-
ment-sponsored witch-hunt, and
in Tanzania at least 45 albinos
have been murdered since 2007
because popular superstition
holds that they are witches.

No wonder church leaders who
praise the explosion of faith across
Africa as the future of Christianity
(the Christian population has gone

from eight million in 1900 to 360
million today) also take pains to
try to purge superstition and sor-
cery and, yes, witchcraft, from the
continent. And they regularly fail,
or offend. A decade ago Episcopal
Bishop John Shelby Spong—
roughly Benedict’s polar opposite
on the political spectrum—was
forced to apologize for referring
to African Christians
as “just one step up
from witchcraft.” That
was also not a
quote—he actually
said that African
Christians have
“moved out of ani-
mism into a very su-
perstitious kind of
Christianity” and have
“yet to face the intel-
lectual revolution of
Copernicus and Ein-
stein that we’ve had
to face.” But the mes-
sage was clear.

Yet in response to
Pope Benedict and
Bishop Spong, many
would argue that religion itself is
simply another form of supersti-
tion, albeit dressed up in Greek
philosophy or Hebrew wisdom.
And believers are hardly in a posi-
tion to criticize their African
brethren. Polls show at least half
of Americans confess to being su-
perstitious to one degree or an-

other—one-third believe in astrol-
ogy—and belief in various forms
of the paranormal are on the rise.

But the problem is that one
man’s superstition is another
man’s religion, and vice versa.
Many Protestants today still see
Catholicism as being rife with su-
perstition, most notably in the “ho-
cus pocus” of the Eucharist (from

the Latin words of consecration in
the Mass, hoc est enim corpus
meum, “This is my body”), while
atheists and agnostics would see
bien-pensant Protestants as wor-
shiping an equally absurd form of
the supernatural. It is all a matter
of degree, one could argue.

And it’s a good argument,

given the superstitions that com-
ingled with religion in the past
and persist in the present, either
in certain doctrines or in the in-
grained rituals of certain follow-
ers.The distance between “pros-
perity theology”—the notion that
following God’s commands will
make you rich—for example, and
sacrificing animals to appease

the gods is perhaps
not as great as we’d
like to think.

On the other hand,
the history of religion
could be viewed as
the process, however
halting and incom-
plete, of shedding
magical thinking to
reveal truth and
meaning, which are
the hallmarks of genu-
ine belief as opposed
to superstition.

Superstition encom-
passes many things,
at many levels, from
harmless good luck rit-
uals to calling down

evil spirits. Sorcery, for instance, is
often defined as magic used to
harm others, a negation of reli-
gion. Witchcraft is often character-
ized as magic that similarly at-
tempts to use unverifiable “natural
laws” in an effort to reveal the im-
personal forces that threaten to
capsize our lives. In 1948 the an-

thropologist Bronislaw Mali-
nowski, picking up on the latter
phenomenon, attributed the ap-
peal of magic to what he termed
the “theory of the gap,” that is,
anxiety about the unknown.

But the difference between su-
perstitions and religion is not
only the difference between mean-
ing and randomness, between
faith and anxiety, but the differ-
ence between belief in a per-
sonal, benevolent God and fear of
the pitiless Mother Nature.

Superstition offers the illusion
of control by manipulating nature
or revealing her occult intent. If
the spells are recited properly, all
should be well. It’s a big “if,” how-
ever. Religion gives the promise,
rather than the illusion, of hope.
God does not always respond as
we would like; loved ones die, live-
lihoods are lost. Mystery is deep-
ened, and hopefully, with faith,
leads to peace rather than disillu-
sionment. Accidental similarities
between religion and magic should
not lead anyone to confuse the dif-
ference in their content. Nor
should the focus on witchcraft in
places like Africa blind the rest of
us to the lures of superstition that
continue to cloud our own beliefs.

Mr. Gibson is the author of “The
Rule of Benedict: Pope Benedict
XVI and His Battle With the Mod-
ern World” (HarperOne, 2006).

Superstition vs. Religion

London
The British Houses of Parlia-

ment stand beside the Thames, a
symbol of London itself. Their sil-
houette, culminating in the great
clock tower that houses Big Ben,
is famous all over the world. Yet
this is a building that came about
by accident and whose precise au-
thorship was for many years
clouded by controversy. Its proper
name is the Palace
of Westminster, for
it replaced the medi-
eval palace where
from the 13th cen-
tury onward Parlia-
ment habitually met.
Over the years the
old building was ex-
panded, altered,
filled in and divided
until it had sprawled
into a higgledy-piggledy mess.

Everyone agreed that it should
be replaced, but no one could de-
cide exactly how. Then, on the
night of Oct. 16, 1834, fate inter-
vened. Fire engulfed the old palace—
and even while the ruins still smol-
dered, debate raged about how it
should be rebuilt. This was a mo-
ment, on the brink of the Victorian
era, when taste was on the turn.
Classical architecture, long consid-
ered the only suitable style for a
public building, was losing ground
to the Gothic. For the generation
who had grown up reading the ro-
mances of Walter Scott, the medi-
eval style seemed to summon up a
noble national past and to point
toward a better future, free of the
corruption associated with the dy-
ing days of Georgian England. So
the new palace was Gothic.

Construction of the new Palace
of Westminster began in 1837, the

year of Queen Victoria’s acces-
sion. The architect in charge was
Charles Barry, who had won an
open competition with some assis-
tance from a young draftsman,
A.W.N. Pugin. This great Victorian
novel in stone tells the story of
Britain’s past and its peculiar con-
stitution literally within the fabric
of the building, in its richly col-
ored glass and murals, and even

in its floor plan. If
you stand at the ex-
act heart of the
building, in the Cen-
tral Lobby, you can
see the architecture
unfold around you
as a diagram of gov-
ernment. In one di-
rection, through the
House of Lords, you
see the sovereign’s

throne. Far away at the other end
of the central axis, through the
Commons, is the speaker’s chair,
representing the elected house.
Monarch and people face each
other in delicate counterbalance.

The richly decorated chamber
of the Lords is itself a kind of
gilded cage, reminding the sover-
eign of her limited authority, for
the opulent throne is overlooked
by statues of the barons who
were the first to limit royal power
by making King John sign Magna
Carta. Here and there the ghost of
the old palace haunts the new.
The House of Commons, which
had originally met in the medieval
chapel, was rebuilt in the same
form with benches down each
side, like choir stalls. The space
between them is slightly longer
than two swords’ lengths, in case
debate should get out of hand.

The new Palace of Westmin-

ster was the biggest and most
complex building of its time, artis-
tically and technically. While its
style looked back to the Middle
Ages, its substance was a product
of the steam age. Cast iron, con-
crete, the latest heating and venti-
lation methods were all deployed.

No one architect, designer or
artist could have created all this
alone. It was Barry who was re-
sponsible for its conception and
most deserves the title of “archi-
tect.” The ingenious plan is en-
tirely his. But Barry was a classi-
cist, a lover of symmetry skilled in
Italianate design. To finish the

building as a completely inte-
grated whole with carving and gild-
ing, stained glass, furniture and
clocks, inkwells, umbrella stands
and coat hooks, all in the Gothic
style, was quite beyond him.

For this he turned once again
to Pugin. In the nine years since
Pugin had worked as a draftsman
on the original competition entry,
when his drawings had undoubt-
edly helped Barry win, he had
grown into a Gothic architect and

designer of genius. He was preco-
cious and prodigious. At the age
of 24 Pugin had written the first
architectural manifesto; then, be-
fore he was 30, he had built 22
churches, three cathedrals—includ-
ing England’s first since St. Paul’s—
several schools and a Cistercian
monastery. Pugin invented the Vic-
torian church as a building type
and was just on the point of rein-
venting the modern family house.

Pugin was a hero to the rising
generation of architects, who de-
spised Barry and his now old-fash-
ioned style of Gothic. So as it be-
came generally known that Pugin

was working at the Palace of
Westminster, rumors grew that it
was really Pugin’s building and
that Barry was taking credit for
Pugin’s work. This last part was
true. While Pugin provided de-
signs for tiles and metalwork, the
royal throne, the glass and a
great deal more, Barry made sure
that the younger man’s name was
kept out of the press reports. But
the more Barry tried to play
down his assistant’s role, the

more scope his enemies had to
play it up.

Pugin did not help himself. He
hated bureaucracy, insisting that
Barry attend all the committee
meetings and be the front man. He
was not much interested in public
life—and this, combined with in-
creasing ill-health, meant that he
contributed to his own obscurity.

In 1852, when the building was
finally opened, Pugin received no
credit and, anyway, was too ill to
attend. Just a few days after the
ceremony, Barry traveled to Pu-
gin’s house in Kent to get one last
design. As Barry stood over him,
Pugin sketched out the designs for
the great clock tower. It was to be
his best-known work, but he never
saw it. Weeks later he lapsed into
insanity, and in eight months he
was dead at the age of 40. His
role at the Palace of Westminster
remained the subject of national
controversy for decades. The build-
ing was a collaboration—Barry’s
skeleton dressed in Pugin’s flesh—
yet it is from Pugin that our first
and last impressions of it come.

In 1941 Barry and Pugin’s House
of Commons was destroyed by Ger-
man bombing. When it was rebuilt,
Winston Churchill chose to con-
tinue in the same Gothic style. He
explained the decision by saying
that “we shape our buildings, and
afterwards our buildings shape
us.” What the Victorians had
shaped, out of accident and contro-
versy as well as art and ingenuity,
continues to shape Britain today.

Ms. Hill is the author of “God’s
Architect: Pugin and the Building
of Romantic Britain,” which was
published earlier this month by
Yale University Press.
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A Victorian Novel in Stone

Pope Benedict XVI meets faithful during his visit to Luanda, An-
gola, March 21.
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Britain’s past
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All that jazz...and art      Shakespeare meets Kabuki

Formula 1 makes adjustments
to help it through stormy times

Back 
on track?

Amsterdam
history
“400 Years New Amsterdam/New
York” celebrates the 400th anniver-
sary of Henry Hudson founding the
Dutch colony called New Netherlands
in North America.

Rijksmuseum
March 31-June 1
% 31-20-6747-000
www.rijksmuseum.nl

Basel
art
“Visual Encounters—Africa, Oceania
and Modern Art” presents works such
as masks, sculptures and paintings,
juxtaposing art from Africa or Oceania
with works of classical modernism.

Fondation Beyeler
Until May 24
% 41-61-2069-700
www.beyeler.com

Berlin
history
“Calvinism: The Reformed in Germany
and Europe” shows works of art, his-
toric documents, scriptures, liturgical
devices and quotidian art exploring
the origins and spread of Calvinism in
Germany and Europe.

Deutsches Historisches Museum
April 1-July 19
% 49-30-2030-4750
www.dhm.de

photography
“Hannes Kilian—Photographs” exhibits
320 black-and-white images by the
German photographer Hannes Kilian
(1909-1999), including photojournal-
ism, sport and portrait photography.

Martin-Gropius-Bau
April 4-June 29
% 49-30-2548-90
www.berlinerfestspiele.de

Brussels
photography
“Portraits of Artists—80 Years of the
Centre for Fine Arts in Pictures” is a
selection of 100 portraits of influential
artists.

Palais des Beaux Arts
Until Sept. 13
% 32-2-5078-444
www.bozar.be

Edinburgh
art
“The Conversation Piece: Scenes of
Fashionable Life” features “conversa-
tion pieces,” paintings of a family or a
gathering of friends in informal activi-
ties.

The Royal Collection
Until Sept. 20
% 44-20-7766-7300
www.royalcollection.org.uk

Florence
science
“Galileo: Images of the Universe from
Antiquity to the Telescope” exhibits
scientific instruments, celestial atlases,
drawings, sculptures, and illuminated
manuscripts.

Palazzo Strozzi
Until Aug. 30
% 39-055-2645-155
www.palazzostrozzi.org

Frankfurt
art
“Caravaggio in the Netherlands” pre-
sents works of art by Caravaggio
(1571-1610) and the Utrecht Caravag-

gists: Dirck van Baburen (1595-1624),
Gerard van Honthorst (1592-1656)
and Hendrick Terbrugghen
(1588-1629).

Städel Museum
April 1-July 26
% 49-69-6050-980
www.staedelmuseum.de

Ghent
design
“Henry van de Velde: Book design be-
tween art nouveau and new objectiv-
ity” explores design evolution through
sketches, trials and multiple variations
by Belgian artist Henry van de Velde
(1863-1957).

Design Museum Ghent
Until June 1

% 32-9-2679-999
design.museum.gent.be

Glasgow
history
“Ancient Greeks: Athletes, Warriors
and Heroes” explores the theme of
competition in the Ancient Greek
world with one of the largest collec-
tions of Greek artifacts on loan from
the British Museum.

The Burrell Collection
Until May 4
% 44-1412-8725-50
www.glasgowmuseums.com

Hamburg
art
“Itô Jakuchû—Jade Flowers in Mysteri-

ous Gardens” displays a special type
of Japanese woodcuts (ishizuri-e) by
Itô Jakuchû (1716-1800), in which the
motif appears in white against a black
background.

Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe
Until June 28
% 49-40-4281-3427-32
www.mkg-hamburg.de

London
art
“Symbolism in Poland and Britain”
shows works by Polish Symbolist art-
ists alongside paintings by their Brit-
ish contemporaries.

Tate Britain
Until June 21
% 44-20-7887-8888
www.tate.org.uk

Luxembourg
art
“Between the Sacred and the Profane”
showcases 17th-century Italian master
paintings by Francesco Albani
(1578-1660), Ludovico Carracci
(1555-1619), Luca Giordano
(1634-1705) and others.

Musée National d'Histoire et d'Art
Until May 17
% 352-47-9330-1
www.mnha.public.lu

Munich
design
“Democratic Design—IKEA” examines
the Swedish furniture company IKEA
through themes such as “the Begin-
nings,” “The Billy System,” “Sustainabil-
ity and Ecology” and more.

Pinakothek der Moderne
April 3-July 12
% 49-89-2380-5360

www.pinakothek.de

Oslo
art
“Jean Tinguely” presents the moving
sculptures of the Swiss artist
(1925-1991), including radio sculptures,
kinetic reliefs, self-destructing mechani-
cal sculptures that go up in smoke
and more.

Henie-Onstadt Kunstsenter
April 2-Aug. 2
% 47-67-8048-80
www.hok.no

Oxford
art
“Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680): Artist-col-
lector of the Baroque” shows old mas-
ter drawings collected by Sir Peter
Lely, one of the first artist-collectors
and one of Britain's most successful
artists of the 17th century.

Christ Church Picture Gallery
Until May 31
% 44-1865-2761-72
www.chch.ox.ac.uk

Paris
art
“Kandinsky” brings together about 100
paintings by Russian artist Wassily
Kandinsky (1866-1944) and updates
the Kandinsky collection with addi-
tions such as watercolors and manu-
scripts of the “Russian” period
(1914-1917).

Centre Pompidou
April 8-Aug. 10
% 33-1-4478-1233
www.centrepompidou.fr

art
“The Imaginative World of Ariosto”
showcases the Renaissance artwork
that inspired Italian court poet Ludov-
ico Ariosto (1474-1533), best known
for his epic poem, “Roland Furieux”
(Orlando Furioso).

Musée du Louvre
Until May 18
% 33-1-4020-5050
www.louvre.fr

Riga
art
“Marta Skulme—Sculpture” shows
sculptures from the early 20th cen-
tury by Latvia’s first female sculptor,
Marta Liepina-Skulme (1890-1962).

Latvian National Museum of Art
April 3-May 10
% 371-6732-5051
www.vmm.lv

Rotterdam
art
“God in Sculpture” presents bronze
and stone sculptures from India, Ne-
pal, Cambodia, China, Korea and Thai-
land, illustrating portrayals of God in
Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism.

Kunsthal
Until June 14
% 31-10-4400-301
www.kunsthal.nl

Vienna
art
“Georges Adéagbo—The Colonization
and the History of the Colonized”
showcases the work of African artist
Georges Adéagbo (born 1942).

MAK
April 1-Sept. 13
% 43-1-7113-6248
www.mak.at

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

‘Le Cyclop-La Tête’ (1970), by Jean Tinguely, in Oslo; below, Kandinsky’s ‘Improvisation 19’ (1911), in Paris; top right, IKEA
children’s furniture ‘Mammut’ (1993), in Munich.
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